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Abstract
Energy saving is one of the priority of our society, involved in world-
wide challenges such as climate change, energy resource depletion,
conflicts between nations and economic crisis.
This objective must be achieved both by energy end-users through
an increased awareness about wasted energy and the use of high ef-
ficiency devices, and by energy producers. In the electric energy pro-
duction field, the possibility of decentralizing the production allows
to reduce the plant size, gives the possibility to end users to become
independent energy producers, to exploit renewable energies and to
increase the efficiency of the systems by recovering low-temperature
heat. Because of the stochastic nature of some of those energy sources,
it is expected that future energy systems will be forced to become in-
creasingly flexible, in order to deal with this challenge.
In this scenario, Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) are one of the fastest
growing technologies, due to their ability of exploiting low temper-
ature heat sources, typical of renewable energies and of waste heat
streams, to their simplicity and low costs.
The aim of this doctoral thesis is to contribute to the knowledge of
the modeling and optimization of small scale organic cycles systems for
low temperature applications, such as low concentration solar applica-
tion, waste heat recovery and micro-
geothermal systems. Particularly various control strategies and control
parameters have been defined to improve efficiency, flexibility and sys-
tem management, both for organic Rankine cycles and for organic flash
cycles (OFC), which can be considered an advanced architecture of the
basic Rankine cycle.
The use of a positive displacement rotary engine, which is particu-
larly suitable for small scale cycles under variable working conditions,
due to its high simplicity and flexibility, has allowed to simulate the
operation of a small scale solar ORC, according to a sliding-velocity
control strategy and without any thermal storage, reducing in this way
the number of required solar collectors and simplifying the system lay-
out. The dynamic analysis of the plant highlighted the effect of various
10 Contents
transient phenomena which caused a variation in the prediction of an-
nual plant production with respect to steady-state approach.
The comparison of sliding-velocity and sliding-pressure control strat-
egy of a small scale Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) ORC, has highlighted
the ineffectiveness of both of them in the case of highly variable heat
sources and has lead to the definition of an optimal combined sliding-
pressure and velocity control strategy, controlled by easy measurable
variables: the optimized function which allowed operation according
to this control strategy could be extrapolated, in steady-state condi-
tions, both from system data and even from expander data through a
simple approximation of the heat exchangers off-design behavior. Dy-
namic simulations have confirmed that both methods lead to better re-
sults in terms of system flexibility, efficiency and safety.
One of the major problems of ORCs is the constant temperature
evaporation phase, which increases entropy production during the isother-
mal heat transfer and in the case of sensible WHR systems, keeps the
exhaust temperature of the heat flux high. Organic flash cycles could be
an alternative solution to bypass this problem: however, the architec-
tures proposed in the literature for low temperature WHR systems have
the drawback of high specific costs. A new regenerative architecture
with the same thermodynamic performance of the original architecture
has been defined, with the result of a decrease in systems cost, leading
the specific cost of the main component of the cycle to be equal to that
of basic ORC systems, in the case of very small scale applications.
The off-design analysis comparison of single flash cycle with and
without regeneration has highlighted the higher flexibility of the regen-
erative solution, and the possibility of adopting an optimal combined
sliding-pressure and velocity control strategy, acting on the expander
speed and on flash pressure, in a similar manner as in ORC systems.
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Part I
Organic Rankine Cycles
1 Introduction
The energy market liberalization opened the way to end users to be-
come energy producers with a continuous evolution from a centralized
system to a small-scale system. The opportunity of exploiting renew-
able energy and increasing the efficiency of processes, due to the possi-
bility of cogeneration and waste heat recovery [1], contributes to the re-
duction of greenhouse gas emissions. New energy conversion and stor-
age technologies have been studied to meet the various requirements
of the new energy market [2]. Particularly, Organic Rankine Cycles
have been recently attracted an increasing interest of researchers and
of companies, in energy conversion processes from low temperature
heat sources, because of their properties which make their use very in-
teresting in distributed generation systems and that kind of sources [3].
Organic Rankine Cycles are currently adopted in various low tem-
perature applications such as low temperature solar thermal, geother-
mal, biomass, and waste heat recovery power plants, and they con-
tribute to improve the energy efficiency in three of the most energy
consuming sectors: industry, building and transportation.
2 Layout of ORCs and principal fluids properties
The basic layout of an ORC, 2.1 is similar to the classical steam Rankine
cycle and, in the simpler configuration, is composed of a feed pump, a
boiler, eventually a superheater, an expansion device and a condenser.
The liquid fluid is pumped in the boiler, where it is heated and va-
porized by using the heat source. The vapor is thus expanded in an
expansion device and then condensed.
ORCs systems utilize different fluids than water, such as refriger-
ants or hydrocarbons, having a lower normal boiling point than the
12
Nomenclature Subscripts
T Temperature [°C] is Isentropic
R Perfect gas constant [kJ/kg/K] g Global
M.W. Molecular Weight exch Exchanged
P Pressure [Pa] av Available
k Specific Heat ratio c Cycle
v Specific Volume [m3/kg] coll Collector
∆H Latent heat of vaporization [kJ/kg] re Receiver
Q˙ Thermal power [kW] a Ambient
G Solar Radiation [W/m2] cor Corrected
s Specific Entropy [kJ/kg/K] cr Critic
Cp Constant pressure specific heat [kJ/kg/K] r Reduced
V Volume [m3] in Inlet
e Cut-off ratio out Outlet
ρ Density [kg/m3] s Specific
m Mass [kg] p Pump
m˙ Mass flow rate [kg/s] e Expander
n Rotating speed [rpm]
W˙ Mechanical Power [kW]
c Absolute velocity [m/s]
w Relative velocity [m/s]
u Peripheral velocity [m/s]
V˙ Volume flow rate [m3/s]
D Diameter [m]
r Volume Ratio
BWR Back-work Ratio
Greeks
η Efficiency
ϕ Velocity Ratio
ω Rotating speed [rad/s]
Ω Critical passage area [m2]
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Figure 2.1: Basic ORC layout.
water, which makes their use very interesting for low temperature heat
sources.
2.1 Slope of the vapor saturation curve
Differently from water, the slope of the vapor saturation curve dsdT in a
T-s diagram, can be higher, lower or equal to zero, as reported in fig.2.2
Fluids having a negative slope of the vapor saturation curve are
called wet fluids, those with a positive slope are called dry, and fluids
with a slope of the saturation curve equal to zero are called isentropic.
The shape of the vapor saturation curve is important for the cycle
architecture [4]: in fact, in the case of a wet fluid, an isentropic expan-
sion from a point on the vapor saturation curve, has the final point in-
side the two phase region. In order to avoid liquid droplets formation
during the expansion, a superheating is needed, when operating with
vapor turbines. This problem is not present when adopting dry fluids
since any expansion from the vapor saturation curve ends into the zone
of superheated vapor, so that no superheating is needed. Moreover, in
this case, part of the sensible heat can be used to preheat the liquid
14 2.2 Molecular Weight
Figure 2.2: Slope of the vapor curve.
before the evaporator inlet, modifying the cycle layout, as reported in
fig.2.3, in order to increase cycle efficiency.
2.2 Molecular Weight
Another advantage of organic fluids with respect to steam is their high
molecular weight. High molecular weight fluids reduce the enthalpy
difference across the expander, thus limiting the number of turbine
stages. In fact accepting the ideal gas approximation, the enthalpy dif-
ference between two generic point 1 and 2, in an isentropic expansion
can be written as
∆h =
kRT1
k− 1
[
1−
(
P2
P1
)
k−1
k
]
(2.1)
=
kRT1
M.W. (k− 1)
[
1−
(
P2
P1
)
k−1
k
]
(2.2)
Which denotes that the enthalpy difference in an isentropic expan-
sion decreases with the increase of the molecular weight. Low en-
thalpy variations mean fewer turbine stages, lower peripheral speeds
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Figure 2.3: Layout of the ORC cycle with internal heat exchanger (IHE).
and therefore more economical expanders. Normally ORCs systems re-
quire just a single stage turbine [5], making their use very interesting in
small scale applications, from the economic point of view.
High molecular weight fluids, however, present lower cycle effi-
ciency for the same evaporating temperature [6], but higher cycle effi-
ciency at the same reduced temperature.
2.3 Critical Point
Organic fluids critical temperature and pressure are normally lower
than water’s. Fluids having high critical temperature have also a high
cycle efficiency, at the same reduced temperature, as reported in vari-
ous paper [7–10]: fig.2.4 shows this effect for n-Heptane, n-Octane and
n-Nonane, having a critical temperature respectively of 540.1 K, 569.3
K and 594.6 K.
The downside of operating with high critical temperature fluids is
the low vapor density at both high and low cycle pressures [11], which
increases the volume flow rate, requiring larger expanders [9,11], larger
heat exchangers and increasing the pressure losses in pipes. Large com-
16 2.4 Latent heat of vaporization
Figure 2.4: Cycle efficiency as a function of the reduced temperature for three
alkanes.
ponents means higher costs, which may become prohibitive for small
scale systems.
According to [11], when choosing the working fluid, a practical rule
is to select fluids having a critical temperature slightly higher than the
highest evaporating temperature achieved in the system.
2.4 Latent heat of vaporization
The organic fluid latent heat of vaporization is smaller than water’s, but
can strongly vary from fluid to fluid. According to some authors [12],
fluids having a large latent heat are preferable because the larger heat
of vaporization reduces the mass flow rate of the working fluid thus
minimizing the pump power consumption. Chen at al. in [9] proved
that fluids with large latent heat provide a higher specific work. In fact,
assuming the ideal gas behavior, the equation of state is
Pv = RT (2.3)
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From the Clausius-Clapeyron relation:
dP
dT
=
∆H
T∆v
(2.4)
Where dPdT is the slope of the coexistence curve on a Pressure-Temperature
diagram, ∆H is the latent heat of vaporization and ∆v is the volume
variation during the expansion\compression. Combining 2.3 and 2.4
and integrating, the pressure ratio between two points on the coexis-
tence line is:
P2
P1
= exp
[
∆H
R
(
1
T1
− 1
T2
)]
(2.5)
Which denotes that the pressure ratio of the fluid is an exponential
function of the latent heat of vaporization.
The enthalpy drop during an isentropic expansion, always assum-
ing an ideal gas behavior is:
∆his =
kRT1
k− 1
[
1−
(
P2
P1
)
k−1
k
]
(2.6)
Combining 2.5 with 2.6
∆his =
kRT1
k− 1
[
1− exp
(
∆H
(
1
T1
− 1
T2
)
k− 1
kR
)]
(2.7)
Which shows that the enthalpy drop and therefore the specific work,
is large for fluids having a large heat of vaporization. A large enthalpy
drop, implies high peripheral velocity or more expansion stages and
therefore larger costs.
Yamamoto et al. in [13] stated that fluids with low latent heat are
preferable because can increment the turbine mass flow rate and there-
fore the turbine output.
For WHR applications a small latent heat allows a better match
between the exchange curves, reducing entropy losses during the ex-
change process [11], as reported in fig. 2.5 and reducing the tempera-
ture of the hot stream at the exchanger outlet [14].
18 2.5 Evaporating pressure/temperature.
Figure 2.5: Exchange curves for working fluids having different heat of va-
porization
2.5 Evaporating pressure/temperature.
The selection of the optimal evaporating pressure has a strong impact
on the ORC systems efficiency. The higher is the evaporation pressure
the highest is the cycle efficiency, due to the increase of the the tem-
perature difference between the maximum and minimum cycle tem-
peratures. However a high evaporation pressure does not necessarily
lead to the maximum system efficiency: in the case of WHR systems,
for example, the efficiency is the product of the cycle efficiency by the
recovery efficiency ε:
ηg = ηc·ε (2.8)
where ε is defined as the ratio between the exchanged heat and the
available heat
ε =
Q˙exch
Q˙av
(2.9)
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Too high a value of the evaporating pressure can reduce the ex-
changed heat, and a deterioration of the plant performances, as re-
ported in fig. 2.6
Figure 2.6: Efficiency of a WHR system as a function of the evaporating pres-
sure.
Also in the case of a solar power plant the system efficiency is de-
fined as the product of the cycle efficiency by the collectors efficiency:
ηg = ηcηcoll (2.10)
The collector efficiency can be expressed, in most cases, in terms of
a second order polynomial law, as a function of the corrected tempera-
ture Tc :
ηcoll = a1T2cor + a2Tcor + a3 (2.11)
and Tcor:
Tcor =
Tr − Ta
G
(2.12)
Where Tr is the receiver temperature, Ta is the ambient temperature
and G is the solar radiation power.
20 2.5 Evaporating pressure/temperature.
A high evaporating pressure, close to the collectors outlet tempera-
ture, leads the Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) exchange curve to a low glide
and therefore makes the collectors operating at an high average tem-
perature, causing a decrease of the collectors efficiency (fig. 2.7) and in
some case of the system efficiency, as reported by [15].
Figure 2.7: Influence of evaporating temperature on a solar ORC.
Another aspect to be considered in the selection of the evaporating
pressure is the economic viability: in fact high evaporating pressures
require expensive heat exchangers and piping, increasing system costs
[11]. Moreover it is not advisable to operate too near the critical point,
to avoid that small changes in temperature leads to large changes in
pressure, making the system unstable during operation [16].
In the literature, there is no unique interpretation of the distance be-
tween the evaporating pressure (or temperature) and the critical point.
Some authors [17] suggested to keep the highest temperature of the cy-
cle 10 or 15°C lower than the critical temperature. Others [18] stated
that evaporating pressure should be set 10 bar lower than the critical
pressure. Rayegan et al. in [16], referring to dry fluids, considered as
maximum allowable pressure the value which, expanding from the sat-
uration vapor line, avoids the crossing of the two phase zone during the
expansion.
2 Layout of ORCs and principal fluids properties 21
2.6 Molecular complexity
According to [19], the molecular complexity is defined as
σ =
Tcr
R
(
∂s
∂T
)
SV, Tr=0.7
(2.13)
where Tcr is the critical temperature, R is the gas constant and the
derivative ∂s∂T is evaluated on the vapor saturation curve for a reduced
temperature of 0.7. This parameter is directly proportional to the slope
of the saturation curve and therefore to the type of fluid (dry, isentropic
or wet). With the approximation of ideal gas the parameter σ can be
written:
σ =
Tcr
R
[(
∂s
∂T
)
T
(
∂p
∂T
)
SV
+
(
∂s
∂T
)
P
]
SV, Tr=0.7
=
Tcr
R
[
−R
p
(
∂p
∂T
)
SV
+
C0p
T
]
SV, Tr=0.7
=
[
− 1
pr
(
∂pr
∂Tr
)
SV
+
k
k− 1
1
Tr
]
SV, Tr=0.7
(2.14)
For simple molecules the term −
(
∂pr
∂Tr
)
SV
prevails on the positive
term kk−1
1
Tr and the slope of the saturated line is negative (wet fluid). If
the molecular complexity increases, the heat capacity ratio k increases
tending to 1 and the slope of the saturation curve becomes positive.
So more the fluid has a complex molecule higher is the value of the
term ∂s∂T . Dry fluids therefore have a molecular structure that is more
complex than that of wet fluids. The slope of the vapor curve, in a
first approximation is a function only of the number of atoms of the
molecules and not of the molecular weight [20]. The critical tempera-
ture and the acentric factor of a fluid increase with the molecular com-
plexity, while the critical pressure decrease with the molecular com-
plexity. The molecular complexity affects also the turbine efficiency. In
fact, according to [19], the lower is the molecular complexity, the less
22 2.7 Condensing pressure
is the efficiency of the same turbine. High molecular complexity fluids
results in a more effective regenerative cycle, with the only exception
of Benzene and Cyclohexane [21].
2.7 Condensing pressure
The condensing pressure should be greater than the atmospheric pres-
sure, in order to avoid air infiltration in the circuit [9, 22]. For small
scale plants, assuming a quasi-perfect sealing, fluids with a negative
pressure gauge condensing pressure can be adopted [23].
2.8 Superheating
As already stated above, a large amount of superheat is required in
traditional Steam Rankine Cycle. When operating with organic fluids,
superheat does not always provide higher efficiency for all the working
fluids. For dry fluids , if no recuperator is used, superheat contributes
negatively to the cycle efficiency, while for wet fluids a certain amount
of superheat provides a slight enhancement in cycle efficiency [9].
2.9 Vapor Density
Vapor density has a strong effect on the size of the expander, of the
evaporator and of the condenser. Higher is the vapor density, larger
are the devices, the cost and the pressure drop [9, 11]. Vapor density
increases at the decrease of the reduced temperature, so high critical
temperature fluids are not suitable to operate at low temperature be-
cause of the high vapor flow rate [7].
2.10 Viscosity
Viscosity influences both the pressure drop and the heat transfer coef-
ficient. Low viscosity are preferable to limit the pressure drop and to
increase the thermal exchange [11, 22].
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2.11 Melting point
Melting point of the fluid should be higher of the minimum ambient
temperature to avoid freezing, especially for those applications which
does not operate continuously. Fluids having high critical temperature
also have high melting point values [11].
2.12 Chemical Stability
Chemical stability of the fluids limits the maximum temperature of the
organic cycle, to avoid fluid deterioration and decomposition. Ander-
sen et al. in [5] presented a method to evaluate the decomposition reac-
tion rate of organic fluids at various temperature and pressure.
Some fluids may also have chemical interaction with materials com-
posing the devices of the cycle.
2.13 Safety and environmental issues
Safety and environmental issues often represent the first choice crite-
ria [10, 16]. The ASHRAE refrigerant safety classification, reported in
fig. 2.8, splits the organic fluids in two classes (A and B) with increas-
ing toxicity and in three classes, represented by numbers in ascending
orders, with increasing flammability.
Fluids belonging to the A class should be preferred because of their
low toxicity level [9]. Regarding flammability, there are no particular
problems if no ignition source are in the vicinity of the plant, even if
some problems can occur when operating with long molecular chain
alkanes because of auto-ignition [9]. As to the environmental prob-
lem, the main restrictions are due to the Ozone Depleting Potential, i.e.
to the contribute to ozone degradation. Fluids belonging to chloroflu-
orocarbons (CFCs) were phased out, while Hydroclorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs), which are considered an interim solution to CFCs are being
gradually phasing out until 2040, when they should totally be phased
out [24].
Many organic fluids, especially hydrocarbons, also show high val-
ues of Greenhouse Warming Potential (GWP), but nowadays no limit
24 2.13 Safety and environmental issues
Figure 2.8: ASHRAE fluids classification.
to the GWP have been introduced by international community.
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3 Considerations about the use of Organic Fluids
for low temperature applications and comparison
with traditional Steam Rankine Cycle (SRC)
The strongest incentive to the use of organic vapors as working fluids
of power cycles is represented by the low vapor pressure of this com-
pound with respect to that of water. The low vapor pressure of this
kind of fluid is a direct consequence of the limited critical pressure of
the fluid (often 10 times lower than that of the water).
Other favorable characteristics of organic fluid cycles are the pos-
sibility of avoiding water droplets formation during an adiabatic ex-
pansion from vapor saturation curve when using dry fluids and the
small specific work delivered because of the high molecular weight
of the working fluids. This last characteristic is really interesting for
small scale power plants for energy generation or for propulsion pur-
pose since allow to use single-stage turbo-expander keeping the cost at
low level and increasing the system compactness.
The higher vapor density than water’s allows to reduce the volume
flow rate and therefore the turbine diameter and the evaporator and
condenser volume.
Moreover the wide selection of working fluids, allows the adaption
of the cycle to different working conditions and eventually to different
operational constraint of various applications.
The behavior of dry fluids besides being favorable for the turbine
fluid-dynamics, allows the regeneration of the sensible heat, increas-
ing the cycle efficiency and reducing the heat rejected to the condenser.
However the limited heat transfer coefficient of the superheated vapor
require large exchange area, making the exchanger heavy and expen-
sive [25].
In ORC systems the cycle upper pressure is normally below 30 bar,
widely lower than that of SRC which can reach 60 or 70 bars to en-
sure good efficiencies [11]. Moreover, the ORC boiler is normally a sin-
gle once-through heat exchanger, differently from steam Rankine cycles
where the evaporator is composed of drums and re-circulation systems,
because of the high density variation between liquid and vapor phase
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of the water [11].
Steam Rankine Cycles normally have a negative condensing gauge
pressure, which causes air infiltration in the cycle and requires the pres-
ence of deareators to eliminate un-condensable gases. When operating
with low critical temperature fluids, condensing pressure at normally
used condensing temperatures is higher than the atmospheric pressure,
avoiding air infiltration into the cycle. This fact allows to operate with-
out deareators and with simplified seals, decreasing system costs. The
use of organic fluids, however, also leads to some disadvantage with
respect to water. Because of the large heat of vaporization of water, for
the same exchanged thermal power, SRCs present a lower mass flow
rate than ORC, resulting in a higher pump power consumption. Fur-
thermore, in the normal operative range, unlike organic fluids, water is
stable non-toxic, non-flammable and environmental friendly.
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4 The use of Low-Normal boiling point Fluids in
the past
The first application of an organic fluid in a Rankine Cycle is attributed
to Frank Ofeldt in 1883. He developed “a unique power system which
he hoped would replace steam. His naphtha engines are steam engines
that boil naphtha instead of water to drive the pistons. At the time, the
government required a license to boil water in steam engines but did
not require one to boil gasoline. Therefore, for the first time a gentleman
boater could operate his own power boat without the assistance of an
engineer. One would have to be of "gentleman’s" means to own one of
these vessels. In the 1880s, a 21 foot boat with a Naphtha engine cost
$750 - one and a half times the annual wage of craftsmen who built
them” [26].
Figure 4.1: The Naphtha Engine developed by Frank Ofeldt.
In 1885 an experiment was performed in France, using ammonia as
working fluid for a Solar Organic Cycle for driving an irrigation system,
composed of a metal collector that warmed ammonia [27]. Ammonia
vapor drove a membrane expander, acting as a pump for water. Am-
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monia was then condensed and pumped to the collectors. The inventor
of this system claimed that in a warm climate environment this system
was able to pump up to 3 m3/h of water against a 19.8 m head.
From 1902 to 1908 H. Willsie built different solar irrigation plant
by immerging pipes containing low temperature working fluids such
as ammonia, ether or sulfur dioxide in horizontal flat-plate collectors
filled with water [28]. The fluids were then expanded and condensed
to form a closed cycle.
In 1905 a solar plant using sulfur dioxide as working fluid was built
for driving a 20 hp slide-valve engine which operated a centrifugal
pump and an air compressor [27].
In 1907 Shuman built a 3.5 hp solar vapor engine in Tacony, Penn-
sylvania, using ether as working fluid to drive an irrigation pump. A
collector area of 112 m2 heated the heat transfer fluid which vaporized
ether in a heat exchanger, whose vapor was used to run an engine con-
nected to a centrifugal pump [27]. Ackermann [29] reported “it is said
that the plant worked when the sunshine was bright, even when the
ambient temperature was below 273K”. A scheme of Shuman’s plant is
reported in fig. 4.2. .
Figure 4.2: Block diagram of Shuman’s installation in Tacony, Pennsilvania,
1907
In 1935 Luigi d’Amelio published a study [30], which won a prize
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of 10,000 ITL in a competition organized by the Italian Government. He
studied a solar ORC system with vinyl chloride as working fluid. That
fluid has a high molecular weight. The plant was made of various wa-
ter filled tanks having a base of 2x1m and a maximum height of 3cm,
working as solar collectors. The water was heated by solar radiation
and conveyed to a heat exchanger where the vinil chloride was vapor-
ized at the saturation temperature of 40°C. The organic vapor was sent
to a turbine to produce mechanical power. The vapor after the turbine
passed through a condenser at the condensing temperature of 23°C and
with a positive gauge pressure. The liquid was then pumped into the
evaporator to close the cycle. This plant, which had the purpose to
serve an irrigation system, had a solar field extension of 270 m2, the
evaporator had an exchange area of 20.6 m2, a net power output of 5.4
hp and an overall efficiency of 3.4% [31].
In 1939 d’Amelio illustrated a project [32] to exploit the heat of low
temperature geothermal system again using an organic cycle based on
vinyl chloride. He concluded that it was more convenient utilizing
vinyl chloride as working fluid rather than water because of the pos-
itive condensing gauge pressure, which avoided air infiltration and
therefore required a deaerator with additional losses. A 10 hp proto-
type of the plant was developed in the laboratories of the University
of Naples. Hot water at 60°C was used as high temperature fluid. The
water vaporized the working fluid and left the plant at a temperature
of 43°C. The plant reached a global efficiency of 3.4% [31].
In the following years d’Amelio improved the plant by replacing
the surface heat exchanger with a direct contact heat exchanger, taking
advantage of the immiscibility of the two fluids. On the basis of this
study he designed a 11 kW pilot plant on the Ischia island which gave
good results. In this same place he also built a second larger plant with
the output power of 250 kW based on the same principle of direct con-
tact vaporizer. This plant was never started. The results he obtained
were described in [32], presented to the Solar Energy Conference in 1955
in Tucson, Arizona.
In 1952 the first commercial binary geothermal power plant was
built in Kiabukwa, (Democratic Republic of Congo), with an installed
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capacity of 2000 kW, exploiting hot water at 91°C [33].
In 1961 Tabor built a 5 hp solar installation for pumping water [27].
The system used an Organic Rankine Cycle with monochlorobenzine
vaporized by superheated steam from solar collectors. The National
Physical Laboratory of Israel commercially developed this concept and
founded the company ORMAT Rankine Power Units, one of the major
ORC manufacturer in the world. In [34] Tabor pointed out that solar
ORC having few kilowatts power output could have been economi-
cally feasible in highly sunny areas if high molecular weight fluids and
therefore high performance turbine were employed.
During the decade (1960-1970), many ORC prototypes were stud-
ied and designed and a systematic experimental activity was carried
out, above all because of the growing of the aerospace research which
required different techniques to produce energy for space modules.
The main interests of these year were both to reach an high degree
of system compactness in order to reduce the weight for the installa-
tion on space vehicles and to choose fluids that were able to grant a
long useful life of the systems, due to the impossibility of replacing
components in the space. The main difficulty in evaluating the thermal
stability of the fluids and the interaction with the materials of the de-
vices of the system, was that these properties could not be defined by
a single decomposition temperature, but must be evaluated at different
temperatures [35] requiring time consuming and expensive research.
Some of the main interesting research activities, ranging from small on
board concentration solar ORC plants to small nuclear ORCs, were con-
ducted by Sundstrand under contract of U.S. government, which, in
some cases, lead to the design of a prototype [36].
Always in this decade, concurrently with the experimental inves-
tigations carried by Sundstrand for the U.S. government, a systematic
study was carried on the ORCs system by Professors Angelino, Macchi
and Gaia, who can be considered the pioneers of the modern research
on ORCs. One of the first study which took in consideration various
properties of the fluids and their influence on the system devices was
conducted at the end of the ’60 by Casci and Angelino [35]. This study
highlighted for the first time the possibility for organic fluids of cover-
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ing a wide range of temperature at various operating conditions and
with different efficiency, due to the possibility of choosing different
working fluids and different cycles (Rankine Subcritical, Rankine Su-
percritical and Brayton). The role of the molecular weight, in addition
to the critical temperature, evaporating and condensing pressure and
fluid stability, was pointed out for the first time in the choice of plant
layout and three main points were defined:
• The supremacy of the Rankine Cycle (both subcritical and super-
critical) respect to the Brayton Cycle for the same working fluid
and upper and lower cycle temperature;
• The role of the molecular weight on the size of the regenerator,
when high inlet/outlet turbine temperature ratios (1.8-2) are used:
high molecular weight fluids have a lower turbine exit temper-
ature because of the high enthalpy drop during expansion and
therefore can exchange lower sensible heat with the liquid, influ-
encing the design and the costs of the regenerator.
• High molecular weight fluids require smaller turbines with a lower
peripheral speed, reducing in this way the number of stages re-
quired and the rotor diameter: for all the tested fluids, the max-
imum number of stages was small, from 3 to 6 and if the tur-
bine was designed in supersonic flow condition, one stage was
enough.
During the oil crisis in the ’70s, many ORC applications were studied
and realized. In those years Organic Rankine Cycles were studied and
designed to increase existing power system efficiency and for the first
time were applied to very large power plants. Some of the most impor-
tant ORC studies concern the heat recovery of large nuclear plants, the
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) and solar plants, focusing
above all on system reliability and turbine design.
The recovery of heat from the High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Re-
actor (HT-GR) was treated by several authors. HT-GRs operated in a
Brayton Cycle, presenting a large amount of heat rejection at high tem-
perature. In 1975 and 1976 Schuster et al. [37, 38], defined a bottoming
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cycle for HT-GR heat recovery. They concluded that the supercritical
bottoming cycle was the best choice because of the closer match of the
heat exchange curves and because of the higher cycle efficiency than
that of subcritical cycles. Regarding the working fluid, even if several
candidates satisfied the operation requirements (optimal exchange ef-
ficiency and bottoming cycle efficiency), ammonia was considered as
the best choice, because of the high thermal stability, good heat trans-
fer properties, high specific heat and high pressure at the condenser,
which minimizes the size of the component and allows economical op-
eration. Although ammonia is not an organic compound, Rankine cy-
cles working with this fluid are usually considered in the category of
Organic Rankine Cycles, due to the low normal boiling point of this
fluid. McDonald in 1977 [39] presented a conceptual design of ammo-
nia pump and turbine for a supercritical ammonia Rankine bottoming
cycle for HT-GR nuclear power plant. The heat recovery plant had a
cycle efficiency of 19.3% and a power output of 920 MW, and it served
a 3086 MW HT-GR, having an outlet temperature of 950 °C. The ammo-
nia turbine specifications are reported in table 4.1. In order to increase
the flexible installation and operation of the plant, avoiding the need
of building the nuclear power next to a large river or by the sea, a dry
cooling system for the steam cycle was considered.
Number of turbines 2
Ammonia Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] 1536
Rotational Speed [rpm] 3600
Number of Stage 8
Expansion Ratio 12.1
Turbine Inlet Pressure [bar] 161
Turbine Inlet Temperature [°C] 250
Turbine Overall Lenght [m] 6.1
Turbine Overall Diameter [m] 3.2
Table 4.1: McDonald ammonia WHR system turbine configuration
In 1975, Union Carbide Corporation with Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration, under the sponsorship of the Electrical Power Research In-
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stitute (EPRI) began to investigate the use of a bottoming dry cooling
system to be operated as recovery unit of large steam plants, in order
to verify the technical and economical feasibility of a new concept of
power plant cooling with no water consumption [40]. In general dry
cooling has the advantage of eliminating thermal pollution of lakes and
rivers as well as blow-down and fogging problems associated with wet
evaporative cooling and allows the installation of large power plants
in arid areas. However, this technique requires large installation and
operation cost with the drawback of high efficiency losses during the
summer period, because of the high ambient temperature [40]. The uti-
lization of a bottoming phase change cycle was the solution that limited
the disadvantage of the dry cooling, due to the possibility of using dif-
ferent fluids from water which allows to reduce the size of the devices
requested and allows the steam plant turbine to operate under constant
pressure ratio. A pilot plant was built in United States having a cool-
ing closed cycle working with ammonia. The cycle developed by EPRI
was a simple two phase cycle with the function of transferring the heat
from the plant condenser to the air condenser and it did not add power
output to the main power plants (ammonia was simply laminated). In
the same years in France a similar study was carried out by Electicite de
France (EDF), aiming to develop a bottoming ammonia Rankine Cycle,
in order to allow dry cooling of the plant and eliminate the last stage
of the steam turbine which had a very large diameter and problmes of
controlling the flow rate at lower temperatures [41]. The pilot plant be-
gan operation in 1984. Differently from the solution studied in the USA,
the additional power produced by the ammonia turbine contributed to
increase power production and to reduce the specific costs [40].
The binary cycle 4.3 had the advantage (also due to the different
ambient conditions) over the conventional dry cooled plant that it did
not need shutting down in summer and a large amount of power was
available during winter because it was possible to exploit very low con-
densing temperatures [42].
According to [42] the plant with a dry cooling bottoming cycle was
economically equivalent to a traditional plant with wet cooling and am-
monia could be replaced also by other organic fluids. With the excep-
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Figure 4.3: CYBIAM (Cycle Binaire Ammoniac) for plants dry cooling.
tion of these two prototypes developed in USA and France, which are
worthy to be remembered, steam plant dry cooling has never spread
out.
Due to favorable characteristics of the organic fluids the conversion
of thermal reservoir having a very low temperature difference between
the heat source and the cold source, such as the temperature differ-
ence between the warm surface of the ocean and the colder water in
the depth began to be considered. The Ocean Thermal Energy Conver-
sion (OTEC) was first proposed by D’Arsonal in 1880, and was based
on a steam open cycle: the warm surface water was flashed and the
steam was separated by the liquid, sent to a low pressure turbine, con-
densed in a surface condenser with the colder water of the depth and
then released. During the 1900 many applications based on the open
cycle were studied and realized. In 1979 the first experimental closed
OTEC cycle using ammonia as working fluid was operated [44], with a
net power output of 15 kW, despite the installed turbine was a 50 kW
turbine: in fact, due to the length of the pipes which transferred the cold
water from the depth to the surface and to the large amount of water re-
quested (due to the low cycle efficiency), 35 kW were consumed by the
saltwater pump. The plant was designed to operate under a tempera-
ture difference of 21°C, exploiting the temperature difference between
the surface and the water at a depth of 900m.
According to the responsible of the project, the results obtained
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Figure 4.4: Mini-Otec plant configuration
demonstrated the feasibility of OTEC system based on low normal boil-
ing point fluids. Other OTEC applications were studied using closed
cycle and hybrid cycle configurations [46]. These latter were a com-
bination of open cycle and closed cycle: seawater was pumped and
flashed. Steam was expanded in a turbine and then condensed to ob-
tain desalinized water. The liquid was used to warm up a Rankine Cy-
cle with ammonia or other organic fluids operating between the flash
temperature and the deep seawater temperature.
The length required by pipes, the low temperature differences and
the high mass flow rate required and the distance from the coast which
increased electric cable cost, had an incidence on the cost of systems
and on the site choice [47]. The high cost of the energy produced by
these systems caused a stop of research activities in this field until the
new millennium.
Besides these large installations, smaller solar power plant were
built between the decades 1970-1980, above all with the scope of driv-
ing irrigation pumps. In 1976 the french company SOFRETES built
a solar pumping station in Guaranajuato Mexico [27], where pressur-
ized water was warmed up in a solar field of 2499 m2 and used as
Heat Transfer Fluid to vaporize R-11 in an evaporator to produce 30
kW of electric power which drove two pumps. In 1977 two Solar Or-
ganic Rankine cycles were built in Arizona and new Mexico [27] with
parabolic tracking collectors. The plant installed in Arizona was one
of the first ORCs to be equipped with a radial inflow turbine with a
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maximum power output of 50 hp.
At the beginning of the ’80 as a consequence of the studies carried
at the polytechnic of Milan by prof. Angelino on solar ORCs [48], Tur-
boden was founded with prof. Macchi to produce Organic Rankine Cy-
cles modules, and despite the crisis of ORC during the ’80s and the ’90s,
when the price of the oil decreased, making in-economic many ORCs
applications, the company is nowadays one of the largest producer of
this technology.
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At the beginning of the new millennium the increasing interest towards
the renewable energy and the energy saving due to a major awareness
of environmental issues and to the necessity of reducing the fossil fuels
consumption, lead to a new widespread interest about the ORC tech-
nology, which are employed in low temperature applications such as
solar energy conversion system, geothermal plant, biomass and waste
heat recovery systems.
Each application requires an appropriate selection of the working
fluid, in order to satisfy the thermodynamic, economic and technical
requirements of the system, as well as environmental issues. This last
criterion is considered the strictest selection criterion by many authors
[16, 17, 49]since, differently from the past, many fluids can no longer
be employed due to their high ODP, and low GWP fluids are recom-
mended for the reduction of the global warming. The optimal proper-
ties that a working fluid should have in order to be used in an ORC sys-
tem have been defined by many authors [3,16,22,50–52], but because of
the different working conditions requested by the various application
and by the various working conditions, it is impossible to define gen-
eral criteria for the fluid selection. Despite plenty of studies in the lit-
erature about the fluid selection, the fluids that are actually employed
in existing applications are quite a few. This fact is due to technical
and economic factors which led the ORC manufacturer to a progres-
sive standardization and modularization of this technology. A list of
the working fluids employed in existing plants is reported in table 5.1,
from [11].
5.1 Applications
A description of the various use of the ORCs and their architecture is
reported in the following paragraphs, focusing more attention on the
small scale systems rather than on large applications.
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Application Typical Evaporating Fluid
Temperature [°C]
Very low temperature 100 HFC-134a (100.9°C)
waste heat recovery
Low temperature 170 HFC-245fa (154.01°C),
waste heat recovery n-Pentane (196.55°C)
High Temperature Toluene (318.6°C),
waste heat recovery 250 SES36 (177.55°C)
Geothermal Plants 80 HCFC-134a
Biomass CHP plants 280 OMTS (290.98°C)
Solar Plants 140-170 n-Pentane,
HFC-245fa
Table 5.1: Fluids used in commercial ORC systems.
5.1.1 Geothermal Energy Conversion
The ORC technology can be employed in the exploitation of low and
medium enthalpy water dominated geothermal reservoir. Low temper-
ature geothermal ORC technology (also called binary ORC technology)
is an attractive energy-conversion system because of its simplicity and
limited cost of components and has the great advantage of no green-
house gas emission to atmosphere, since all the produced geo-fluid is
injected back into the reservoir [33, 53–55]. The only possible form of
pollution from a binary plant is the thermal pollution due to the large
amount of heat rejected to the condenser. In fact, geothermal plants re-
ject to the condenser an amount of heat equal to nine times the useful
electrical power produced by the plant [33]. Nowadays, binary cycle
technology is a technology which proved to be feasible in ranges from
few kW up to 1 MW [56]. A large number of Binary Cycle power plant
has been installed since the ’80s demonstrating the feasibility of this
technology. Binary systems must have a large flexibility to adapt to
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the variation of mass flow rate and temperature of the heat source and
must require a low maintenance [57].
Since the temperature of the heat source is low (<200°C), system
global efficiency is very low, within the range between 3-13% [33,53,58].
In these plants the maximization of the power output is the goal of
the designing process and depending on the capacity of the wells, this
scope is realized by increasing the brine mass flow rate and reduce the
evaporator outlet temperature of the brine, in order to reduce the ex-
ergy content of the fluid [59], even if the lower temperature limit for
the re-injection of the brine is imposed by technical and economical
constraints. For production wells having a maximum temperature of
150°C and a maximum flow rate of 900 l/min the binary cycle can pro-
duce electrical power from 50 to 700 kW [60].
Binary plants can be classified in two types according to the cool-
ing system: wet cooled, and dry (or semi-dry) cooled plants. In the
latter case the energy consumption of the fans of the cooling system
can be very high. According to the literature, the auxiliary power con-
sumption of a binary power plant can be up to 20% of the produced
power [61]. Brine specific consumption for binary power plants is 50
kg s-1MW-1 [62]. The Organic Rankine Cycle used in binary power
plant can be superheated or saturated according to the conditions of
the brine. Currently no supercritical binary cycle has been designed
and operated. There are few examples of geothermal binary cycles
which employ a dual-pressure level ORC, in order to achieve a bet-
ter match between the exchange curves, but this solution was used in
pilot plants installed in fields where a previously steam flash cycle was
installed [62].
The scheme of its simplest layout, as used in small scale power
plants, is reported in fig. 5.1 from [33].
As in the picture, binary cycles, are often cooled with a liquid water
condenser and water is cooled down in an evaporative tower. If a dry
fluid is employed a recuperator can be installed. The presence of the
recuperator increases the outlet temperature of the brine decreasing the
overall efficiency, but can be convenient for two main reason:
• The temperature of the brine can not be lowered too much be-
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Figure 5.1: Binary cycle layout
cause of geochemical constraint [63];
• The recuperator decreases the heat rejected to the condenser, re-
quiring a smaller condenser and a lower energy for the water and
air circulation in the cooling circuit [64], reducing, therefore, the
auxiliary consumption.
Various design attempts of a binary cycle have been reported in liter-
ature [53, 65], but these analyses just provide a partial solution of the
problem. In fact, many studies do not correctly analyze the effect of the
re-injection temperature of the brine, because no sensitivity analysis
on the re-injection temperature was carried out [62]. As already stated
before, this temperature should be the lowest possible from a thermo-
dynamic point of view, but should be higher than the silica saturation
temperature [62]. Considering the inlet temperature of 120-160°C, it is
hard to lower the re-injection temperature below 70-80°C, so that this
temperature plays a key role in the design process. For this reason, the
design process is strictly linked to the chemical composition of water
and it is hard to define general design criteria. The most used fluids
in binary cycles are hydrocarbons such as Propane, i-Butane, n-Butane,
i-Pentane [33], but studies with HFC refrigerants have been reported in
various papers [62, 66, 67].
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5.1.2 Low temperature Solar Plants
ORC systems have been coupled with solar energy both with the aim
of power generation and for reverse osmosis desalination plants.
In mini and micro scale configurations, the most widespread tech-
nology for solar energy conversion, at the present is photovoltaic, be-
cause of its installation simplicity, lack of fluids and of rotating parts
and low maintenance costs [68]. The main drawback of photovoltaic
technology is the non constant power output which can ranges from
value near zero to almost the maximum installed power in few sec-
onds because of the lack of energy storage systems, causing grid stress.
The alternative is coupling solar panel with a thermodynamic cycle, in
order to increase the inertia of the system also through a thermal stor-
age.
Steam Rankine Cycle systems become economically disadvantageous
if the temperature is below 370 °C, as reported by [69]. To achieve
high temperature, high concentration factors and expensive tracking
systems are required, as well as high temperature storage system, in-
volving high installation and maintenance costs which can not be af-
fordable for small size power plant. The use of ORCs allows to reduce
the maximum temperature and to decrease the concentration factors,
with simpler or without tracking system and a significant cost reduc-
tion [70].
The typical layout of a Solar ORC plant is shown in fig. 5.2, from
[71].
The solar radiation warms up a solar collector which transfers heat
to a fluid (typically pressurized water or a diathermic oil), which is
partly sent to a storage tank and partly to the ORC module to gener-
ate power. The storage tank has the useful function of dumping so-
lar fluctuations, allowing a more constant production during the day,
but has the main drawback of increasing the solar multiple of the solar
field [72], defined as:
S.M. =
Q˙s. f .
Q˙ORC
(5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Small plant solar ORC scheme.
where Q˙s. f .is the maximum heat power transferred to the heat trans-
fer fluid under maximum radiation conditions (normally evaluated on
the 21st of June for the northern hemisphere or on the 21st of Decem-
ber for the southern hemisphere) and Q˙ORC is the maximum thermal
power input of the ORC module. It is obvious that a large storage al-
lows to reduce output power fluctuations and eventually to shift the
production in those hours of the day when a large energy demand is
required, but it also requires a large solar field, largely increasing the
plant cost. For this reason, when operating with small scale and low
temperature solar plants, the solar multiple is a variable which must
be carefully evaluated. Typical values of the solar multiple ranges be-
tween 1 and 1.5 for large solar plants with a Steam Rankine Cycle [73]
and between 1 and 2.5 for smaller ORC cycles [72]. The optimal value
of solar multiple is the result of technical and economical optimization
and depends on a large number of variables, such as irradiation level,
ORC module thermodynamic variables, cost of the components, size of
the plant, energy demand and energy price.
Regarding the solar field, the most common collectors are the Parabolic
Trough (PTCs). These devices can reach high concentration ratios (typ-
ically higher than 20 up to a theoretical maximum of 70 [74]), and can
achieve high working temperatures, but requires a tracking system which
often make their use un-economic for small scale power plants. Lin-
ear Fresnel collectors can reach higher concentrations than PTCs, but
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with a lower optical efficiency, which causes a lower temperature oper-
ation than PTCs, making their use suitable with ORCs [75]. They also
require a tracking systems and can be adopted for medium size solar
plants. Static collectors, including flat plate, evacuated pipes and Com-
pound Parabolic Collectors (CPCs) do not need any tracking system
because of the wide acceptance angle, so their use in small size plants
can be economically more advantageous. Flat plate collectors on one
hand have a higher optical efficiency than evacuated tubes as well as
they use the occupied area in a more efficient way. On the other hand
evacuated collectors are able to reach a higher global efficiency when
the difference of temperature between the carrier fluid and ambient air
is larger than 25°C [76]. When a relatively high temperature has to be
reached by the Heat Transfer Fluid, a certain degree of concentration is
desirable. Compound Parabolic Collectors (CPCs) are an interesting so-
lution since they avoid the cost for the tracking system and at the same
time they allow a moderate concentration. Because of the low tempera-
ture achieved, the maximum global efficiency of the system with these
three types of collector is normally lower than 8% [15, 77, 78]. Because
of the low efficiencies, nowadays, small scale solar ORC plants can be
competitive if electric production is coupled with thermal power pro-
duction for heating or cooling (cogeneration and trigeneration) [79].
The nature of the working fluid has also been the object of several
studies: in the first research works [80] high Ozone Depleting Potential
(ODP) refrigerants such as R11 or R13 were used. In more recent stud-
ies, other newly developed refrigerants were used, such as R245fa [78].
The optimization of the fluid selection for different cycle architectures
and collectors’ temperatures was treated in [81–83]. However, no single
fluid has been identified as optimal for the ORC, due to the strong link
between the working fluid features, the operating conditions and the
cycle architecture. Most of the above mentioned studies show that the
ORC efficiency is significantly improved by inclusion of a recuperator,
of cascaded cycles, or of reheating.
In the world, the installed power capacity from solar ORC is a few
MW. A solar ORC has been operating since 2006 in Arizona with an
output power of 1MWe and is composed of 24 solar parabolic trough
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collectors assemblies, each one with a length of 97 m, for a total aperture
area of 100,000 m2 [11, 75]. The heat transfer fluid leaves the solar field
at about 300 °C and returns at 120 °C. The working fluid of the ORC
module is n-Pentane with an efficiency of 20.7% at the design point.
The global efficiency of the whole plant is 12.5% at the design point
and 7.5% averaged over one year of operation.
A 100 kW plant was commissioned in 2009 in Hawaii, with a solar
field outlet temperature of 120°C and some few kilowatt applications
have been studied for remote off-grid operation. [75].
5.1.3 Biomass Thermal Conversion
Biomass is a heat source that is available almost everywhere and sev-
eral high temperature ORC plants have been installed since the begin
of the new millennium (more than 220 of them were produced by Tur-
boden). The high temperature reached during biomass combustion al-
lows cogeneration operation with high cycle efficiency and ensuring
the economic profitability of this type of plants, which are characterized
by high investment costs due to the necessity of using clean biomass
combustion boilers [11, 84]. The biomass ORC plant are economically
mature for power ranging between 200 and 2000 kWtextsubscripte, al-
though larger modules are currently produced for larger CHP appli-
cations such as wood-processing industries or district heating [11]. A
scheme of an ORC biomass CHP plant is reported in fig. 5.3.
Overall efficiencies for Biomass ORCs are between 10 and 20%, de-
pending on the plant size, which are however better than what can be
achieved in an analogous Steam Rankine Cycle [84]. In comparison
with steam cycles, biomass ORC plants have a lower sensitivity at dif-
ferent loads and a wider range of operation, with a minimum load of
20 or 30% of the nominal power [84].
As it is clear from the scheme, an intermediate HTF circuit is used
in these plants between the flue gas from the furnace and the work-
ing fluid, to avoid the formation of hot-spots in the exchanger, which
might negatively affect the chemical stability of the working fluid, and
to avoid the presence of a steam plant operator. Moreover, the presence
of an HTF circuit allows a certain standardization of the ORC mod-
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Figure 5.3: ORC Biomass CHP plant.
ules. The HTF is normally a diathermic oil, which allows to operate at
low pressure, with a certain benefit on plant costs. The oil is normally
heated by the boiler up to a temperature of about 300 °C, and evapo-
rates the working fluid, which is then sent in turbine to produce elec-
tricity. After the turbine the recuperator recovers part of the sensible
heat of the fluid to increase cycle efficiency. It is proved that the recu-
perator highly increases the cycle efficiency because of the high turbine
outlet temperature [18]. The working fluid is then condensed at high
temperature (about 100 °C) with the water used for district heating. To
lower the condensing temperature and increasing the cycle efficiency,
an economizer is normally used to further warm up the heating water
and recover energy from burned gas.
The choice of the fluid has different constraint respect to other ap-
plications: first of all condensing temperature is higher to allow heat
production and therefore conventional fluids used for other applica-
tions have a high pressure at this temperature [18], increasing the con-
denser costs. In most of all biomass applications, Octamethyltrisiloxane
(OMTS) is used as working fluid. Since an HTF loop is adopted, the
optimal exchange configuration must be evaluated and proper pinch
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Figure 5.4: Heat exchange curves in an ORC Biomass plant: (a) base case; (b)
optimized case.
point must be chosen, as reported in fig 5.4 from [18], in an analogous
way to waste heat recovery applications.
More than 700 different fluids were studied by [18], taking into
account the maximum and minimum process temperature and maxi-
mum fluid stability temperature and for all the studied fluids best re-
sults were obtained at the maximum available evaporating temperature
and without superheating. The fluid which provided the best results in
terms of thermodynamic efficiency was Butylbenzene at the maximum
temperature of 300°C, but as stated by the same authors the study in
not complete because just the ORC cycle was analyzed, without tak-
ing into account its interaction with the HTF circuit and with the boiler
itself.
5.1.4 Waste heat recovery applications from industry
Due to the low normal boiling point and to the other favorable prop-
erties of the organic fluids, ORCs can be adopted to recovery low tem-
perature waste heat by many processes, ranging from large heavy in-
dustries to small scale food factories.
The heat recovery from industrial processes allows to reach a bet-
ter system efficiency, reduces thermal pollution and fosters energy con-
servation [52, 85]. The goal of the design process and of the control
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Figure 5.5: Irreversibilities due to the constant temperature evaporation.
strategy for this system is to maximize the overall efficiency, or in other
words the output power, lowering the outlet temperature of the heat
source as much as possible, compatibly with the constraints of the pro-
cess. The presence of a two phase evaporation cause a bad match of
the heat exchange curves and the pinch point at evaporation restricts
the evaporating pressure and does not allow to lower the heat source
outlet temperature close to the cycle condensing temperature [52]. A
possible way of lowering such temperature, when operating with clas-
sic ORC, is to choose fluids having a lower critical temperature than the
heat source, in order to decrease the pinch point. The main drawback
resides in the grow of heat exchangers area, which lead the exchange
area-power production ratio to unacceptable levels [52]. In fig. 5.5, a
diagram of irreversibilities due to the presence of the pinch point at the
evaporation is reported from [86].
If on one hand, many authors tried to give a positive contribution
to this problem by selecting optimal fluids which grant a good trade off
between the power produced and the exchange area required [52, 85],
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Figure 5.6: WHR ORC scheme.
on the other hand, some authors proposed different cycle configura-
tions such as the Supercritical Organic Rankine Cycles (SORCs), the
Trilateral Flash Cycles and the Organic Flash Cycles (OFCs), the ORCs
with zeotropic mixture and the Kalina Cycle in order to obtain the clos-
est match between the heat exchange curves. These cycles are briefly
described in the following paragraphs with the exception of Organic
Flash Cycles which are studied in the last two chapter of this book.
The layout and T-s diagram of an ORC for waste heat recovery ap-
plications are shown in fig. 5.6 from [86].
The system is composed by evaporator, expander, condenser and
pump. In the system no recuperator is normally used, although many
authors claimed that the recuperator increases the thermal efficiency of
the cycle [87–89]. The use of this component in a WHR system does not
have any sense either from the thermodynamic point of view, since it
has no influence on the power output (or at least it causes a reduction
of the power output because of the heat loss associated to this com-
ponent), either from the economic point of view because it increases
the capital cost of the plant [86]. The use of the recuperator in a WHR
system can be justified if:
• The outlet temperature of the hot stream can not decrease under
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a certain value (for example the dew point temperature in pres-
ence components which cause the formation of acid during their
condensation such as SO2;
• The flue gas is used for CHP applications: in this case the recu-
perator increases the temperature at the outlet of the main stream,
without decreasing power output and allowing cogeneration;
• There is a need of limiting the amount of heat rejected to the
condenser (for example in the case of dry air cooled condenser
where the power absorbed by fan is proportional to the condens-
ing heat).
The ORC used in WHR applications must have a high flexibility to
adapt themselves to the variation of the heat source, depending on the
production process they are serving.
There are several WHR installations in the world ranging from few
kWe to some MWe.
As an example, which is interesting because of its flexibility, a WHR-
ORC system is installed in the cement plant in Lengfurt, Germany [11]
and its description is reported in [90]. In this plant, the heat is recovered
by an intermediate oil circuit from the clinker at a variable temperature
between 180°C and 340°C, causing a fluctuation of the thermal oil be-
tween 230°C and 130°C. Heat is transferred to an ORC system having
i-Pentane as working fluid. Because of these fluctuations, power output
varies from 400 kWe to 1500 kWe and this fluctuations can occur even
in a minute. The plant demonstrated to have an enormous flexibility
which is unique among all the existing plants.
5.1.5 WHR from internal combustion engine
Internal combustion engines have a thermal efficiency ranging from
less than 30% (little fast engines) to more than 50% (large and slow
engines). This means that the rest of the energy is dissipated by the ex-
haust gas and by the cooling system. The cooling water of the engines is
about at the temperature of 90°C, while the temperature of exhaust gas
ranges between 200°C and 900°C in gasoline engines and between 200
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and 600°C in Diesel engines [11]. This means that, although the heat
amount of the two streams is the same, exhaust gas has a larger exergy
content and their recovery allows to reach better thermodynamic per-
formance. The problems concerning heat recovery ORCs on vehicles
stems from four main reasons, reported by [51]:
• The vehicle is not driven at a constant operating point, and for
this reason the recovery system should be able to adapt itself to
wide load variations;
• A suitable expander with low efficiency penalty when operating
far from the design point must be developed;
• A compact direct evaporator which does not require an interme-
diate HTF loop and that can withstand the high temperature of
the engine exhaust gas must be designed;
• The choice of an optimal working fluid which can well accommo-
date to the safety standards and to the temperature range utiliza-
tion and allows to operate with compact devices.
Different is the case of heat recovering from marine Diesel engines or
stationary power production engines where the working conditions are
almost constant and where there are minor problems regarding the
plant layout. For these engines the temperature of exhaust is about
310°C, but the exhaust temperature must always be higher than 180°C
to avoid the formation of sulfuric acid [11]. For this reason, in this type
of application, the heat recovery of cooling water from jacket and in-
tercooler, and eventually of lubricating oil can be thermodynamically
favorable.
5.2 Components for ORCs
In this section the main component of the ORC are briefly described,
focusing a particular attention on volumetric expanders, which seems
to be more suitable for small size plant than turbines.
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5.2.1 Heat Exchangers
ORCs need at least two heat exchangers to exchange heat with the hot
source and with the cold source. Other heat exchangers, i.e. the recu-
perator or the subcooler can be added [11]. The evaporator can be split
in a preheating section and in an evaporative section, in order to op-
timize the exchanger geometry for a single-phase and for a two-phase
operation. In small scale plants, however, evaporation occurs in a sin-
gle device in order to save plant costs. For most applications, exchanger
technology is the same used in the refrigeration field [11].
The most used type of heat exchangers are shell and tube, plate heat
exchangers, co-axials and spiral plate heat exchangers. Shell and tube
heat exchangers are used in larger plants or in all those applications
where the temperature or the pressure are higher than the maximum
supported by the other types. When choosing the type of heat ex-
changer it is necessary, compatibly with costs, and size, to minimize
the pinch point value and the pressure loss [11]. An advantage of com-
pact exchangers, such as plate heat exchanger, is the low volume which
allows to save the charge of working fluid into the system.
A critical element for heat exchangers, is represented by the high
temperature fluid. In fact this fluid can be sometimes chemically ag-
gressive and cause fouling and corrosion of the exchange surface, lead-
ing to a worsening of the exchanger performance and eventually to
the damage of the system [75]. For this reason, specially in WHR and
geothermal applications, a proper construction material should be used
for the heat exchanger, such as stainless steel or, for very aggressive flu-
ids, duplex or titanium. The problem of these materials is their cost. In
fact the cost of those exchangers is much higher than carbon steel ex-
changers and particularly about 1.4 times higher than stainless steel,
about 1.5 times higher than duplex and about 2.4 times higher than ti-
tanium [23]. For these applications involving aggressive fluids, some
authors proposed the use of plastic heat exchangers [23], at least when
temperature and pressure allow their utilization, i.e. low temperature
geothermal or WHR applications.
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5.2.2 Positive displacement Expanders
Expanders are one of the most important components of the ORC sys-
tems. Depending on the size of the system, both turbo and positive dis-
placement expanders can be used. A suitable expander must be chosen
as a function of delivered power, quality of vapor at the end of the ex-
pansion, volume flow rate, admission pressure and temperature, type
of fluid, need of lubrication system and cost. Positive displacement
expanders can be suitable for small scale applications (<100 kWe) be-
cause of their low cost and low flow rate capacity [91], while turboex-
panders are more suitable for larger plants because of their higher ef-
ficiency. Different positive displacement machines have a good perfor-
mance at different capacity: scroll expanders are suitable for very small
size plants (<100 kW) [91–94], while reciprocating expanders and screw
expanders are more suitable for larger system, up to 100 kW (recipro-
cating) [95] and up to 1 MW (screw) [96]. Other types of positive dis-
placement expanders are vane expanders and rotary expanders, such
as the one derived from Wankel engines which was deeply studied and
developed at the department D.E.S.T.eC. of the University of Pisa and
which is the expander used in the systems described in chapters II, III
and V.
The basic ideal cycle of the positive displacement expander is rep-
resented in fig.5.7a) for expanders characterized by the presence of a
dead volume (reciprocating expanders and rotary expanders), and in
fig. 5.7b) for expanders whose dead volume is zero (scroll and screw
expanders).
Analyzing the cycle of fig. 5.7a), the first part of the cycle (1-2) is
composed by the vapor admission into the expander and theoretically
can be represented by a constant pressure process. In the second part
(2-3) the admission valves close the volume of the chamber and the
fluid is expanded according to an isentropic process. When the volume
is equal to the sum of the displacement and of the dead volume, the
exhaust valve is opened. Normally at the opening of the exhaust valve
the pressure into the expander is higher than the condensing pressure,
allowing the fluid to spontaneously leaving the expander according to
the transformation 3-4 at constant volume. This fact produces the so
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Figure 5.7: Ideal cycle for positive displacement machines (with dead space [a]
and withouth dead space [b]).
called triangular loss, because the expander does not expand the fluid
at all until the condensing pressure. In this case the expansion is called
under-expansion because the potential fluid expansion work is not ex-
ploited at all. It is however advisable to operate in under-expansion
conditions in order to allow part of the fluid to leave the expander, lim-
iting the work consumption during the forced discharge phase (4-5).
When operating with organic fluids and with low volume expansion
ratios it is important to keep the expander in under-expansion condi-
tion in order to avoid the over-expansion phenomena [11,22,92], which
occurs when the pressure at the end of the expansion (point 3 of fig.
5.7a) is lower than the condensing pressure. Over-expansion must be
avoided because it causes a strong loss of work, since part of the cycle
is traveled counterclockwise.
For the expanders having a dead space greater than zero, after the
forced discharge phase, there is a re-compression phase, in order to in-
crease the pressure inside the chamber to a value close to admission
pressure. This phase is rapresented in the ideal cycle by a isentropic
transformation. Despite the work consumption this phase is needed to
increase the pressure of the chamber, in order to reduce the amount of
vapor at the opening of the admission valve. Without re-compression,
a larger amount of vapor enters into the expander to fill the chamber
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without producing useful work (phase 6-1). The value of the pres-
sure of point 6 must be evaaluated as a function of the design work-
ing conditions and is determined by the re-compression grade. Re-
compression is not present if the dead volume is zero since the vapor
at the inlet does not have to fill any volume.
The main parameters affecting positive displacement expanders are:
• Cut-off ratio: is the ratio between the volume swept during the
admission phase and the displacement (volume swept) of the de-
vice: referring to fig. 5.7a):
e =
V2 −V1
V3 −V1 =
V2 −V1
V
(5.2)
• The expansion ratio (for the device equipped with timing vari-
able valves) or built-in ratio : it is the ratio between the volume
at the end of the expansion and the volume at the begin of expan-
sion. Its value should be comparable with the ratio of the specific
volume of the fluid at the condensing pressure and of that at the
admission. Specifically its value must be slightly lower to the ra-
tio of the specific volumes, in order to operate in under-expansion
conditions:
ε =
V3
V2
<
vcd
vad
(5.3)
• The re-compression ratio is the ratio between the volume swept
during the re-compression phase and the displacement of the de-
vice: referring to fig. 5.7a):
σ =
V5 −V6
V3 −V1 =
V5 −V6
V
(5.4)
• The ratio between the dead space and the swept volume:
µ =
V1
V3 −V1 =
V1
V
(5.5)
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The mass introduced into the expander for each cycle in ideal condi-
tions and the mass flow rate is given by:
m = e · ρ ·V + ρ ·V1 ·
(
P1 − P4
P1
) 1
k
(5.6)
m˙ = m · n
60
(5.7)
Where the second term of eq. 5.6 is due to the incomplete recompres-
sion (point from 6 to 1 in fig. 5.7 a). The power delivered by the ex-
pander and the isentropic efficiency are
W˙ =
n
60
·
˛
pdV (5.8)
ηis =
W˙
m˙∆his
(5.9)
For the expanders without dead volume µ and σ are equal to zero.
The main losses of the positive displacement expanders are reported
below:
• Loss due to the under-expansion (triangular loss): the potential
enthalpy drop of the fluid between the admission pressure and
the condensing pressure is not exploited at all since the built-in
ratio (or the expansion ratio) is normally limited to the maximum
value of 6. For larger volume ratio the process results in a high
under-expansion, with consequent power loss;
• Throttling of the vapor during the valve or port crossing, result-
ing in a decrease of the pressure during the admission phase and
to an increase of the pressure during the discharge phase. Throt-
tling losses normally increases with expander speed since a higher
mass flow cross the valves at a consequently higher speed;
• Loss due to thermal exchange through the wall of the expander:
since the speed of positive displacement expanders is lower than
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that of turbo-expanders, the residence time of the vapor into the
chamber is higher, with a resulting decrease of the expander effi-
ciency;
• Shortcut thermal losses: this loss characterizes the expanders where
the inlet and outlet valves are located in the same chamber, as in
the case of reciprocating expanders and rotary expander: it is due
to the presence of the exhaust port in the chamber at a tempera-
ture next to the exhaust temperature, which causes the cool down
of the vapor into the chamber. This loss is not present in scroll
and screw expanders, since the chamber moves from the admis-
sion port to the exhaust port. The loss is also missing in uniflow
piston expander, due to the distance between the admission and
discharge port.
• Loss due to the low recompression (for devices with dead spaces):
this loss is due to the low pressure at the admission valve open-
ing: the vapor has to compress the fluid contained into the dead
volume from the pressure of point 6 (fig. 5.7a)) up to the admis-
sion pressure without providing any useful work. The lower is
the re-compression ratio, the lower is the pressure of point 6, and
higher is this loss. Ideally the pressure of point 6 should be equal
to the pressure of point 1 to avoid this loss.
• Mechanical loss due to the friction of the seal and of the bearings,
which increases with the speed of the expander.
• Loss due to the motion of valves for the reciprocating expanders
and rotary expanders.
In the followings a more detailed description of the various type of
positive displacement expanders is provided.
Reciprocating Expanders Reciprocating expanders are among of the
most used expanders in ORC systems. They are made of one or more
cylinders connected to the evaporator outlet through introduction valves
and to the recuperator or to the condenser through exhaust valves.
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The presence of valves allows to change the expander cycle by vary-
ing the valve timing, despite of an increase of the design and of the ex-
pander losses. Reciprocating expanders were largely studied for their
use in heat recovery applications and because of their high flexibility
they are suitable for the heat recovery from vehicles engines [97]. Re-
ciprocating expanders require a precise timing of the intake and ex-
haust valves. They also require the balancing of primary and secondary
inertia forces. The primary inertia forces are caused by a mass ro-
tating around the shaft center while the secondary inertia forces are
due to a mass rotating around a center that is not concentric with the
shaft [21]. For this reason, maximum speeds of this expander are much
lower than that of other devices. Mechanical losses are higher than
that of other positive displacement expanders because of the large con-
tact area between sliding surfaces, which cause friction. The main con-
tribution to friction is due to the piston rigs sliding on the cylinder
wall [21]. An effective lubrication can reduce the effect of friction, but
has the main drawback of polluting the working fluid, with the neces-
sity of installing an oil separator which increases the system complexity.
Other drawbacks of reciprocating expanders are the torque pulsation,
the presence of a larger number of moving parts which require a pre-
cise force balancing, the leakage of the vapor in the gap between the
seals and the cylinder.
The advantage of this type of expander is the possibility of varying
the valve timing also through actuators and therefore adapting the ex-
pander cycle to the actual system operating condition, and the larger
expansion ratio which can reach the value of 15 [11], much larger than
the built in volume ratio of both scroll and screw expanders.
Scroll expanders Scroll expanders are made up of a fixed scroll and
of an orbiting scroll, whose relative position forms a series of cham-
bers which are in different positions during the device operation, as
reported in fig.5.8 [11]. This expander has the most complicated geom-
etry among all the positive displacement expanders [21].
Even if this compressor is widely used, few experimental applica-
tions as expander have been presented so far [91]. This device has no
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Figure 5.8: Expansion mechanism of a scroll expander.
valves: intake and exhaust ports are opened by the movement of the
scroll. As reported in fig. 5.8, at the beginning of the cycle of one cham-
ber, the intake port is opened and the increase of volume in the chamber
allows the fluid to get in the chamber. With the rotation of the scroll,
the intake port is then closed and the fluid is expanded by the volume
increase of the chamber. The discharge port is then opened and the
fluid is discharged outside of the device. Since there are no valves, the
device works with a fixed built in volume ratio, leading to large under-
expansion or over-expansion during the off design operation [21]. For
this reason the choice of the expander built in ratio must be carefully
evaluated during the design. Built in ratio is limited to 3.5-4, so this ex-
panders are suitable only for the use with some fluids under moderate
temperature difference expansions. This type of device can tolerate the
presence of liquid droplet at the end of expansion, because, due to the
low vapor velocity, the formation of droplet does not damage the ex-
pander [98]. Scroll expanders can be classified in two categories [21,98]:
compliant and kinematically constrained. The first ones require lubri-
cation to operate efficiently without causing significant wear. In the
second configuration there is no direct contact between the two rotors
and radial leakage are limited by using tip seals, applied on the scroll
itself. The mechanical frictions are very low if compared to that of re-
ciprocating expanders because of the rolling motion of contact points
and of the minor contact surface involved. For this reason, also in the
case of compliant scroll the amount of oil required is very low. The
main loss affecting the expander is the internal leakage between the
chambers [91].
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Screw Expanders Screw expanders have been widely used as expan-
sion devices in geothermal and WHR applications. There are two types
of screw: twin type screw and single screw machine. The twin type
screw machine is made up of two rotors (a male and a female), de-
signed with helical lobes. The intersection between the lobes of the two
rotors and the housing of the device forms a series of chambers. The
fluid is trapped between the space limited by the lobes and the hous-
ing. Starting at the high pressure port, as rotation proceeds, the volume
of each chamber increases from zero to a value determined by the size
of the inlet port. During this period of rotation, fluid flows into this
space in the filling process. As rotation continues beyond this point,
the working chamber is cut off from its connection with the inlet port
and the line of contact between the rotors advances with a consequent
increase in its volume, thus causing the trapped fluid to expand and its
pressure to decrease. The volume reaches a maximum when the entire
length between the lobes is unobstructed by meshing contact with the
other rotor. At approximately this point, the working chamber begins
to be exposed to the low pressure discharge port, at the opposite end
of the rotors, and the trapped fluid begins to flow out of it. Continuing
rotation leads to the line of contact between the lobes receding, thus de-
creasing the volume of the working chamber and expulsion of the fluid,
at approximately constant pressure, until the volume between the ad-
jacent lobes is zero and all the fluid is discharged. This entire process
is completed in 720° or two revolutions of the male rotor. The process
is represented in fig. 5.9 and the chamber volume variation from in fig
5.10 from [96].
Twin screw machines have numerous advantages in comparison
with the other positive displacement machines: the motion of all the
part of the device is a pure rotation so that high rotating speed can be
achieved and therefore the device can elaborate a higher flow rate than
other expanders [96]; the contact forces between the two screw are very
low because the two screws motion is driven by a gear [96], so that con-
tact forces are very low; all the sealing lines of contact that define the
boundaries of each chamber are of minimum length when the pressure
of the chamber is high, reducing in this way the leakage between the
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Figure 5.9: Operation of a twin screw expander.
Figure 5.10: Volume variation of a chamber for a twin screw expander.
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Figure 5.11: Operation of a single screw expander.
chambers.
Twin screw expanders can be classified in two types: oil-free and
oil-flooded. Oil-flooded devices needs high quantity of oil to lubricate
rotors motion and seal the gap between the rotors [96]. They require an
external shaft seal but not rotor seals so that the construction process
is simpler. Internal leakages are very low, but the viscosity of the oil
reduces the rotating speed. The drawback of this device is the mixing
between the working fluid and the oil. Oil-free devices instead require
higher manufacturing costs, but can rotate up to three times faster than
oil-flooded devices [96]. The clearance between the rotors is higher
than that of oil-flooded machine, so that leakages between chambers
are higher and efficiency is lower than oil-flooded machines [96].
The single screw machine, instead has one rotor and two gate rotors
made up of composite material describing different grooves [11]. Fluid
is trapped in the grooves at the suction pressure and the volume of the
grooves increases during the rotation of the expander up to a maxi-
mum. The outlet port is then opened and the fluid is discharged. The
mechanism of the single screw expander is reported in fig. from [11].
This type of device is not diffused as the twin-screw expander.
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Rotary vane expander Rotary vane expanders have a very simple
structure, if compared with other expanders, requiring simpler machin-
ing operations and therefore lower costs [99]. These devices have a
good tolerance to droplet formation, it is self-starting under load and
has a smooth torque if compared with that of other expanders [21]. Ef-
ficiency curve is very flat for different operating conditions and speed.
The built in ratio can reach the value of 10 [100]. Leakages among vanes
greatly affect performance, while mechanical losses are very low.
5.2.3 Turbines
Turbines used in ORC systems are different from steam turbines and
gas turbines, because of the different properties of the fluids. Turbines
for ORCs have the following features [21]:
• Low Mach number at the nozzle outlet (<1.8) [22] in order to re-
duce shock loss: this is possible because organic fluids have a
higher molar mass than water or air and the enthalpy drop is
lower (see eq.2.2). However, also the speed of sound is lower than
that of steam or air, so during the design process it is necessary
to evaluate an optimal degree of reaction to slow down the speed
of the vapor at the nozzle outlet. Because of the low enthalpy
drop and the low speed of sound, the main limitation of a vapor
ORC turbine is not the peripheral speed, but the Mach number in
the nozzle and in the rotor which can cause a chocked flow. It is
recommended for the maximum Mach number in the rotor to be
below 0.85 [22];
• For a certain temperature difference, ORC turbines have a higher
pressure ratio but smaller enthalpy drop than steam, increasing
the losses of the devices;
• Organic fluids have a higher vapor density both of air and steam,
resulting in turbines having a smaller flow passage area. More-
over, when using dry fluids, turbine exhaust vapor is still super-
heated without the problem of droplets formation;
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• Since turbines for organic fluids have small size, there can be
some overspeed problems during load changes.
Axial turbines, which are the most common turbines used with steam
and air, are not diffused in most of the cases in ORC technology [11].
Because of the low enthalpy drop the number of stages of axial turbines
is between two or three. Axial turbines in most of the cases do not
have any partial admission system, but are controlled just through a
throttling valve, resulting in low efficiency at off design operation [11].
Radial inflow turbines are preferred to axial turbines, have higher
efficiency than axial turbines in the single stage arrangement in the
specific range between 0.4 and 0.8 and are suitable for small capac-
ity systems [101]. In off-design conditions radial turbines keep the ef-
ficiency high due to the use of a fixed or variable inlet guided vane
(IGV) [11, 102]. Moreover this type of turbine is less sensitive to manu-
facturing inaccuracies, are more robust and easier to manufacture than
axial turbines [21]. A scheme of radial turbine with variable IGV is re-
ported in fig. 5.12 from [102].
Figure 5.12: Radial inflow Turbine with Variable IGV.
Radial outflow turbines (or centrifugal turbines) were presented at
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the begin of ’70s, but their diffusion is still limited. In this type of tur-
bine the vapor is admitted at the center of the device and discharged
on the periphery. The passage area of the fluid increases, limiting fluid-
dynamic losses and allowing a better multi-stage assembly [11]. The
main drawback of this architecture is the peripheral speed which in-
creases from the rotor inlet section (uin) to the outlet section (uout), caus-
ing a reduction of the stage work, according to Euler’s formulation
L =
c2in − c2out
2
+
w2out − w2in
2
+
u2in − u2out
2
(5.10)
As already stated before, the large expansion ratio, low enthalpy
drop and low Mach numbers of the organic fluids, may result in tran-
sonic or supersonic flow, which lead to shock waves causing efficiency
drop. For this reason and because of the different degree of reaction
used with organic fluids, a specific design of turbine is requested and
new efficiency charts should be adopted, since traditional design meth-
ods based on Balje diagram or Smith chart become questionable when
operating with organic fluids [103].
The main dimensionless parameters characterizing a vapor turbine
are:
• The velocity ratio, which is defined as the ratio between the tip
speed and the isentropic speed
ϕ =
uin√
2∆his
(5.11)
• The specific speed [101]
ωs = ω
√
V˙out
∆h
3
4
is
(5.12)
• The specific diameter
Ds = Dout
∆h
1
4
is√
V˙out
(5.13)
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• The volume ratio
r =
V˙out
V˙in
(5.14)
• The reaction grade
I =
∆hrot
∆htot
(5.15)
Vin, Vout and ∆his are known from the process and uout, N, Dout and
I are the results of an optimization. Moreover uout = pi · n60 · Dout, so
that it is possible to set one of those two parameters to automatically
obtain the other, making redundant one of the first three dimensionless
parameters. The evaluation of the optimal parameters derives from an
iteration process, by maximizing an empirical expression of the isen-
tropic efficiency, under the various constraint related to Mach number
reported above and to maximum tip speed achievable [11, 101, 103].
Another dimensionless parameter used in the turbine design path
is the size parameter, which is the ratio between the diameter at the
outlet of the rotor and the specific diameter
S.P. =
√
V˙out
∆h
1
4
is
(5.16)
This parameter is linked to the size and cost of the turbine [11]:
lower is the size parameter smaller is the turbine. The size parame-
ters takes also into account the efficiency decay due to the difference
ratio between viscous and inertia forces [103]. In fact, viscous forces
that are the cause of aerodynamic losses are more important in small
turbines than inertia forces, because of the smaller ratio between the
volumetric flow rate and wet surface. Furthermore, turbines with a
very small diameter cannot strictly fulfill similarity conditions because
of the manufacturing limits, which impose that some elements of the
machine such as the trailing edge or the radial clearance, cannot be
scaled proportionally to the absolute dimension [103].
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The result of the optimization path must satisfy the requirements of
the system in terms of mass flow rate. Generally ORC turbines work in
chocked nozzle conditions and mass flow rate can be computed as
m˙ = ρcr · ccr ·Ω (5.17)
where ρcrand ccr and Ω are respectively the critical density, critical
velocity and critical passage area (corresponding to the smallest section
of the nozzle assuming isentropic conditions). If the flow is subsonic it
is possible to evaluate the mass flow rate from the nozzle outlet condi-
tions.
5.2.4 Considerations about the selection of the expander
There are several parameters affecting the selection of the expander,
such as isentropic efficiency, power output, pressure ratio, volume ra-
tio, lubrication, dynamic balance and costs. Radial inflow turbines are
the devices which can achieve the highest efficiency (>0.85), but the
rotary speed of these devices can range from 17,000 to 100,000 rpm
[11, 21], requiring high speed bearings and high maintenance costs,
while positive displacement expanders rotating speed is much lower
(up to a maximum of about 20,000 rpm for oil-free screw expanders
[11]). As for the volume flow capacity and output power, axial turbines
can handle the maximum capacity and output power among all the ex-
panders, while scroll expanders are suitable for very low volume flow
rate and for output power lower than 10 kW. Regarding the volume ra-
tio, turbines can handle high value, while for positive displacement ex-
panders maximum volume ratio is determined by the maximum built
in ratio of the device, in order to avoid efficiency loss due to high under-
expansion. From the view point of design and manufacturing costs,
turbine design and manufacturing are highly difficult and their cost
justifies their use in large capacity plants [21, 105]. In fact, small scale
devices are characterized by high rotating speed, requiring a perfect
lubrication of the bearings, a perfect alignment of the shaft and a high
speed gearbox or a high speed electric generator. In the case of positive
displacement expanders, instead, despite in some cases, the manufac-
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turing costs could be higher than those of a turbine (in the favourable
case of a mass production of these devices), however due to the low
rotating speed, commercial electric generators can be directly linked to
the device, making their use advantageous for small scale systems. A
major complication when using some types of positive displacement
expanders is due to the need of lubrication, which can lead to the in-
stallation of oil separators, increasing system complexity. Oil-free ma-
chines instead do not require lubrication system but generally show
lower volumetric performance because of the larger tolerance between
moving and stationary parts which increase the leakage.
5.2.5 Feed pump
Feed pump is another key component of ORC cycles, whose influence
on system performance is larger than in Steam Rankine Cycles. In fact
the specific enthalpy drop during the expansion of organic fluid, is not
as high as for water and the pumping work can be of the order of some
percent of the work provided by the expander. A parameter used to
take into account the influence of the pumping work is the back-work
ratio which is the ratio between the pump power consumption and the
expander power output [11, 75, 104]:
BWR =
W˙p
W˙e
(5.18)
This parameters increase with the evaporating temperature and de-
creases when using fluids having a high critical temperature and is very
sensitive to the pump efficiency [11].
A problem of feed pumps is cavitation, which appears at the pump
suction when pressure decreases under the saturation pressure, due to
pressure losses in the supply line to the pump or in the pump chamber
or to the acceleration of the fluid caused by the impeller of the pump or
to the fluid warming up. Cavitation is a phenomenon which must be
avoided, bacause of the disastrous consequences it lead the system. To
avoid cavitation the available net positive suction head (NPSH) must be
higher than the pump requested NPSH. To satisfy this condition, three
different strategies can be adopted to increase the available NPSH [11]:
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• Increase of hydrostatic pressure: the hydrostatic pressure increases
the available NPSH, and reduces also the pressure difference that
the pump has to provide, with the possibility of choosing a smaller
pumps with a lower value of requested NPSH. The problem of
this strategy is the layout of the system, especially for micro sys-
tems, which does not allow to impose a large head;
• Thermal subcooling: this strategy consists in the introduction of
a further heat exchanger or in the oversizing of the condenser,
in order to obtain a certain degree of subcooling, thus reducing
the saturation pressure of the fluid. The main drawback of this
strategy is that the fluid charge in the plant is higher and in off
design conditions the amount of liquid accumulated inside the
condenser vary, causing a variation of subcooling grade.
• Prefeed pump: this strategy implies the use of an additional pump
with a lower head (and a lower requested NPSH) to be put before
the main pump. This pump increases the line pressure and the
available NPSH of the line. The drawback of this solution is the
higher cost of the plant due to the utilization of two pumps.
The most used pumps are centrifugal because of their high efficiency,
while volumetric devices present a lower efficiency.
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In this section some highlights of the current research on low tempera-
ture cycles for heat conversion are reported. The main interests of the
research from one hand are oriented towards alternative cycle architec-
tures which can increase the thermodynamic performances of the sys-
tems, and from the other to the improvement of the components and
of the control and management of the classic ORC systems, including
the research on new types of performing and environmentally friendly
fluids.
6.1 Advanced cycle architectures
ORC subcritical systems are the commonest cycles for low temperature
heat recovery but, as stated before, they have the main drawback of the
constant temperature evaporation, causing a bad match between the
working fluid and the finite heat source exchange curves with entropy
production. Moreover in the case of geothermal and WHR system, the
presence of a pinch point at the evaporation keep the temperature of
the heat source stream at the evaporator outlet at high temperature,
causing a large exergy loss. In order to limit this loss and increase the
systems efficiency, different cycle architectures were proposed: super-
critical ORC, ORC with zeotropic mixtures as working fluid, Kalina
Cycles, Trilateral Cycles and Organic Flash Cycles. These cycles will
be briefly described in the following with the exception of the Organic
Flash Cycles, which are largely studied in chapters IV and V.
6.1.1 Supercritical ORC
In the supercritical ORC, the fluid is pumped to a pressure higher than
the critical and then warmed up to a temperature higher than the crit-
ical. In this way the heat transfer curve of the working fluid does not
enter into the two phase region, with a lower entropy production dur-
ing the thermal exchange with a finite heat source, as reported in fig.
6.1 from [106].
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u
Figure 6.1: Comparison of exchange curves between subcritical and supercrit-
ical ORC.
The layout of the plant is the same of a subcritical ORC, with the dif-
ference that the evaporator is replaced by a transcritical heat exchanger.
The higher temperature reached by supercritical cycles, besides a
better heat transfer between the working fluid and the finite heat source,
allows to achieve a better cycle efficiency than subcritical ORCs if an in-
ternal recuperator is added [107]. Because of the high maximum tem-
perature, the outlet temperature from the expander is higher than that
of a subcritical ORC, with the possibility of recovering a larger amount
of sensible heat through an internal recuperator and further increases
of the cycle efficiency [108]. In the case of WHR or geothermal sys-
tems where no constraint are imposed to the high temperature fluid
outlet temperature, the internal recuperator does not provide any im-
provement on the system efficency [108], similarly to subcritical ORCs.
The higher outlet temperature from the expander has also the benefi-
cial effect of reducing the volume flow rate of the working fluid, thus
reducing the turbine size parameter [109].
When a supercritical Rankine cycle is adopted in WHR systems, it
is possible to enhance the output power more than 8%, in comparison
with the subcritical solution, but with a lower cycle efficiency [110].
As a working fluid for supercritical ORCs, carbon dioxide has desir-
able characteristics, such as low critical temperature, high chemical sta-
bility, low cost and low environmental impact. The problem of the CO2
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Figure 6.2: Influence of the maximum temperature on the expansion for su-
percritical Rankine Cycles.
is the condensing process which must occur under the critical temper-
ature of 31.1°C, with the various problem linked to the search of such a
low cooling source.
Up to now, there is still a great need to find a proper fluid for su-
percritical Organic Rankine Cycles [9]. The highest temperature of the
fluid must be carefully controlled and kept at high values to avoid the
expansion in the two phase zone as reported in fig. 6.2, from [9]. The
high value that the highest temperature must have can result in chemi-
cal instability for some fluids and in a faster chemical degradation.
Supercritical ORCs has also the drawback of requiring high work-
ing pressures which increases the cost of the system and leads to diffi-
culties in operation and to safety concerns [9]. Also the heat exchangers
require a higher exchange area because of the lower medium temper-
ature difference between the finite heat source and the working fluid,
resulting in a rise of the system costs [111]. Moreover, a fluid which is
in supercritical conditions has both liquid and vapor behaviors, while
turbines are not normally designed for wet vapor fluids. For this rea-
son the development of an appropriate supercritical turbine design is
still ongoing [112].
Supercritical ORCs were studied by many authors [104, 110], but
detailed studies on the use of organic fluids in supercritical cycles have
been rarely published [9].
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6.1.2 ORC with zeotropic mixtures and Kalina cycles
The use of fluid mixtures as working fluid has the beneficial effect of a
non isothermal phase change both in evaporation and in condensation,
with a better match between the exchange curves and a lower entropy
production.
The first developed cycle using a mixture of two different fluid was
the Kalina cycle. In this cycle a mixture of ammonia and water are
used during the heat transfer processes, in order to obtain a glide both
during evaporation and condensation. The mixture composition at the
boiler was different from the composition at the condenser [113]. This
fact is due to the typical composition of the ammonia water mixture
(which normally has more than the 70% of ammonia) and to the low
condensing temperature of a such ammonia rich mixture. Condensing
temperature increases at the lowering of the ammonia concentration.
For this reason an ammonia separator and an absorber are required, as
reported in fig. 6.3from [118].
Kalina further developed different configurations that were widely
studied by many authors: one of the first analysis of Kalina cycles was
carried by Stecco et al. in [113]: a computer routine was developed
to evaluate thermodynamic properties of ammonia-water mixture and
advantage and disadvantage of these type of cycles with respect to
other cycles were discussed. In further papers [114, 115], sizing cri-
teria for heat recovery boiler design and for geothermal exploitation
with water-ammonia mixture were defined. Nag et al. [116] showed
that mixture concentration at the turbine inlet has a strong influence
on the cycle efficiency and they found an optimum value to maximize
the cycle second law efficiency. Bombarda et al. [117] compared the
performance of a Kalina cycle with the one of an ORC with MM as
working fluid, which recovered heat from a Diesel Engine exhaust. De-
spite the small advantage of the Kalina cycle with respect to the ORC
in terms of net mechanical power, the high working pressure of the
water-ammonia mixture demonstrated that this cycle was not applica-
ble in the considered temperature range because of the high equipment
costs.
In order to reduce the system complexity other fluid mixtures were
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Figure 6.3: Kalina cycle Layout.
considered, which did not present problems at the condenser and there-
fore allowed a simpler layout.
In the same way as the Kalina cycle, ORCs with zeotropic mixtures
may reduce the irreversibilities during the heat transfer with a finite
heat source. Zeotropic mixtures allow a non-isothermal phase change
and a consequently a good match between the exchange curves, both at
the evaporator and at the condenser, as reported in fig. 6.4 from [119].
For the same purpose of reducing entropy production during ther-
mal exchange, zeotropic mixtures have been largely used in HVAC&R
applications [120]. The layout of an ORC with zeotropic mixtures is
the same of the basic ORC, without the need of any separator, absorber
or internal recuperators. One of the key of the development of the de-
sign of these cycles was the evaluation of the mixtures properties [86].
Research of Wong and Sandler [121], lead to the development of a com-
puter software (StanMix), which was the basis of the development of
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Figure 6.4: T-s diagram of a ORC with zeotropic mixtures (a) and exchange
curves (b).
this kind of cycles [86]. Angelino in [122] analyzed WHR ORC sys-
tems with a mixture of 50% n-Buthane and 50% n-Hexane and a mix-
ture of Siloxanes. The composition of the mixture had a great influ-
ence on the performance of the system. One of the major advantage
of zeotropic mixture was the glide at the condenser, which decreased
the fan consumption of the air cooled condenser, but the major prob-
lems when using fluid mixtures were in the exchangers design, which
should avoid the fluid fractionation during phase change and the lack
of accurate relations for the evaluation of heat exchange coefficient of
the mixture [122]. Wang et al. [123] analyzed a mixture of R245fa and
R152a searching for the optimum mass fraction composition to maxi-
mize the efficiency of a solar ORC cycle. They stated that with zeotropic
mixtures the use of a superheater coupled with an internal heat ex-
changer increases the efficiency of the cycle. Victor et al. [6] carried
out an analysis with respect to the optimization of cycle efficiency be-
tween pure organic fluids, mixed organic fluids, water-ammonia mix-
tures and water-alcohols mixtures. They demonstrated that, using pure
fluids, cycle efficiency increases in the temperature range 100-150°C,
while the Kalina cycle provided the best results for temperature be-
tween 150°C and 250°C, despite the higher required pressure, which
would result in higher plant costs, while mixed organic fluids provided
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Figure 6.5: Two pressure level ORC layout (a) and T-s diagram (b).
a lower cycle efficiency than pure fluids. The improvement of geother-
mal and waste heat recovery system using zeotropic organic mixtures
was largely studied in the literature [124, 125], but few plant have been
realized in practice, because of the more complex heat exchanger de-
sign. The most beneficial effect of using zeotropic mixture is however
the temperature glide at the condenser as demonstrated by Liu et al.
in [126].
6.1.3 ORC with multiple pressure level
A multiple pressure level cycle is another way to decrease entropy pro-
duction during heat transfer. The evaporation in this case is split up
on two different pressure level, with he introduction of a second pinch
point and the decrease of the exhaust temperature of the heat carrier
[86]. A larger amount of heat is exchanged in the evaporator and there
is a better match between the exchange curves. The layout and the T-s
diagram is reported in fig. 6.5 from [86].
The layout is much more complicated espect to the basic ORC and
for this reason these cycles are not analyzed extensively in literature
[86]. A careful selection of pressure levels and of pinch point values
can increase the system performances. An increase of the pressure lev-
els makes the cycle to be more similar to the Lorentz cycle which is the
cycle which maximizes the power output in the case of WHR appli-
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Figure 6.6: Trilateral flash cycle T-s diagram (a) and plant layout (b).
cations [127]. There is no an unique optimal solution about the num-
ber of pressure levels for all the fluids. Different fluids can achieve
maximum performances with different cycles architectures ( subcritical
ORCs, supercritical ORCs and multiple pressure ORCs) and there is no
an optimal combination of cycle architecture and working fluid for var-
ious heat source temperatures [128]. Dual pressure cycles with a fixed
fluid can achieve the best performances among supercritical ORCs and
ORCs with zeotropic mixtures, despite the larger required heat trans-
fer area, the increase of the expander number or stages (in the case of
turbines) and the extra pumping work required [129].
6.1.4 Trilateral Cycle
Trilateral Cycle was firstly proposed by Smith et al. in 1993 [130] for
geothermal and WHR systems.
The purpose of the research was to find a working cycle as similar
as possible to the ideal trilateral cycle which is the cycle with the best
recovery efficiency for sensible heat sources and isothermal condens-
ing conditions. In this cycle, the fluid at the outlet of the condenser
is compressed and heated at constant pressure to its boiling point and
then directly expanded in a two phase expander, according to the T-s
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diagram and to the system scheme reported in fig. 6.6 from [130].
Similarly to supercritical cycles, the problem of this cycle is the ex-
pander [112]: nowadays the research on an efficient two phase expander
is still ongoing and the efficiency of such devices is still too low. Ac-
cording to [33], the minimum efficiency that the expanders have to
achieve for the application of this cycle to geothermal system is 0.75.
Even assuming a high value for the isentropic efficiency, the ther-
mal efficiency of the cycle is lower than that of the subcritical ORC, but
the combined effect of recovery efficiency and thermal efficiency leads
to a higher global efficiency than that of both subcritical ORCs and su-
percritical ORCs [131].
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Research activity on cycles adopting low normal boiling fluids, for the
conversion of low temperature heat sources into electricity has been
largely growing since the beginning of the new millennium. As al-
ready stated before, this is due to the increase of the exploitation of
renewable energies which are characterized by a low energy density
and by the awareness of the need of limiting the use of fossils fuels for
environmental, economical and political matters.
One of the most important challenges of the research of these years
is the reduction in size of the ORCs systems which, up to now, are com-
mercially available for sizes larger than 200 kW. The main limitation is
due to the selection of a proper expander for small size plants. In fact
even though turbines are a well proven technology for larger plants,
for small scale plants this type of expanders still present a high cost
which makes their use uneconomical. Positive displacement expander
can be the alternative for such small size systems and some of them
were tested experimentally and numerical models have been validated
extensively.
6.2.1 Expanders
As stated before turbo expanders are a well proven technology when
operating with air or steam. Despite the high efficiency reached by tur-
bines in current ORC installations, a further development is achievable
when operating with organic fluids by considering an alternative de-
sign, based on different diagrams [101,103]. Turbines are a well proven
technology for an output power larger than 200 kW. For smaller plant
sizes their cost risks to make the plant uneconomic. Positive displace-
ment expanders can be an alternative for small scale applications and
research on them has been actually widespread. Prototypes of pos-
itive displacement expanders were tested and numerically modeled,
such as scroll expanders [91,132–134], single and twin screw expanders,
[96, 135], reciprocating expanders [95, 136] and vane expanders [99].
An interesting positive displacement expander is represented by the
rotary expander derived from a Wankel Engine, which was previously
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studied in the past by the Naval Underwater System Center of Rhode
Island (USA) and by some other authors [137–139], and was recently
experimented and numerically simulated at the University of Pisa. The
numerical model of this expander was employed as an expander for the
two systems described in chapters II, III and V. In the following some
highlights of this expander are reported.
Rotary Expander derived from Wankel Engine The geometry of the
Wankel expander derives from that of the Wankel Engine with some
modifications: the combustion chambers on the statoric case were elim-
inated, as well as the holes of the sparks. Apex seals were replaced with
high temperature PTFE based seals. The intake and exhaust valves
were replaced with rotary valves driven by a system of pulley and
valve timing was completely revised in order to accommodate the cy-
cle to that of a positive displacement expander. The operation of this
engine is reported in fig. 6.7 from [140].
Figure 6.7: Operation of one chamber of the Wankel expander.
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As from the figure 6.7, the Expander is composed of an eccentric ro-
tor, a stator housing and four valves: two intake valves and two exhaust
valves. The admission valves are located in the proximity of the top
dead center, where the volume is equal to the dead volume. When the
rotor reaches the top dead center the intake valve opens and the admis-
sion phase begin (phase 1 in fig. 6.7), ideally at constant pressure. The
increase of the volume of the chamber allows the fluid to fill in through
the valve (phase 2). When the intake valve closes, the expansion phase
begin and continue until the volume of the chamber reaches the bottom
dead center (phase 3). At this stage, the discharge valve opens (phase 4)
and the fluid is discharged outside of the chamber both because of the
higher pressure of the chamber with respect to that of the condenser (in
the case of under-expansion) and because of the decrease of the cham-
ber volume (forced discharge). The discharge valve then closes and the
vapor trapped into the chamber is compressed again (phase 5) until the
volume reaches the other top dead center where the other intake valve
opens and the cycle newly begins.
In the expanders, there are three chambers and each chamber makes
two cycles during a complete rotor round trip. Because of the kinematic
of the Wankel engine, the rotary speed of the rotor is one third of the
shaft speed, so that respect to an analogous single effect reciprocating
expander with the same displacement and the same timing, the power
produced and the vapor consumption is two times higher.
The ideal cycle of the Wankel expander is the same of the recipro-
cating expander, but it has the advantage of having no moving parts
in alternate motion, with much less vibration and with the possibility
of reaching higher rotating speed and therefore elaborating larger flow
rates. Moreover, the contact surface between the moving part and the
stationary part is much lower than that of a reciprocating expander, re-
ducing the mechanical losses.
With respect to scroll or screw expanders this device has the advan-
tage of variable timing, offering the possibility of choosing different cut
off ratio and therefore the expansion ratio of the device.
A numerical model of the expander was also developed [140] and
the experimental results obtained, fueling the expander with compressed
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air, were used to calibrate the numerical model, as reported in [141].
The numerical model was used to test the expander with organic fluids
and results showed that the output power and the input thermal power
are highly influenced by the working fluid [141].
The effect of valve timing for this device with organic fluid is re-
ported in [142].
6.2.2 Control Strategies, off-design performances and aim of the re-
sults of the thesis
Control strategies and off design performance play a key role in the de-
sign of ORC systems. Modern computer software allows to perform
dynamic simulations and evaluate the system behavior during tran-
sients.
The choice of a proper control strategy can increase system perfor-
mance and reduce both plant costs and operation costs. The amount
of thermal energy from the source can largely vary over time and it
is important to understand the expected performance by means of an
off-design analysis. As an example, Hu et al. in [102] analyzed the
off-design performances of a geothermal ORC equipped with a radial
inflow turbine and a variable IGV. Off-design performance was eval-
uated in steady-state conditions but under different control strategies:
sliding pressure (fixed turbine velocity), sliding velocity (fixed evapo-
rating pressure) and a combination of them both. Twomey et al. [79]
analyzed the dynamic response of a small scale solar CHP ORC, in or-
der to establish annual production under average monthly conditions
and evaluate the storage volume. Ireland et al. in [143], created a dy-
namic modeling of a small scale solar plant and tested it for four con-
secutive days, while in [144], they created a dynamic numerical model
of a WHR ORC system with scroll expander and defined an optimum
control strategy by searching an optimum function that maximized the
system output. These functions were obtained by taking into account
the actual behavior of the whole system.
The research about the off-design and transient behavior of the ORC
systems is still ongoing and both control strategies and control vari-
able should be optimized and simplified, in order to reduce system
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complexity and increase efficiency and flexibility. Off-design and dy-
namic simulations are a very important instrument, becoming increas-
ingly common in the system analysis, especially in small scale and
low-temperature applications, often coupled with time-variable heat
sources. The determination of control strategies for small scale and low
temperature heat sources (<200°C), involving both classic ORC and or-
ganic Flash cycles (OFC) is the main goal of this doctoral thesis. A
control strategy to increase the flexibility of a small concentrated solar
ORC and the system simulation in dynamic condition for a whole year
of operation together with the comparison with the results obtained
in steady-state conditions is still lacking and will be addressed in the
next chapter of this book. The expansion device used in the model is
the rotary expander device derived from the Wankel engine, described
above. The possibility of a simple control, by letting the expander ro-
tational speed vary, provided a large flexibility to the system, allowing
the operation without the need of a thermal storage, thus reducing the
extension of the solar field. The transient analysis pointed out the nega-
tive effect of those configurations requiring a large solar field whose in-
ertia negatively affects the thermodynamic performance of the system.
The third chapter instead compares three control strategies for small
scale WHR systems, based on easy measurable variables, and evalu-
ating them through dynamic simulations, showing the possibility of
increasing power production by maximizing the system performance
in steady-state conditions. The ORC module, with minor changes, is
the same of the solar plant described in the first chapter, with the ro-
tary expander as the expansion device. In this chapter, the low recov-
ery efficiency of the ORCs, due to the isothermal evaporation is also
highlighted. To overcome this problem, it is necessary to employ an
advanced vapor cycle. Organic Flash Cycles (OFC) are not widely in-
vestigated in the literature and an improvement to this architecture is
presented in the fourth chapter, through a technical and economical
analysis of the double flash cycles. The use of two different flash sep-
arators grants a higher power output which makes this type of cycles
thermodynamically competitive with the classic ORC, for heat source
temperatures reaching 170°C. After this introduction on the two stage
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flash cycles, the off-design behavior of flash cycles was studied: due to
the lack of literature data on this topic, the off-design analysis was con-
ducted between two different single stage architectures (regenerative
and non regenerative cycles), leaving to further developments of this
thesis the off-design analysis of the double flash cycles. The expansion
device, with some modification is still the rotary expander used in the
analysis of ORC systems. The simulation was carried out in steady-
state conditions, by adopting a combined sliding-pressure and veloc-
ity control strategy, similarly to that used in ORC systems, compar-
ing the two advanced architectures from the point of view of both the
overall efficiency and flexibility. The results of this thesis can increase
the knowledge of small scale ORCs and advanced architecture cycles
(OFC), by providing new information on the possible control strate-
gies, control variables, system behavior and cycle architectures. One of
the major goal reached by this thesis is the increase of system flexibility,
the most important features for micro-generation power systems. This
goal is reached both through control strategies and, in the case of the
flash cycles, through a modification of the cycle architecture.
7 Conclusions
In this chapter the main highlights of the actual and past technologies
using low normal boiling working fluids were discussed. Low temper-
ature boiling fluids properties have been widely studied and the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of operating with these fluids at low tem-
peratures, rather than with water, have been pointed out, especially for
small scale plants. An overview on the past applications and research
has been reported. The use of these fluids in Rankine cycles rather than
steam began at the end of ’800 and some small applications were built
during all the first part of the ’900. As reported, the scientific develop-
ment of the ORC technology began during the ’60s because of the need
of finding compact energy conversion system for aerospace purposes.
During the ’70s, because of the oil crisis, small and large applications
were studied, experimented and built and structural research on the
fluids and on the devices were pointed out. The renewed interest on
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this topic at the begin of the new millennium, due to the widespread of
renewable energies and the awareness of increasing system efficiency,
in order to reduce fossils fuels consumption, lead to a strong devel-
opment and improvement of this technology, which is currently em-
ployed in low temperature solar plants, WHR and geothermal systems.
Also the research on ORC has been largely growing since the begin of
the 2000s so that nowadays a large number of scientific publications
focuses on ORCs. Researchers are focusing their attention on the fluid
selection, on the development of expanders and devices and on the off-
design and transient performances of the plants. Despite the increasing
number of papers, there is a lack in the prediction of plant production in
off-design conditions and advanced control strategies to increase flex-
ible operation has been still under research. In parallel to the research
on ORC systems many authors are focusing on advanced organic cy-
cle architectures, such as supercritical cycles, ORC with zeotropic mix-
tures, trilateral cycles and flash cycles. Each of these cycles has its own
advantages and disadvantages and up to now in the actual form they
does not yet appear competitive with subcritical ORCs. Despite the
abundant literature about supercritical ORC and ORC with zeotropic
mixtures, flash cycles have still not been deeply analyzed: off-design
characterization of this cycles is still lacking, as well as control strate-
gies. In the last two chapters of this thesis a new flash cycle architecture
is introduced and analyzed in off-design conditions.
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Part II
Flexible operation for a small scale
solar ORC.
1In this chapter the dynamic modeling of a low concentration solar
ORC plant with Compound Parabolic Collector is analyzed. The ORC
module is equipped with a rotary expander derived from Wankel en-
gine with the same characteristics of the prototype developed at the
University of Pisa. The dynamic model of a plant with static Com-
pound Parabolic Collectors and an ORC system was developed using
the simulation tool AMESim. All the main components of the plant
are modeled: solar collectors field, heat transfer fluid circuit, heat ex-
changers and the ORC system. The plant response to the radiation of
different days was analyzed to quantify the daily production and the
trend of various plant parameters. Real ambient conditions, were em-
ployed for the simulations by using data obtained by historical series
for the town of Pisa and with hour by hour discretization. In order to
limit the number of collectors, with the aim of reducing plant’s costs,
no storage unit neither integration with other energy source was em-
ployed in this plant, operating in this way with a solar multiple (SM) of
1 and adopting a sliding velocity control strategy. The results obtained
on five consecutive real days confirmed the possibility of such type of
operation due to the flexibility of the positive displacement expander.
The output power tends to follow solar radiation but with a slight delay
both during the start-up and during the shutdown operation because
of the thermal inertia of the Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) contained in the
1Part of the content of this chapter are taken with permission from the following
papers:
M. Antonelli, A. Baccioli, M. Francesconi, U. Desideri, L. Martorano, Electrical produc-
tion of a small size Concentrated Solar Power plant with compound parabolic collec-
tors, Renewable Energy. 83 (2015) 1110-1118.
M. Antonelli, A. Baccioli, M. Francesconi, U. Desideri, Dynamic modelling of a low-
concentration solar power plant: A control strategy to improve flexibility, Renewable
Energy. 95 (2016) 574-585.
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solar field and in the circuit. This delay provides a certain advantage
for this type of plant with respect to a grid connected Photo-Voltaic (PV)
system, because of the lower stress it provides on the electric grid.
Two different concentrations were tested: 1.25 and 2. The collectors
with a lower concentration required a larger number of receiving area
and since the diameter of the receiver was kept constant a larger num-
ber of solar collectors was necessary to obtain the same thermal power
of the collectors having C=2. For this reason the configuration with
lower solar concentration had a much larger inertia, which increases
the warm-up and shut-down phases, resulting in a lower achieved tem-
perature during partially cloudy days and therefore in a lower produc-
tion per unit of area.
Due to the encouraging results obtained during the five consecu-
tive days, the system was then simulated for a whole year and in three
different locations in Italy: one near Milan, in northern Italy, in Pisa, in
central Italy and in Ragusa, the southernmost district of Sicily. Differ-
ent thermodynamic parameters were simulated as well as different tilt
angles, in order to obtain the working maps of the system. The results
showed how the effect of the latitude is important for this kind of plant:
specific production for Ragusa was almost twice the production of the
other two locations. Finally, a comparison with the results obtained
from a steady-state model of the plant was performed. Both with the
concentration of C=1.25 and C=2 the values of the specific production
obtained in dynamic conditions is much lower than that obtained in
steady-state conditions. Moreover the optimal values of evaporating
pressure and superheating temperature at which the maximum spe-
cific production was achieved were completely different between the
steady-state and dynamic results with C=1.25. This was due to many
factors, the most important of which seems to be the large thermal in-
ertia of the HTF due to the large number of collectors requested in this
configurations. With C=2 the values of evaporating pressure and super-
heating temperature, at which the maximum conditions are achieved
are almost the same as well as the shape of the operating map of the
plant.
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1 Introduction
The interest towards solar energy has been increasing in the last years.
In the micro-generation field, Photo-voltaic (PV) systems are widely
used due to their installation simplicity, simple management, and low
costs of maintenance. However the lack of inertia of these systems
and the unprogrammable nature of the source, are causing problems
on the electric grid. Low concentration solar plants can limit fluctua-
tions of delivered power because of their thermal inertia. Obviously,
since we are talking about systems that are addressed to domestic or
small industrial or commercial activities, simple, low cost and small
size units have to be developed. Static Compound Parabolic Collec-
tors (CPC) and positive displacement expansion devices can help in
the accomplishment of this objectives. Obviously, when scaling the
size of the plants and adopting static collectors lower efficiency are
expected. As an example, the 1 MWe solar power plant installed in
Arizona [1]reached a high efficiency because of the high concentration
and efficiency of the Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTC) with tracking
system which allow to reach high temperatures.
Lower efficiencies were in facts obtained with steady-state collec-
tors. Some authors [2] reported a 3.2% overall efficiency in a 1.6 kWe
solar ORC with flat-plate collectors and 4.2% with evacuated tube col-
lectors. A similar efficiency (lower than 4%) was obtained in a 2 kWe
low-temperature solar ORC with R134a as working fluid and evacuated
tube collectors [3]. In both those experiences, however, the collectors
were used without any prior optimization process concerning concen-
tration, tilt angle and collectors alignment. The collectors were aligned
in the north-south direction and the originally built-in concentrator was
used. For the sake of comparison of the previously mentioned solutions
with those with a tracking system, a 7.7% efficiency was reported in a
9 kWe ORC employing a linear Fresnel Collector (collector efficiency of
57%).
Although solar ORCs feature lower efficiencies than photovoltaic
(PV) systems, the presence of a thermal inertia itself in these plants
provides a more stable electrical production, which makes their power
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generation more predictable and easy to dispatch than PV systems. In
addition, this technology does not require the use of advanced or rare
materials such as pure silicon. Finally, the use of commonly available
and reusable or recyclable materials (steel, plastics, aluminum, copper,
etc.) makes the end of life disposal of the plants easier than for PV
panels.
Focusing the attention on mini and micro (up to 50 kW) solar appli-
cations, the absence of a tracking system and the use of compact design
collectors are useful for the reduction of the installation and mainte-
nance costs. In fact, if a maximum cycle temperature of 200 °C is con-
sidered, Compound Parabolic Collectors (CPCs) can be used. These
concentrators have been studied for many years, both analytically and
practically [4–10] as well as solar ORCs, which reported overall efficien-
cies varying between 2.5% and 7% [11, 12]. They are characterized by
a wide operational flexibility [13] and because of their wide acceptance
angle, CPCs do not need any tracking system, and allow to reach higher
temperatures with better efficiencies than flat plate collectors [14].
Volumetric rotary expanders are more suitable than micro-turbines
for small power output applications, because of the higher isentropic
expansion efficiency, lower rotational speed, lower costs [15–17] and a
wider possibility of control [18]. The variation of the rotational speed
in particular can be easily achieved and keeps the isentropic efficiency
of the device almost constant [19]. Using this control, the power output
can be varied without the need of a storage system, simplifying the lay-
out, saving space and reducing installation costs. Because of the strong
variation of thermal input and the lack of a storage system or integra-
tion with an external source, it is important to consider the effective
dynamic behavior of the system, in order to properly set parameters,
improve performance and management. Dynamic modelling in facts
has become an important tool for solar plants and in general for appli-
cations characterized by large variations of the input power. Manenti et
al. [20,21] carried out numerical simulations to perform the start-up op-
erations of Archimede Concentrating Solar Plant in Sicily, using DYN-
SIM. In their papers they identified the critical aspects of start-up and
shutdown operations and optimized the control strategy of the plant.
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El Hefni [22]employed ThermoSysPro - Modelica in modelling a solar
plant with different type of collectors and a solar hybrid combined-
cycle power plant with PTC collectors. Rodat et al. [23]simulated the
dynamic response of two solar concentrating plants with Fresnel col-
lectors in the Modelica environment. They monitored the temperature
of the superheated steam after the cloud passage and highlighted the
difficulty to tune a proper control systems to handle both slow and fast
phenomena. Other authors focused on the optimization of a part of the
plant: Eck et al. [24] studied the superheated steam control system of a
PTC loop, Henrion et al. [25] used dynamic simulation in the design of
an innovative evaporator, with a particular attention to start-up opera-
tions. Quoilin et al. showed the possibility of controlling and optimiz-
ing a small size Waste Heat Recovery system by varying the speed of a
scroll expander [26]. Twomey et al. in [27], used the model of a scroll
expander developed by [28], to dynamically simulate a small scale co-
generative solar ORC with flat plate collectors. Simulation was carried
out during a whole year, but an average day for each month was con-
sidered and radiation was a function of the sine of the simulation time.
Results showed that, by acting on the size of the storage it was possi-
ble to shift the production time and an average efficiency of 3.47% was
reached. An off-design steady-state analysis on a hybrid geothermal-
solar ORC was performed by Astolfi et al. in [29]: in this study a solar
field increased the temperature of the working fluid of a geothermal bi-
nary power plant and the analysis of the annual plant production was
carried for four different localities in staionary conditions, using hourly
discretized data for the sun radiation.
This chapter reports the numerical modeling of a 25 kW ORC so-
lar plant by means of the AMESim simulation tool, showing the capa-
bility of the model of highlighting the optimal working condition of
the plant from the point of view of the solar field parameters (concen-
tration and tilt) and of some thermodynamic parameters (evaporating
pressure and superheating temperature). The need for a dynamic simu-
lation which is able to evaluate the influence of transient periods on the
electrical production of the plant is highlighted. The control strategy
based on sliding-velocity proved to be able of operating under variable
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radiation conditions, without the need for any storage system or inte-
gration with external heat source, which allows to simplify and reduce
the solar field size.
The novelty which is introduced in this work consists in the ap-
plication of this kind of simulation and control strategy in a small-size
power plant, which uses non-tracking, low concentration collectors and
in the analysis and comparison of the year specific production in three
different locations with the results of the steady-state analysis under
different thermodynamic and solar field parameters.
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Nomenclature Subscripts
G Radiation on a tilted surface [W/m2] bn Ground normal
I Ground Radiation [W/m2] do Diffuse
L Latitude [deg] c Coverage
C Concentration Ratio r Receiver
r Reflectivity w Wall
A Area [m2 hyd Hydraulic
a Azimuth [deg] p Pump
Z Number of days exch Exchanged
P Pressure [Pa] exp Expander
L Length [m] ad Admission
f Fanning number is Isentropic
ρ Density [kg/m3] org Organic fluid
v Velocity [m/s] eva Evaporation
D Diameter [m] cd Condensation
Nu Nusselt number s Solar Field
Re Reynolds number ORC Organic Rankine Cycle
Pr Prandtl number el Electrical
V˙ Volume flow rate [m3/s] mec Mechanical
Kv Flow coefficient [h-1bar−0.5m3] IHE Internal Heat Exchanger
m˙ Mass Flow Rate [kg/s]
V Displacement [cm3], Volume [m3]
n Rotating speed [rpm]
W˙ Mechanical Power [kW]
U Internal energy [kJ]
u Specific internal energy [kJ/kg]
h Specific Enthalpy [kJ/kg]
Q˙ Thermal Power [kW]
t Time [s]
T Temperature [K]
H Global heat exchange coefficient [W/m2/K]
LMTD Logarithm mean temperature difference [K]
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r Radius [m]
k Thermal conductivity [W/m/K]
M Mass [kg]
c Constant pressure specific heat [kJ/kg/K]
E Energy [kWh]
Greeks
β Tilt angle [deg]
α Solar height [deg]
δ Declination [deg]
ρ Density [kg/m3]
µ Dynamic Viscosity [Pa s]
λ Heat exchange coefficient [W/m2/K]
2 System description
The studied system consists of a non-tracking CPC field, an HTF circuit
and an ORC, as reported in fig. 2.1.
The cycle is composed by a pump, an evaporator, an expansion de-
vice, a recuperator and an air-cooled condenser. In fact the heat trans-
fer fluid should have good thermal properties to efficiently transfer the
heat, high density and low viscosity to limit the pumping power loss.
Since the maximum temperature of this system is expected to be about
160°C, pressurized water was chosen as heat transfer fluid. The work-
ing fluid is R-600a since, in a previous work, it provided the best overall
efficiency [30]. The CPCs employed evacuated pipes to suppress con-
vection losses. The number of collectors depends on the actual ORC
module capacity which is a function of pressure ratio and superheat-
ing grade (fig. 2.2), in order to provide the maximum admissible in-
put thermal power to the ORC module in maximum radiation condi-
tions. In this way, the plant always work with a value of solar multiple
lower than 1. For each couple of evaporating pressure and degree of
superheating the maximum thermal input power was determined by
the maximum rotating speed of the expander, limited to 3000 rpm (fig.
2.2).
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Figure 2.1: Scematic layout of the plant.
CPCs were arranged in arrays composed of 9 collectors linked in
series, and each array was in parallel with the other, as reported in
fig. 2.3. A schematic view of an array tilted by a generic angle is re-
ported in Fig. 2.4. The collector field outlet temperature was controlled
by the circulating pump speed. The collectors were disposed in the
East-West direction, for the sun rays to be incident on the CPC aper-
ture within the acceptance angle [31]. The expander displacement and
cut off, defined as in eq. 5.2.2 of chapter , were respectively 316 cm3
and 0.2 and the rotational speed was varied in the range 500-3000 rpm.
The velocity of the expander was used to control the evaporating pres-
sure set point. An inverter is therefore needed to connect the plant
to the grid. Condensing temperature was 15°C higher than the ambi-
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Figure 2.2: ORC maximum thermal power input for different values of pres-
sure ratio and superheating grade @ 3000 rpm and 35°C condensing temper-
ature.
ent temperature and therefore was variable during the day. The choice
of a variable condensing temperature was possible since the expander
is volumetric and the only restriction on the pressure ratio is given by
over-expansion phenomena [32], which should be avoided by means of
an appropriate value of saturation pressure [19]. The choice of a vari-
able condensing temperature does not have the effect of lowering too
much the expander efficiency since volumetric expanders must operate
in under-expansion conditions u [32] and small pressure variation does
not significantly affect the expander limit cycle.
3 Plant modeling
In this section the equations and the size of the component used in the
model are reported. The numerical model was developed with the
simulation tool AMESim v.13, a 1-D multi-physics commercial code.
This software has several libraries for the simulation of different com-
ponents which can be linked together to model complex systems. El-
ements of the thermal-hydraulic library were used for the solar field
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Figure 2.3: Solar field schematic layout.
Figure 2.4: Scematic view of a CPC array tilted of a generic angle.
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\textit{Expander Rotating
speed}
Figure 3.1: Scheme of the AMESim numerical model.
and HTF circuit, and elements of the two-phase library were used for
the ORC module. The simplified scheme of the AMESim numerical
model is reported in fig. 3.1.
3.1 Solar Field and HTF circuit
For the modeling of the solar field a previous model of collector, which
was developed within my reserach group, was employed. This model
takes into account the main thermal exchange phenomena, as reported
in [33]. The single collector is composed of a flat glass cover, of an
aluminum reflector and of an evacuated pipe with a length of 1.5 m,
as reported in fig. 3.2. In the same picture the tilt angle and the semi-
acceptance angle are reported.
The numerical model of collectors evaluated the solar radiation on
a planar surface from the ground radiation, the solar altitude, the solar
azimuth, the ground radiation, the collector azimuth and the tilt angle,
according to the following equations:
G = Ibn cos (i) +
Id0
C
cos2
(
β
2
)
+ [Ibn sin (α) + Id0] · r · sin
(
β
2
)
(3.1)
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Figure 3.2: CPC concentrator.
C =
Ac
Ar
(3.2)
cos (i) = cos (a− aw) cos (α) sin (β) + sin (α) cos (β) (3.3)
where aw is the angle formed between the projection of the normal
component of the panel on the horizontal plane and the south direc-
tion. Since available data took into account the global ground radiation,
without the possibility of discerning direct radiation from diffuse radia-
tion, all the incident radiation was considered direct radiation, neglect-
ing therefore the diffuse radiation. This approximation introduced an
error in the dynamic model which was however unavoidable because
of the lack of more precise hourly discretized data: however the use
of these data, despite the approximation, allowed to operate the plant
with random fluctuations of input power, verifying the suitability of
the control system.
The effect of the acceptance angle of the concentrator, of the panel
and of mutual shading between rows was taken into account by cutting
radiation data off the range of the acceptance angle. This means that the
mechanism which the causes of receiver shading are three:
• The sunrise and sunset of the sun is behind the panel: this con-
dition is due only to the geometry of the panel and not to the
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concentrator and is a typical condition of sunrise and sunset dur-
ing summer months for high tilted panels. The matematical con-
dition of this situation is given by the value of the dot product
between the panel surface normal and sun rays direction: if the
dot product is lower than zero the panel can not see the sun;
• The sun is out of the range of the acceptance angle: this condition
is due to the presence of the concentrator and it happens when
the solar height is out of the space identified by the acceptance
angle (fig. 3.2).
• The sun is covered by the other rows in front of the panel: this
condition is called mutual shading and happens when solar height
is low. A larger distance between the rows can reduce the effect
of mutual shading but increases the size of the solar field. The
mutual shading angle, for each row was evaluated through geo-
metrical considerations for each row of the field, as a function of
the distance between the rows, as reported in fig. 3.3.
The collectors were able to simulate the thermal inertia of the fluid
and of the collectors themselves, since appropriate values were em-
ployed for the mass of the components.
The efficiency curve was evaluated as the ratio between the useful
heat and the incident radiation, and its trend was validated with the
curve extrapolated from evacuated pipes manufacturer, as reported in
fig. 3.4, both for C=1.25 and C=2. Convective and radiative resistances
between the various component of the collector were varied to tune the
model. The masses of the receiver, of the coverage, of the case and of
the pipe were evaluated and assigned to provide thermal inertia to the
component. The model of the collectors was also able to simulate the
heat losses during the night.
To simplify the simulation and allow the software to handle the
model a single array was modeled and all the mass flow rate was mul-
tiplied by the total number of arrays, in order to simulate the whole
solar field. Pressure losses were evaluated by the model according to
the formulation of Darcy-Weisbach [34]:
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Figure 3.3: Effect of mutual shading and of acceptance angle for collectors
having C=1.25 (top) and C=2 (bottom).
Figure 3.4: Collectors efficiency curve: C=1.25, left and C=2, right.
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∆P
L
= f · ρ · v
2
2 · Dhyd (3.4)
where f is the friction factor, and Dhyd is the hydraulic diameter of
the pipe, which for the commercial evacuated pipes was considered of
10 mm.
The friction factor was evaluated according to the Colebrook for-
mulation.
The convective heat transfer between the fluid and the collector
pipe was defined by the Nusselt number according to the Sieder and
Tate correlation [34]:
Nu =
1.86 (Re · Pr)
2 ·
(
µ
µw
)0.14
Re < 2300
0.027 · Re0.8 · Pr0.33 ·
(
µ
µw
)0.14
Re > 2300
(3.5)
Regarding the HTF circuit, it was modelled as an open loop which
receives the heated HTF from the solar field. The mass flow rate of
HTF was multiplied by the whole number of arrays of the solar field.
Within the loop, the HTF heated the working fluid of the ORC and then
it was sent back to the solar field by means of a variable speed circulat-
ing pump, which controlled the collectors outlet temperature through
a proportional control. Pressure loss of the circuit were taken into ac-
count through various punctual orifices, in order to reduce system com-
plexity and saving simulation time. These orifices provided the same
pressure loss of all the distributed losses of the circuit and of the con-
centrated loss. For their calculation a maximum length of 30 m was
assumed for the longest branch of the solar field and 24 concentrated
pressure (valves, curves, diameter variations) losses for each branch of
the solar field. The total concentrated loss was evaluated through the
following equation:
∆P = f · L
Dhyd
· ρ · v
2
2
+
n
∑
i=1
ki · ρ · v
2
2
= K · ρ · v
2
2
where ki is the loss coefficient for the generic concentrated pres-
sure loss and K is the equivalent concentrated loss coefficient of the
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circuit. Considering an internal commercial diameter of 12.7 mm for
the branches leading the fluid to the collectors, an average temperature
of 100°C at 8 bar and a flow rate of 120 l/h (maximum flow rate re-
ported by the manufacturer of the evacuated pipes), the term f · LDhyd
had a value of about 122. For the evaluation of ki twenty 90° turns (16
are inside the array), three valves, a T inlet and a T outlet (represent-
ing the branches tube collectors at the inlet and at the outlet of the heat
exchangers), 2 diameter variations (at the inlet and at the outlet of the
array) and four check valves were considered, for a total value of 50.
The total value of K was, therefore, 172.
This value was assigned to AMESim by using the submodel of a
generic restriction. This submodel required to specify the flow area
and the flow coefficient (Kv), which is in relation with the pressure loss
through the equation:
V˙ = Kv
√
∆P
and
Kv =
√
2 · A√
K · ρ (3.6)
where the area of the HTF branch pipe was considered. In the case
of maximum flow rate conditions (120 l/h), in this conditions the pres-
sure drop for the longest branch was about of 5700 Pa.
The volume of the various branches were modeled to simulate ther-
mal inertia: the volume of a pipe with an internal diameter of 12.7 mm
and with an average length of 15 m was added to the solar field loop.
For the circulating pump the model of an ideal positive displace-
ment pump was considered. The mass flow rate elaborated by the ideal
pump was computed as:
m˙ = ρ ·V · n
60
(3.7)
where V is the swept volume and n is the rotating speed. Consid-
ering the operation of the plant at maximum power (fig. 2.2), i.e. no
superheating and a maximum evaporating pressure of 28.4 bar, with
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an approach point of 10°C and a pinch point of 6°C, the maximum HTF
mass flow rate was of 5.17 kg/s. Considering a displacement of 300 cc,
the maximum speed of the pump results to be 1033 rpm. This calcula-
tion was needed to evaluate the maximum speed of the pump engine.
Indeed the plant will always operate with a certain superheating and
the HTF mass flow rate will always be lower. The power consumed by
the ideal circulating pump was:
W˙p =
m˙ · ∆P
ρ
(3.8)
3.2 Heat exchangers
3.2.1 Evaporator
AMESim does not allow to model a real geometry heat exchanger: both
the HTF and the working fluid side were modeled as pipes with an ex-
change area, defined by the external diameter. More precisely, for the
HTF side it was possible to define a tube bundle, while in the work-
ing fluid side the model of a single pipe was defined, so that the most
similar real heat exchanger geometry was the shell and tube geome-
try without baffles. This geometry was used to evaluate the exchanger
area.
The evaporator was subdivided in preheater, vaporizer and super-
heater, modeled as distinct elements, and each one of them was divided
into several nodes to account for HTF and working temperature varia-
tion. At the design point five nodes were employed for the economizer,
one for the vaporizer and two for the superheater. All the heat transfer
sections were modeled as shell and tube exchangers. The HTF flows
inside the tubes while R-600a flows inside the shell. For each node and
for each fluid, the code computed the variation of internal energy using
the first law of thermodynamics applied to open systems:
dU
dt
=
n
∑
i=1
m˙i · hi + Q˙ = ρ ·V · dudt + u ·V ·
dρ
dt
(3.9)
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dQ
dt
= λ · A · ∆T (3.10)
The heat transfer coefficients were evaluated by the numerical code
by using built in correlations. For the HTF side, the submodel of ther-
mal hydraulic pipe with heat exchange was adopted. The Nusselt num-
ber was evaluated by using the Sieder and Tate correlation [34].
For the two–phase side, the heat transfer was modelled using corre-
lations for pipes and adding several chambers to take into account the
larger volume of the shell, since the software does not allow to model
the shell of a heat exchanger. On the R600a side, the Gnielinski and VDI
(Verein Deutscher Ingenieur) correlations were used in single phase
turbulent regime and when the fluid boils in horizontal tubes [34].
For the calculation of the exchange area, exchanger was designed
as a countercurrent shell and tube exchanger without baffles using the
mean logarithm temperature method, in order to estimate the exchange
area and the tube number. This geometry was the most similar geom-
etry available in AMESim, and because of the differences, despite the
tuning of the model through the variation of the gain values, some dis-
crepancy may be expected in the exchanger behavior.
The design point was defined by the maximum heat transferred.
From fig. 2.2, the heaviest conditions are defined at a pressure ratio of
6.10 (corresponding to an evaporating pressure of 28.366 bar) and with-
out superheating. This conditions were discarded because of the large
thermal power input which requires a large number of collectors and
because of the low thermal cycle efficiency. A superheating of at least
10°C was considered and exchanger was designed in these conditions.
The approach point was of 10°C and the pinch point of 6°C. For the first
sizing attempt the heat transferred was evaluated as:
Q˙exch = H · Aexch · LMTD (3.11)
H =
1
1
hi
ro
ri
+ rok · ln
(
ro
ri
)
+ 1ho
(3.12)
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According to the procedure reported in [35, 36], minimizing the ex-
change area and considering an outer diameter of 12.7 mm, the ex-
change area was evaluated and reported in tab. 3.1.
Component Overall exchange coefficient LMTD Exchange Area[
W ·m−2K−1] [°C] [m2]
Superheater 212.5 12.9 6.9
Evaporator 1587.4 13.3 3.5
Economizer 269.6 19.5 19.3
Table 3.1: Exchange area.
Total volume of the exchanger was about 100 l.
3.2.2 Internal Heat Exchanger
The internal heat exchanger has the advantage of increasing the cycle
efficiency. As stated in chapter I, the internal heat exchanger does not
always provide improvements to the system efficiency. In this case,
however, the device was introduced in order to reduce the amount of
heat rejected to the air cooled condenser, reducing in this way the fan
power consumption. Due to the limited capacity of the software of
managing a reduced number of heat transfer processes, the internal
heat exchnger was not designed, but modeled as a couple of cham-
bers exchanging heat with an externally imposed efficiency. The proper
value of the efficiency will be evaluated in the further analysis. A con-
centrated pressure loss was inserted to take into account the pressure
loss of this component: the value of this loss depended uniquely from
the fluid mass flow rate and, due to the lack of a precise geometry of
the heat exchanger, its value was retained constant with the efficiency.
3.2.3 Condenser
The condenser was a dry air cooled condenser. This type of condenser
is largely adopted with ORC systems [37, 38], since it does not require
water for plant cooling. With this device, the condensing temperature
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can follow the variations of the ambient temperature and it can be ad-
vantageous in those locations whose ambient average temperature is
low. The fan consumption depends on the geometry of the condenser,
on the fluid, and on the temperature difference. In this work, the con-
denser was modeled as a two-phase chamber with imposed tempera-
ture. The condenser was modeled as a chamber with an imposed vari-
able temperature (function of the ambient temperature): this strong ap-
proximation was due, as in the case of the IHE, to a limited capacity
of AMESim in solving a large number of heat transfer processes. A
fan specific consumption of 17 W/kWth, with a temperature difference
between the air and the condensing temperature of 15°C, was consid-
ered: this value was an average among the state of the art commercial
equipment.
3.3 Expander
The expander employed was the rotary expander derived from Wankel
engine and described in chapter I, 6.2.1. The displacement of the ex-
pander was the same as the prototype built at the University of Pisa,
reported in fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Photo of the prototype of the Wankel expander and ideal cycle.
The main driving parameters are reported in tab. 3.2.
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Driving parameters
Cut-off ratio V2−V1Vud 0.2
Expansion Ratio V3V2 3.86
Recompression Ratio V5−V6Vud 0.1
Dead space Ratio V1Vud 0.08
Table 3.2: Expander driving parameters.
Figure 3.6: Expander volume flow rate (left) and isentropic effciency (right)
as a function of the pressure ratio and of rotating speed.
As from the table, driving parameters are constant despite the pos-
sibility of valve timing variation. In fact, currently, a specific design
of valve actuation for the expander is still on going and power regu-
lation can be obtained only by varying rotating speed or evaporating
pressure.
For the modeling of the expander in the system the component of
a generic turbine was used. The behavior of the Wankel expander was
introduced through look-up tables reporting the volume flow rate (fig.
3.6) and the isentropic efficiency of the expander. These values were
obtained from the numerical model of the expander presented in [16,
19].
Mechanical power output was computed by the code as:
W˙exp = ρad · V˙ · ∆his · ηis (3.13)
Electrical efficiency (0.85) and mechanical efficiency (0.95) were con-
sidered constant.
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The expander speed was controlled in order to keep the saturation
pressure at the set point value. The value of the speed was controlled
in the range of 500-3000 rpm in order to keep the value of saturation
pressure at the set point if the exchanged heat is enough to warm up the
fluid up to the temperature corresponding to the set point saturation
pressure. In other cases the device rotates at its minimum speed.
3.4 Feed pump
Similarly to the HTF circulating pump, feed pump was designed using
the model of a positive displacement pump, and was designed at max-
imum ORC module conditions. The maximum mass flow rate was of
0.61 kg/s and according to eq. 3.7, computing the density at the con-
densing temperature of 35°C (537 kg/m3), pump maximum speed was
340 rpm with a displacement of 200cc. An isentropic efficiency of 0.7
was considered and pump consumption was evaluated as:
W˙p = m˙org
(Peva − Pcd)
ρcd · ηis (3.14)
where ρcd is the density of the liquid saturation curve at the con-
densing pressure.
3.5 Control loops
Because of the strong variability of the thermal load, a control strategy
must be defined: three control loops were defined:
• control of the outlet temperature of the collectors field at the set
point value, by changing the rotational speed of the circulating
pump: the temperature signal at the outlet of the solar field was
compared with the set point value; the resulting error was pro-
cessed by a proportional-integrative controller and, using a math-
ematical function, controlled the speed of the HTF circulating pump;
• control of the evaporating pressure, by varying the expander speed:
also in this case the measured evaporating pressure was com-
pared with the set point; the resulting error was processed by
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a proportional-integrative controller and used to drive the ex-
pander speed through a proper function. This control loop used
the volume flow rate as control variable (through the variation of
the volumetric expander speed), to drive the evaporating pres-
sure to the set point: the effect of the change of the speed causes
a variation of the manipulated variable, but not of the mass flow
rate absorbed by the expander: the balance between the two quan-
tities is due to the shift of the evaporating pressure and therefore
of the density [26]. Since the evaporating pressure is the critical
variable, it was decided to control this variable by varying the
expander rotational speed [26].
• control of the superheating temperature: the difference between
the temperature at the outlet of the superheater and the temper-
ature in the evaporator was compared with the set point value:
the resulting error was processed by a proportional controller and
used to drive the pump speed. The selection of the pump speed
and therefore of the mass flow rate as control variable to control
the superheating temperature of the cycle was due to the alter-
ation that this device has on the evaporator inlet conditions and
the amount of liquid stored in the separation chamber. The time
constant of the variation of the pump speed over the entire cycle
strictly depends on the time constant of the evaporator and there-
fore on its volume, and can last several seconds. Since the control
of the liquid level did not require a fast control, the pump speed
was used to control this variable, in a similar manner to [26]. Both
because of the exchanger behavior and the influence of many pa-
rameters this type of control is very hard to tune properly [1, 26]:
Some discrepancies between the set point value and the actual
value can be noted.
The proposed control strategy allows to operate at fixed point in high
radiation level conditions. If the temperature of the HTF fluid were not
controlled and the pump were kept at constant speed, on one hand
there would be the risk of choosing too low a flow rate, which can
cause water vaporization when irradiation occurs, and on the other
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Figure 3.7: Ground radiation data for the three localities: the red lines report
the average value of the radiation.
there would be the risk to operate with too low a temperature, which
reduces the thermodynamic efficiency of the ORC.
3.6 Boundary Conditions
The model was simulated in different conditions of radiation and for
several consecutive days using data from historical series for three lo-
cations in Italy, near Milan, in the North, in Pisa, in the Center, and in
the district of Ragusa, in Sicily. These data were provided by the CTI
(Comitato Termotecnico Italiano) and reported hourly ground radia-
tion and ambient temperature for every day of the year. These data
derives from the analysis of hystorical series according to the stan-
dard [39]. Ground radiation data for the three locations are reported
in fig.
Air temperature was used both to calculate the condenser temper-
ature (Tc = Ta + 15), and to calculate convection and radiation losses
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of the collectors. Regarding the acceptance angle of the panel, a partic-
ular attention must be paid to the values of the panel tilt angle, espe-
cially when operating with collectors having a concentration factor of
2. The acceptance angle of this concentrator is in fact of 60° only. Too
large tilt values prevent the collection of sun rays in the middle of the
day, when the solar altitude is maximum during the summer period,
whereas lower values prevent the collection of sun rays when the solar
altitude is lower, i.e. in winter and shortly after the sunrise and before
the sunset. Solar altitude and azimuth were provided to the model to
calculate the incidence angle with the glass cover of the collectors.
The number of collectors, which is a function of the maximum ther-
mal input capacity of the ORC module, according to fig. 2.2, was de-
termined, for each value of superheating temperature and evaporating
pressure, in clear sky conditions on the 21st of June and in dynamic con-
ditions. Mutual shading between the various rows was calculated as a
function of the tilt angle, of the solar altitude angle and of the distance
between the rows.
4 Plant Behavior
In this section the plant behavior is analyzed, simulating the plant firstly
in clear sky conditions and therefore in real conditions and for five con-
secutive days.
4.1 Clear sky conditions
A first simulation with clear sky conditions and on the 21st of June for
the town of Pisa (fig. 4.1) was performed with C=2 concentrators, to
set up the control parameters of the plant. In these first simulations the
efficiency of the ORC internal heat exchanger was set at 0.85.
The parameters of the Proportional-Integrative controller for these
working conditions were found using the Ziegler–Nichols method: the
system was brought to the unstability threshold and then proportional
and integrative constant were found according to [40].
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Figure 4.1: Ground radiation in clear sky conditions on the 21st of June.
Figure 4.2: Incident radiation,HTF thermal power input and delivered power.
The tilt angle was set equal to 35° and in these conditions the num-
ber of arrays requested to grant a S.M.=1 (150 kW maximum thermal
power at Psat=28.4 bar, Tsh=150°C and THTF=160°C) were 70, equal to
630 collectors. The results are reported in fig. 4.2 in terms of collector
incident radiation, thermal power transferred to the HTF fluid and net
power output.
Because of the acceptance angle of 60° and of the low tilt angle, the
minimum angle for which the receiver see the sun is 25° and for this
reason almost 4 hours of radiation are lost. As expected because of the
absence of any storage system, the production followed the trend of the
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HTF temperature. Temperature of the ORC module.
Evaporating pressure and expander speed.
Figure 4.3:
incident radiation, but with a slight delay because of the thermal inertia
of the plant. The HTF thermal power was measured as the difference
of the enthalpy flow at the arrays ends and was then multiplied by the
number of arrays. After the sunset on collectors the plant continued to
operate for almost an hour. The trend of production is slightly wrin-
kled because of the daily variation of the condensing pressure which is
bound by the ambient air temperature. The delay after the sunrise in
collectors was due to the time, which was needed to warm up the HTF
and to produce vapor with a unit vapor quality. The circulating pump
speed was kept at the minimum during warm-up and it was increased
as the temperature approached the set-point (160°C), as in fig. 4.3.
As from fig. 4.3, the variation of the expander rotating speed was
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Global results in ideal conditions
Collected radiation kWh 2045
Useful heat kWh 1100
Electrical production kWh 131
Collectors average efficiency % 53.8
ORC average efficiency % 11.9
Global efficiency % 6.4
Number of collectors - 630
Panel surface m2 186
Ground Area occupied m2 424
Table 4.1: Global results in ideal conditions
an effective means to control the evaporating pressure; the superheat-
ing temperature also proved to be quite constant during the day (Fig.
13). The global data regarding the collected radiation, the electrical pro-
duction and the average efficiency of the plant are reported in Table 4.1.
In this case, the plant was able to follow the variations of radiation and
set point values were retained during operations.
4.2 Real conditions
The plant was simulated in real sky conditions to verify its operational
flexibility. On the basis of the analysis described in the previous para-
graph, the tilt angle of the panels was increased to 45° to collect more
radiation and consequently the sunrise angle of the concentrator de-
creased to 15°. To limit the ground occupied surface, mutual shading
was accepted and the closest rows to the ground saw the sun when its
altitude was higher than 25°. Because of the different incidence angle
the number of concentrators was increased to 666, to collect the same
maximum thermal power in the same thermodynamic conditions, with
a surface of the panels of 197 m2 and an occupied area of 656 m2. If mu-
tual shading is avoided the occupied ground surface of the collectors
field raises up to 1480 m2, reducing the plant specific energy produc-
tion per unit of ground surface.
Five consecutive days of the month of October for the town of Pisa
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Figure 4.4: Ground radiation and ambiebt temperature.
were simulated (fig. 4.4). These days were chosen because they are
representative of different radiation conditions.
Because of mutual shading the closest row to the ground (fig.3.3)
are shaded by the panels in front of them and saw the radiation with a
certain delay (fig. 4.5). As expected, because of the absence of the stor-
age, collectors heat output and mechanical output (fig. 4.5) followed
the trend of solar radiation with a later start up after the sunrise and
a later shut down after the sunset. Under a certain radiation value,
production did not start-up, since the useful heat was not enough to
compensate thermal losses and warm-up. Shut-down occurred an hour
after the collectors stopped receiving solar radiation, as reported in fig.
4.6 which highlights the plant behavior in the second and fourth day.
Mutual shading of some rows of collectors has a negative impact on
the production start-up and shut-down, increasing the start-up and de-
creasing the shut-down delay. In fact shaded rows do not collect useful
heat and moreover behave as a radiator, wasting heat in convection and
radiation losses and lowering the temperature at the inlet of the solar
field. As a result, the heating process is slower and the temperature of
HTF does not quickly reach values at which the system may be started-
up, delaying start-up. On the other hand, during shut-down the HTF
is cooled by the shaded rows and useful heat is wasted, reducing plant
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Figure 4.5: Incident radiation on collectors (left). Thermal power and deliv-
ered power (right).
Figure 4.6: Radiation and electrical output for the second (left) and the fourth
day (right).
inertia. This effect is particularly evident analyzing the HTF tempera-
ture at the collectors outlet at the beginning of day 2 (fig. 4.7) and the
collectors radiation at the same time (fig. 4.5 left).
Superheating temperature was kept almost constant at about 150°C
by the feed pump (fig. 4.7), and the low wrinkling trend was due to the
effect of the noise due to the variation of the condensing temperature,
evaporating temperature and expander speed variation (fig. 4.8). The
wrinkled trend of the superheating temperature was due to the difficul-
ties of tuning the control of the superheating temperature as reported
also by [26]. Saturation pressure was kept at its set-point value (fig.
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Figure 4.7: HTF temperatures (left) and evaporator temperatures (right).
Figure 4.8: Expander rotating speed and evaporating pressure.
4.7).
The trend of the expander isentropic efficiency is reported in fig. 4.9.
Obviously, the lack of a thermal storage causes strong fluctuations
in power generation. However, a constant (or almost constant) power
generation means that the expander rotates at constant speed, requiring
thermal storage, a larger solar multiple and therefore a larger collector
field or an integration with an external heat source. So our solution can
reduce the size and the cost of the plant which is therefore designed for
the actual maximum ORC module capacity and due to the flexibility
of the rotary expander the plant can adapt itself to the variation of the
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Figure 4.9: Expander isentropic efficiency and Pressure Ratio.
boundary conditions.
The analysis carried on the plant behavior adopting collectors with
C=2 was repeated with collectors with C=1.25 on the same five days
and with the same thermodynamic performance. Because of the lower
concentration factor, the number of arrays increased up to 129 for a
total of 1161 collectors, to provide the maximum thermal output of the
ORC module at the thermodynamic conditions specified above. The
tilt angle was 45° as in the case with C=2.
As it is well known, a lower concentration results in a larger ac-
ceptance angle (106° versus 60° in this case); this fact in theory would
allow the collectors to collect the solar radiation for a larger number
of hours per day; however in practice the mutual shading between the
rows makes this advantage uneffective. In fact, when C=2, only the
lower row is shaded as long as α is lower than 25° (fig. 3.3), while when
C=1.25, all the three rows are shaded for a lower angle than the concen-
trator minimum angle.
Other effects make the use of C=1.25 disadvantageous in compari-
son with C=2, since the electrical output proved to be more sensitive
to variations of radiation (fig. 4.10): not only the collectors have a
lower efficiency [41], but also a larger amount of HTF fluid is needed
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Figure 4.10: Electrical output (C=1.25).
due to the larger solar field, which leads to a further increase in the
plant warm-up period. As a result, in partially clouded days as the sec-
ond day of the simulation, the temperature of the HTF is much lower
than the temperature of the HTF when C=2 (140°C vs 160°C), causing
a strong decrease of the ORC efficiency. Moreover on the fourth and
fifth days of the simulation, production did no longer follow the solar
radiation in the earliest hours of the days. In fact, due to the longer
warm-up period, the HTF set point temperature (160°C) was reached
when the ORC had already reached the set point evaporating pressure
(28.4 bar), as shown in fig. 4.11. The variation of HTF mass flow rate to
keep the temperature at its set point caused a strong variation of ther-
mal power input to the ORC; in turn the expander speed increased in
order to keep the evaporating pressure at its set point causing a fluc-
tuation of the electrical output (fig. 4.10). The simulations showed the
difficulty to properly tune the control system to handle both slow and
fast phenomena, as reported in [23]. Even in this case, mutual shading
of collectors has a negative impact on the plant performance.
In table 4.2 the results of the simulations on these five days and for
both the concentration studied are reported.
From the analysis of these five days the superiority of the higher
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Figure 4.11: HTF temperature and Evaporating Pressure (C=1.25).
C=1.25 C=2
Tilt angle ° 45 45
Number of collectors - 1161 666
Collected radiation kWh 5885 5401
Useful Heat kWh 2566 2778
Electrical production kWh 290 303
Collectors average efficiency % 43.6 51.4
ORC average efficiency % 8.6 10.9
Global average efficiency % 3.7 5.6
Panels surface m2 321 295
Ground occupied surface m2 711 656
Specific production per panel surface kWh/m2 0.68 1.02
Specific energy output per ground unit surface kWh/m2 0.31 0.46
Table 4.2: Results of the simulaton for both cases (C=1.25, C=2).
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concentration panels is clear, at least because of the lower number of
evacuated pipes needed to provide the same thermal power at the same
temperature of the panels with C=1.25. Despite the low efficiency ob-
tained, which are similar to those reported in other studies of small
solar plants operating at low temperature [42–44], the control strategy
has proved to be suitable and even in various working conditions the
plant has managed to follow the load variations and to keep all control
parameters at their set point.
4.3 Influence of the internal heat exchanger
A sensitivity analysis was carried out on the optimal value for the inter-
nal recuperator efficiency always simulating the plant behavior on the
same days and with the same collectors tilt (45°). Various evaporating
pressure and superheating grades were used and results are reported
in fig. 4.12, in terms of specific production per panel surface. Since the
ORC characteristic varied, both for the effect of the different efficiency
of the internal heat exchanger and for the different values of evaporat-
ing pressure and superheating, the number of arrays was varied in or-
der to operate at S.M=1 in all the cases. Because of the different amount
of heat exchanged at different internal exchanger efficiency, evapora-
tor was re-designed. In fig. 4.12 the specific production for C=1.25 is
reported on the left, and the specific production for C=2 on the right.
The specific production always increases with the IHE efficiency:
this means that the increase of the cycle efficiency due to the presence
of the IHE has a major effect than the collector efficiency decrease due
to the higher HTF temperature at solar field inlet. As already stated, the
choice and the design of the IHE should take into account an economic
analysis, but, for the purpose of this work, only the thermodynamic
performance were considered and for this reason the efficiency of 0.85
was retained also for the next calculations.
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Figure 4.12: Effect of the IHE efficiency on specific production for C=1.25
(left) and C=2 (right).
5 Annual production
In this paragraph the annual production of the plant in the three loca-
tions is analyzed and compared through the analysis of the maps of the
plant specific production per unit panel surface, as a function of the de-
gree of superheating and of the evaporation pressure and for both the
two concentration ratios analyzed and various tilt angles. The analysis
of the annual production was obtained dividing the annual simulation
in twelve sub-simulations, one for each month of the year, in order to
obtain also information about the monthly production. Results are re-
ported in terms of specific production per unit panel surface. The com-
parison with the steady-state analysis is reported.
5.1 Maps of annual specific production in dynamic conditions
In fig. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 the maps of annual specific production of the
plant as a function of the degree of superheating and evaporation pres-
sure are reported for various tilt angles for both C=1.25 and C=2, re-
spectively for Milan, Pisa and Ragusa. Maximum evaporation pres-
sure was 28.4 bar, which corresponds to an evaporation temperature of
120°C, about 15°C below the critical temperature, as suggested by [45].
For C=2, because of the low acceptance angle, results with tilt=15°
were not reported because of the high minimum solar height requested
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Tilt C=1.25 C=2
15°
25°
35°
45°
Figure 5.1: Annual specific production for the solar plant located in Milan.
1405.1 Maps of annual specific production in dynamic conditions
Tilt C=1.25 C=2
15°
25°
35°
45°
Figure 5.2: Annual specific production for the solar plant located in Pisa.
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Tilt C=1.25 C=2
15°
25°
35°
45°
Figure 5.3: Annual specific production for the solar plant located in Ragusa.
1425.1 Maps of annual specific production in dynamic conditions
Figure 5.4: Monthly production for the three localities at optimum thermody-
namic and solar field parameters with C=1.25 (left) and C=2 (right).
to allow the receiver to see sun rays (α > 45°), which results in a very
low specific production due to the long period of time in which the
plant does not produce energy. As expected maximum production is
obtained for the southernmost location selected, because of the higher
incident radiation (fig. 3.7. ): in this site, maximum production is about
1.42 and 1.34 times higher than the maximum production obtained in
Pisa with C=1.25 and C=2 respectively. Pisa and Milan provided almost
the same annual production, despite a slightly higher value in Pisa.
The monthly production is reported in fig. 5.4 for both C=1.25 and
C=2 at the best thermodynamic and solar field parameters.
The production of the plant is much higher in the summer than in
the winter, especially with C=1.25 collectors With C=2 the difference
between summer and winter is lower because of the higher tilt angle
which is 45° for all the three locations.
Tilt angle is one of the key parameter in the solar field design. At
optimal thermodynamic conditions, and with C=1.25 collectors, the tilt
angle which maximizes the specific production was about 35° for Pisa,
38° for Milan, and 32.5° for Ragusa (fig. 5.5 left). This slight decrease
passing from the northern to the southern site is due to the higher av-
erage solar height of the locations at lower latitude. With C=2, at op-
timal thermodynamic conditions, the tilt angle which maximized the
production was 45° for all the three locations. (fig. 5.5 right). This high
value may seem strange, but is due both to the lower minimum angle
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Figure 5.5: Specific production as a function of the panel tilt angle at optimal
thermodynamic parameters (C=1.25 left, C=2 right).
for which the receiver can see the sun, and to the transient behavior of
the plant.
In fact, analyzing the warm-up curve of the HTF (fig. 5.6), a lower
tilt angle causes a slower warm-up because of two effects:
• the worst incidence angle during the morning and the evening,
with a significant delay of the plant start up and an advance of
the plant shut down period, which cause an energy production
loss;
• the highest sun altitude requested to see the receiver by low tilted
concentrators, which causes the delay of the warm-up phase and
the advance of the cool-down phase.
The maximum annual production for both the three locations when
using collectors with C=2 was obtained for a tilt angle of 45°. However
analyzing fig. 5.5, the curves were always growing monotonic, making
the optimum value obtained for higher tilt angle. However, higher tilt
angles than 45° were not tested due to the maximum solar height visible
by the receiver with C=2. In fact the maximum solar height seen by the
receiver for a tilt angle of 50° was 70°, a value which is higher than the
maximum solar height for the three sites. In this situation the plant
would not receive radiation during the central hours of the days, when
both the HTF and the working fluid are at their set point temperature,
loosing useful energy.
1445.1 Maps of annual specific production in dynamic conditions
Figure 5.6: HTF temperature for two different panel tilt angles (C=1.25).
Regarding the thermodynamic parameters, from the maps in fig.
5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, the optimum values of the evaporation pressure and
degree of superheating are 28.4 bar (120°C) and 30°C, for all the three lo-
cations, for all the tilt angles and for both the concentration factors. The
increase of the superheating temperature setpoint involves a decrease
in the ORC thermal power input and therefore in the number of collec-
tors and in system inertia. As an example the HTF temperature trend
and the results of the calculation obtained for five consecutive days of
January in Pisa were reported in fig. 5.7 and tab. 5.1 respectively for a
superheating temperature of 130°C and 150°C (the approach point was
10°C).
With the higher superheating temperature, the efficiency of the plant
is slightly higher. This is due to three main effects:
• the first effect is the different plant inertia, due to the different
number of collectors: in fact, applying the first law of thermody-
namics to the various branches of the solar field, and for the sake
of simplicity, assuming all of them as a perfectly mixed tank at
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Figure 5.7: Trend of the HTF average temperature for two different super-
heating temperature during five consecutive days of January (Pisa). The pink
highlighted area represents the production time for the lower temperature case
and the hatch the production time for the higher temperature configuration.
the average temperature T we can write:
n
∑
i=1
Mi · ci · dTidt =
n
∑
i=1
Gi (t) · Ai · ηo +
n
∑
i=1
φ˙i (t) +
+
n
∑
i=1
m˙i · (hiin (t)− hiout (t)) (5.1)
where φi (t) are the collector and circuit thermal losses (which are
always negative) of the ith branch, Ui(t) is the internal energy of
the ith branch and ∑ni=1 m˙i · (hiin (t)− hiout (t)) is the useful heat.
Integrating the equation:
n
∑
i=1
ˆ
T
Mi · ci · dT =
n
∑
i=1
ˆ t
0
Gi (t) · Ai · ηo · dt+
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THTF = 160°C THTF = 140°C
(Tsh = 150°C) (Tsh = 130°C)
Number of collectors - 1161 1368
Collected radiation kWh 2640 3111
Useful Heat kWh 661 762
Electrical production kWh 55.9 65.6
Collectors Efficiency % 25.04 24.48
ORC efficiency % 8.61 8.46
Global average efficiency % 2.12 2.11
Specific production kWh/m2 0.174 0.173
Table 5.1: Comparison between two different superheating temperature set
point.
+
n
∑
i=1
ˆ t
0
φ˙i (t) · dt +
n
∑
i=1
ˆ t
0
m˙i · (hiin (t)− hiout (t)) · dt
With some manipulations:
n
∑
i=1
ˆ t
0
m˙i · (hiout (t)− hiin (t)) · dt =
n
∑
i=1
ˆ t
0
Gi (t) · Ai · ηo · dt+
+
n
∑
i=1
ˆ t
0
φ˙i (t) · dt−
n
∑
i=1
ˆ
T
Mi · ci · dT (5.2)
Dividing by ∑ni=1
´ t
0 Gi (t) · Ai · dt the average efficiency of the so-
lar field is obtained:
ηs = ηo +
∑ni=1
´ t
0 φ˙i (t) · dt−∑ni=1
´
T Mi · ci · dT
∑ni=1
´ t
0 Gi (t) · Ai · dt
(5.3)
During the warm-up the inertial term ∑ni=1
´
T Mi · ci · dT is posi-
tive and behaves as a loss for the system, while during the cool-
down is negative, behaving as a heat source. From fig. 5.7, the
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plant begins the production at a lower average temperature than
that at which production stops, because of the higher tempera-
ture at the solar field outlet during the warm-up, caused by sun
radiation. The plant goes out of production at a higher average
temperature, but the temperture at the outlet of the solar field is
lower than that during start-up since collectors do not see the sun
and behave as radiators. This means that the collectors are un-
able to provide, during the shut-down phase, the same amount
of internal energy absorbed during the start-up. The increase of
the number of arrays implies therefore an increase of the internal
energy loss, which is not recovered during the shut down phase
and which decreases the efficiency in all the high inertial config-
urations. This explains also the advantage of the collectors with
C=2 with respect to the collectors with C=1.25.
• The average temperature of the solar field is always higher in the
case of higher superheating temperature, with the exception of
the period in which the HTF reaches its set point value. During
the warm-up and shut-down the circulating pump rotates at fixed
minimum velocity and therefore constant HTF mass flow rate cir-
culates in the circuit: in the case of lower superheating, with a
larger number of arrays, the global HTF mass flow rate is divided
by a higher number of branches and has a larger time of residence
in the collectors which causes an increase of the average tempera-
ture. The higher temperature is the responsible of the increase of
the loss term
´ t
0 φ˙ (t) · dt.
• The thermodynamic efficiency of the cycle is higher for the config-
uration having a higher superheating temperature, because of the
higher temperature and pressure reached by the working fluid.
Regarding the evaporation pressure, the higher the set point the higher
the plant specific production. Also in this case a deep analysis of the
behavior of the plant is necessary and the same five consecutive days
analyzed in fig 5.7 were taken as an example and results of simulation
are reported in tab 5.2.
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P = 28.4 bar P = 23.8 bar
(Tsh = 140°C) (Tsh = 140°C)
Number of collectors - 1233 909
Collected radiation kWh 2803.7 2067.0
Useful Heat kWh 700.0 585.1
Electrical production kWh 59.5 41.2
Collectors Efficiency % 24.97 28.31
ORC efficiency % 8.49 7.04
Global average efficiency % 2.12 1.99
Specific production kWh/m2 0.174 0.164
Table 5.2: Effect of evaporating pressure set point.
At lower evaporating temperatures, the number of collectors is lower,
as well as the average solar field temperature. Because of the lower
plant inertia, as explained by eq. 5.3, the collectors efficiency at set
point evaporating pressure of 23.8 bar is about 3% higher than that at
the evaporating pressure of 28.4 bar. The ORC average efficiency, how-
ever, is much lower at lower evaporation pressure set point operation.
This is due to the evaporation pressure, especially during clouded days:
the lower collectors number of the solar field when set point pressure
is lower, implies that a lower amount of heat is collected by the solar
field and transferred to the evaporator (fig. 5.8), resulting in a lower
evaporating pressure and therefore lower cycle efficiency. The effect is
evident for the 1st, 4th and 5th day of fig. 5.8.
6 Comparison with the steady-state analysis
In this section, results obtained with a steady-state model of the solar
plant are reported and compared to the dynamic analysis.
6.1 Steady-state system modeling
The system was modeled using the AMESim signal and control library.
This library allows to create a computer routine, in order to obtain large
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Figure 5.8: Evaporating pressure.
amounta of data in a short time. The behavior of the ORC module
was imported from the steady-state model of the Wankel expander as
look-up tables which allow to show the plant, electric output, efficiency
and exchanged thermal power as a function of the rotating speed and
pressure ratio and integrated with the solar field.
Under the assumption of steady state, averaged operating condi-
tions, the annual electricity production was calculated as:
E =
12
∑
i=1
= Gi · Zi · ηs,i · ηORC,i · A (6.1)
In order to separate the effects of the variation of the solar field and
the thermal module parameters, the previous relationship was approx-
imated as
E =
12
∑
i=1
= Gi · Zi · ηs,i · ηORC,i · A (6.2)
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in which Gi denotes the solar radiation averaged over the generic
ith month, Zi is the average number of operating days during the ith
month, ηs,i the solar field average efficiency and ηORC,i the thermal cycle
average efficiency. For the sake of brevity, in the following lines the
superscripts denoting the operation of averaging will be omitted.
6.1.1 Solar intensity and operating hour
The average solar intensity on the collector was calculated by means of
the model of Liu and Jordan [46], which takes into account the daily
monthly average distribution of direct, diffuse and reflected solar radi-
ation.
G = Rdi · Ddi + Rd f ·
Dd f
C
+ Rre f ·
(
Ddi +
Dd f
C
)
(6.3)
where Ddi is the daily monthly average direct radiation, Dd f is the
daily monthly average diffuse radiation, Rdi is the average incident co-
efficient of the direct radiation which for a south oriented surface is:
Rdi =
cos (L− β) · cos δ · sin h′a + h′a · sin (L− β) · sin δ
cos L · cos δ · sin ha + ha · sin L · sin δ (6.4)
where ha is the sunset angle and h′a the sunset angle of the panel
Rd f is the average coefficient of inclination of the diffuse radiation
Rd f =
1+ cos β
2
(6.5)
and Rre f is the average coefficient of inclination of the incident ra-
diation
Rre f =
1− cos β
2
(6.6)
The values of the daily monthly average direct radiation Ddi, and
of the daily monthly average diffuse radiation Dd f were evaluated ac-
cording to the standard [47], for each location, considering an average
day for each month.
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Once known the total daily monthly average radiation, the daily
monthly average solar power was obtained by dividing radiation for
the number of average operating hour, which was calculated by con-
sidering the sunrise and the sunset time relative to a surface tilted by
a generic β angle and oriented toward the south. The operating hours
were furthermore limited by the acceptance angle of the concentrators.
As for the dynamic model, in order to collect the solar radiation at
noon, for both the values of the concentration ratio (C=1.25 and C=2),
the maximum collectors tilt angle βmax was calculated as:
βmax = αmax − (90°+ ϑc) (6.7)
At the same time, for each value of β, the minimum angle αmin at
which the sun radiation is collected by the collectors was calculated as:
αmin = 90°− (β+ ϑc) (6.8)
6.1.2 Collectors model
The total length of the array was discretized in five different sections, in
order to limit the temperature increase for each section. The total heat
was therefore uniformly divided for each section. In this way, for each
section of array, considered the limited temperature increase it was pos-
sible to consider the heat removal factor (FR) constant and equal to 1,
which is defined as the ratio between the useful heat actually collected
and the useful heat collected if the receiver were kept at the inlet tem-
perature. The expression of the efficiency of the collector was evalu-
ated referring to evacuated pipes manufacturers and corrected, accord-
ing to [48], to take into account the effect of the different concentration
ratios on the optical efficiency. The collectors calculated efficiency is
reported in fig. 3.4 for C=1.25 (left) and C=2 (right).
With the discretization of the array which allows to consider FR = 1,
the useful heat was evaluated as:
Q˙ = G · A · ηs (6.9)
152 6.1 Steady-state system modeling
The collectors area was evaluated, for each location, taking into ac-
count the maximum ORC thermal power input, at the maximum daily
monthly average radiation intensity of the year, in order to operate with
a maximum S.M. equal to 1.
6.1.3 ORC module
As already stated before, the ORC module behavior was evaluated
from the steady-state model of the Wankel expander presented and val-
idated in [15,16,19]. For each input of admission pressure, temperature
and condensation pressure the model evaluated the work output of the
expander and the consumed mass flow rate. From these outputs all the
other cycle variables were evaluated.
The feed pump consumption was evaluated as
W˙p = m˙ · (Pad − Pcond)
ρad · ηp (6.10)
The heat exchanged was evaluated as
Q˙ = m˙ · (had − hIHE, l) (6.11)
Many authors
where had is the expander admission enthalpy and hIHE, l is the en-
thalpy at the IHE outlet (liquid side).
The efficiency of 0.85 was considered for the IHE.
The condensing temperature was kept at 15°C above the average
ambient temperature and the heat rejected to the condenser was
Q˙cd = m˙ · (hIHE, v − hl) (6.12)
where hIHE, v is the enthalpy at the IHE outlet (vapor side) and hl
is the enthalpy on the liquid saturation curve at the condensation tem-
perature.
The power required by the aerocondenser blowers was evaluated
as proportional to the rejected heat and the specific consumption was
17 W/kWth.
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A constant electric efficiency of 0.85 and a mechanical efficiency of
0.9 were considered also in this case and the efficiency of the ORC mod-
ule was evaluated as
ηORC =
W˙exp · ηel · ηmec − W˙p − k · Q˙cd
Q˙
(6.13)
where k is the condenser specific power consumption. The approach
point was 10°C and the pinch point 6°C.
From eq. 6.9, the heat exchanged was evaluated and for different
superheating temperature (and therefore solar field outlet temperature)
and evaporation pressure, the efficiency of the ORC module was eval-
uated from the operational maps.
The system overall efficiency was therefore evaluated as
η = ηs · ηORC (6.14)
and the annual average specific production per unit panel surface
E′′ =
12
∑
i=1
Ii · ηi · Zi (6.15)
6.2 Maps of annual production in steady-state conditions
The results of specific production as a function of the superheating tem-
perature and evaporation pressure are reported in fig. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3
for the three locations and for various tilt angles.
Also in the steady-state case, the southernmost location provides
the highest specific power output, but the difference between the north-
ernmost and the central Italy locations is quite large. The trend of the
specific production as a function of the tilt angle is reported in fig. 6.4,
for C=1.25 and C=2.
The values of the tilt angle, which maximizes the specific produc-
tion are 25° for Milan and Pisa, and 35° for Ragusa. This result is due to
the large amount of diffuse radiation of the northern sites (especially of
Milan), which implies low tilt collectors, in order to allow the receiver
to see the largest part of the sky as possible. Ragusa has a very low
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Tilt C=1.25 C=2
15°
25°
35°
45°
Figure 6.1: Annual specific production for the solar plant located in Milan.
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Tilt C=1.25 C=2
15°
25°
35°
45°
Figure 6.2: Annual specific production for the solar plant located in Pisa.
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Tilt C=1.25 C=2
15°
25°
35°
45°
Figure 6.3: Annual specific production for the solar plant located in Ragusa.
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Figure 6.4: Specific production as a function of the tilt angle: C=1.25 left and
C=2 right.
amount of diffuse radiation and the difference of radiation intensity
between summer and winter is smaller than in the other two locations.
Therefore, the optimal tilt angle is the result of a trade-off between the
summer optimal tilt angle and winter optimal tilt angle. With C=2 the
optimal tilt angle is 45° for all the three locations. The result highlights
the predominant effect of the concentrators acceptance angle over the
incidence angle with collectors having C=2. Moreover with C=2, the
diffuse radiation captured by the collectors is almost one half of that
captured with C=1.25 (eq. 6.3) and has a lower influence on the tilt
angle.
As for the dependence of the optimal tilt angle over the thermo-
dynamic parameters, there is a large difference between the optimal
thermodynamic configuration with collectors having C=1.25 and C=2,
while, the difference in terms of plant performance is practically neg-
ligible. For all the three sites, the optimal superheating temperature
and evaporation pressure decrease with the tilt angle with C=1.25. For
low tilt angles, in fact, the largest share of energy is produced during
summer, when the ambient temperature is the highest of the year, as
well as the radiation. In this condition, the corrected temperature is
low (fig. 3.4) and therefore the efficiency of the collectors is relatively
high. The ORC module operates with a higher condensation temper-
ature than that of the other periods of the year and high evaporation
pressure as well as high superheating temperature are requested to in-
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crease the efficiency. The result is that for C=1.25 and low tilt angles
maximum thermodynamic conditions maximize the system efficiency.
Increasing the tilt angle, the plant increases the maximum plant pro-
duction shifts from summer to other colder periods of the year. Keep-
ing a high evaporation pressure and superheating temperature means
to operate at high collectors temperature, which causes high collector
losses because of the large temperature difference between the HTF
fluid and the ambient. The effect of the collector efficiency decreases
with the external temperature and C=1.25 has therefore a larger im-
pact on the overall efficiency than the ORC module efficiency, which
always increases with the evaporation pressure and superheating tem-
perature. With collectors having C=2, instead, the efficiency curve has a
flatter trend than with C=1.25, and therefore the collectors efficiency is
high also for high values of the corrected temperature. For this reason
the configuration which maximizes the efficiency with C=2 is always at
maximum evaporating pressure and maximum degree of superheating
for all the considered tilt angles.
In terms of energy production, there are no large differences be-
tween concentrators with C=1.25 and C=2. In fact, despite the higher
efficiency reached by the system with C=2, the number of operating
hours decreases, when adopting panels with high concentration ratios.
The gain in system efficiency is therefore limited by the plant working
time.
6.3 Steady-state vs Dynamic approach
Both the dynamic and the static models have points of force and weak-
ness.
The dynamic model has a series of advantages since it allows to:
• simulate the plant behavior in transient conditions and also dur-
ing night time;
• take into account the inertia of the various components (particu-
larly of the solar field);
• define and evaluate the control strategy;
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• take into account the actual behavior of the single component.
However there also are some weaknesses:
• because of lack of data and the software, all the radiation is treated
as direct radiation, neglecting the effect of diffuse and reflected
radiation;
• some components, such as the IHE and the condenser are simpli-
fied;
• because of the lack of a suitable model, the evaporator does not
have a suitable geometry;
• only one array of the solar field is modeled, supposing that the
mass flow rate was the same for all the arrays;
• a large simulation time is necessary (about 2.5 hours with an 8
core Intel i7 processor, to simulate one year in a fixed condition).
Also the steady-state model has some advantages:
• takes into account the effect of the diffuse radiation, which can
influence the value of the optimal tilt angle, especially when low
concentration factors are adopted;
• a short time of simulation is necessary. Once created the ORC
module working maps, which is the longest step, the creation of
a set of plant working maps for each location requires just a few
minutes.
However, the steady-state analysis implies some simplifying assump-
tions which lead to several limitations:
• the plant is simulated in steady-state condition without any in-
formation about the steady-state behavior and neglecting inertia;
• radiation intensity is the same for all the days of the month and
equal to the radiation of an average day of the month;
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• components are simplified;
• there is no information on the behavior of the control strategy,
and results are the same both in the case of utilization of a thermal
storage and without it;
• mutual shading between the rows is neglected;
• the number of working hours is the same for all the days of the
month and equal to the hours of an average day of the month;
• the loss of the solar field are computed only when the collectors
receive sun rays.
From the comparison of the plant working maps, it is obvious that the
two models lead to two different solutions. The difference is particu-
larly evident when low concentration collectors are adopted.
The first difference is in terms of energy output: the ratio between
the maximum energy output evaluated in steady-state conditions and
in dynamic conditions ranges between 1.51 (Milan) to 1.80 (Ragusa)
with panels having C=1.25 and between 1.19 (Milan), to 1.49 (Ragusa)
with C=2. The reasons of this discrepancy are due, first of all to the
different type of input data, which are both affected by errors, and then
to the plant inertia which highly affects the plant efficiency, with this
control strategy. It is not a chance that with C=2, the difference of the
ratio between the energy output predicted by the steady-state and that
predicted by the dynamic model is lower than in the case with C=1.25:
in this last case, in fact, a larger number of collectors (almost twice)
were necessary to operate at S.M.=1 and inertial effects play an impor-
tant role because of the amount of fluid stored in the various branches
of the solar field.
Regarding the influence of the tilt angle, with collectors having C=1.25
optimal values predicted by the steady-state models were lower than
those predicted by the dynamic modeling. The steady-state model in
fact takes into account the diffuse radiation and the optimal tilt angle
should be lower in those locations where diffuse radiation is particu-
larly high (this is the case of Milan). In Ragusa, where diffuse radiation
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is low, if compared to the direct radiation, the two models gave the
same results. With C=2, instead, the two models predicted the same
optimal tilt value for all the three localities considered. At higher con-
centration, in fact, the role of the diffuse radiation decreases as well as
the impact of the thermal inertia of the solar field.
As for the optimum thermodynamic parameters of the plant, the
largest difference between the results was obtained with C=1.25. In
steady-state conditions, the optimum thermodynamic parameters in-
fluences the overall efficiency, which is the product of the solar effi-
ciency to the ORC module efficiency, and solar collectors efficiency is a
function of the collectors temperature, ambient temperature and radia-
tion intensity. Also in dynamic conditions, these parameters influence
the overall efficiency, which is the product of the solar collectors effi-
ciency to the ORC efficiency, but solar collectors efficiency is influenced
by the solar field inertia, which behaves as a resistance during warming
up and as heat source during plant cooling down. If the solar field were
concentrated in a point and were not affected by thermal losses, the in-
ternal energy accumulated during the warm-up phase would be fully
recovered during the plant cool-down, but because of the solar field
extension and of the thermal losses part of the internal energy accumu-
lated is lost. This loss increases with the solar field dimension. For this
reason, with C=1.25 the superheating temperature, which ensures high
specific production must be the highest in the range considered in this
work, in order to reduce the solar field. Also the evaporation pressure
evaluated in dynamic conditions must be as high as possible. In fact,
when selecting a low set point value for the evaporation pressure, the
number of collectors decreases, as well as the collected heat. During
partially clouded days, when the set point pressure is not reached, the
pressure inside the evaporator will be low if the solar field is small,
because of the small amount of heat collected, resulting in a low ORC
efficiency, which is not compensated by the rise of the collector effi-
ciency. With C=2, instead, the working maps obtained from both the
models are similar. In fact the collector efficiency is higher for high val-
ues of the corrected temperature, and the number of collectors in this
case is almost one half of the collectors required with C=1.25, with a
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much lower thermal inertia.
The dynamic model was essential for understanding the behavior
of this plant with no thermal storage and with a sliding velocity con-
trol of the ORC module and also allowed to highlights some aspects,
which could not be taken into account by the steady-state model, whose
definition criteria should be revised, at least when operating with low
concentration factor collectors. The control strategy proved to be suit-
able in reducing solar field extension and therefore saving costs, and
the delay introduced by plant inertia gave a delay to the power output,
smoothing the power variation during the start-up and shut-down op-
erations.
7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the dynamic model of a low concentration CPC power
plant has been developed. The plant has been modeled in all its main
parts and was controlled by the expander speed variation without the
need of any thermal storage system or integration with external heat
sources, in order to simplify the system layout and reduce the costs.
The operational flexibility of the rotary expander has played the key
role of the control strategy, since its efficiency is almost constant with
the velocity, and there are no large constraints on the admission pres-
sure. The plant has been tested in various radiation conditions and with
two different concentration ratios of C=1.25 and C=2 with a S.M.=1. In
order to verify the feasibility of the control strategy and analyze the
plant response a first simulation was carried for a limited number of
days. Despite the low efficiency, typical of these systems, the control
strategy has proven to be suitable and even in various operating con-
ditions, the plant could follow the load variations and keep all control
parameters at their set point. Mutual shading of collectors was taken
into account. The simulations have highlighted the longer start-up and
shut down time needed when operating with C=1.25, because of the
larger number of collectors required to operate at S.M.=1. A whole
year simulation was carried in dynamic conditions over a whole year
and in three different locations in Italy: Milan, Pisa, and Ragusa. As ex-
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pected, results have highlighted how specific production (and therefore
efficiency) decreases with the latitude and how panels having a higher
concentration factors provide a higher specific energy output: this last
fact is due especially to the lower thermal inertia of the plant, because
of the lower number of collectors necessary at higher concentration. In
fact, in this type of plant, without the thermal storage, part of the in-
ternal energy absorbed during the warm-up phase is dissipated during
the shut-down phase by the thermal losses of the solar field.
A comparison with a steady-state model of the plant was carried
out, and results have highlighted different aspects: optimal solar field
parameters, specific production and working maps in terms of ORC
thermodynamic parameters have been completely different when oper-
ating with C=1.25; the main reason of the discrepancy was the entity of
the thermal inertia of the solar field which reduces the efficiency of the
solar field and the ORC module. One more reason was the difference
between so different data (a daily monthly average radiation has been
used for the steady-state modeling and a hourly discretized data for the
dynamic modeling). Finally, the diffuse radiation which was taken into
account by the steady-state modeling, but not by the dynamic model-
ing and which influences the optimal tilt angle for low concentration
collectors. For C=2, because of the lower solar field inertia and of the
lower sensitivity of collectors to solar radiations the results in terms of
both solar field parameters and thermodynamic parameters have been
almost the same and also the values of specific production evaluated
in steady-state condition are more similar to those obtained in dynamic
conditions.
This study has highlighted that with a rotary expander it is possible
to operate a small solar power plant without the need of any thermal
storage system, reducing therefore the solar field extension, and that
thermal inertia of solar field plays two conflicting roles: on one hand
it increases the plant delay during the start-up and shut-down phase,
with a lower stress of the electric grid; on the other hand, in addition to
increasing the plant costs, it reduces collectors efficiency because part
of the internal energy stored by the solar field is wasted during cool-
down. In terms of thermodynamic efficiency and plant simplicity it is
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possible to say that this strategy is more suitable for system with low
inertia.
Results of this study must not be taken as valid for the design of
such a system because many simplifying assumptions have been done,
due both the solver capacity (AMESim was not developed to analyze
power systems) and to the data available, but can be considered as the
starting point for future studies on this type of control strategy for small
scale ORC solar plant.
Particularly, in the future, the behavior of the plant could be stud-
ied with other software tools which allow to model commercial com-
ponents (such as ASPEN HYSYS, which is used in the last chapter of
this book to simulate the off design performance of a flash organic cy-
cle), in order to have a more detailed behavior of the ORC module and
eventually to extrapolate information for the use of a Model Predictive
Control of the real plant.
In this study, moreover the thermal inertia between solar field with
C=1.25 and C=2 was so large, since the receiver diameter was the same
and was taken from commercial components. A larger number of col-
lectors was therefore needed to obtain the same power output with
C=1.25 . Increasing the diameter of the receiver, the number of pipes
would reduce and thermal inertia would also reduce. A change in the
operating maps should be expected.
The effect of the concentration ratio was evaluated just with two
concentrations. In a future study the effect of higher concentrations
will be examined, as well as of the type of fluid. In this study, R600a
was selected because in a previous study [14] it gave the best results in
terms of overall efficiency. However, the selection was limited by the
list of fluids available in AMESim and therefore other further analyses
must be made.
Moreover it can be interesting to apply the sliding velocity strategy
to solar ORC with storage, in order to control the power output and
follow the load variations rather than the sun radiation changes, com-
paring the results obtained with the results of this study.
Finally it is interesting to analyze the behavior of the ORC module
applied to other heat source. This study was already carried out, and
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will be described in the next chapter, where the ORC module with the
rotary expander with small modifications was used, to define an opti-
mal control strategy for a WHR system.
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Part III
Control variables for the
optimization of a WHR ORC
system
2In this chapter, the study of the dynamic behavior of a WHR ORC
system is analyzed and an optimal control strategy was defined to in-
crease the system efficiency. Three different fluids were compared in
steady-state conditions to determie the most suitable: R152a, R600a
and R245fa. The comparison was carried out by using the steady-state
model of the Wankel expander developed in AMESim. Also in this
case R600a was the fluid which showed the best efficiency in the heat
source temperature range considered and therefore was used as work-
ing fluid in the dynamic modeling. The same numerical model pre-
sented in chapter II, with some changes was used to compare different
control strategies for a WHR system. Input heat was varied in time by
varying the heat source mass flow and inlet temperature, according to
two different load cycles. Three different control strategies were imple-
mented and compared. The first strategy was sliding pressure, where
expander speed was kept constant and system power output was con-
trolled by evaporator pressure variations. The second control strategy
was sliding velocity, where, similarly to chapter II, expander speed was
varied to keep the evaporating temperature to a fixed set point value.
The third control strategy was a combination of sliding pressure and
sliding velocity: the set point of evaporation pressure varied according
to a suitable function: this last should be a function of easily measur-
able parameters, with the objective of maximizing system efficiency.
A function of the heat source admission temperature and of the prod-
uct of the volume flow rate to the admission pressure was used to de-
2Part of this chapter was taken with permission from:
M. Antonelli, A. Baccioli, M. Francesconi, U. Desideri, Dynamic Control Strategies
for Distributed Microgeneration and Waste Heat Recovery Power Plants, Energy Pro-
cedia. 88 (2016) 106-111.
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fine the evaporation temperature set point. The function was evalu-
ated in steady-state conditions from the model of the plant. Results
showed that the combination of sliding-pressure sliding-velocity strat-
egy, found in steady-state conditions maximized system efficiency with
respect to the other control strategies and that the control parameter
chosen were suitable to drive the set point variation.
In a second step, the optimal function was directly obtained from
the steady-state model of the Wankel expander, for various tempera-
tures and by maximizing the system efficiency. Results indicated that
this goal can be achievable, also using approximated correlations for
the evaluation of the off-design pinch-point value and results obtained
from the optimization of the expander and from the optimization of the
system can be comparable.
1 Introduction
The integration of ORCs with other systems to recover waste heat can
bring many benefits, such as better economical management of energy,
higher efficiency and CO2 emissions reduction [1]. One of the chal-
lenges in WHR ORCs is the selection of an appropriate working fluid,
since fluid properties have an important impact on the efficiency [2–5].
As reported in section 2.4 of chapter I, fluids with a low vaporization
enthalpy should be preferred for WHR applications, in order to reduce
the losses [6]during the exchange process and reduce the temperature
of the heat source at the exchanger outlet [7]. Several publications in
the literature studied the behavior of WHR ORC in steady-state con-
ditions, analyzing various working parameters to optimize system de-
sign [7–14], highlighting the influence of the evaporation temperature
on the efficiency. Quoilin et al. in [15] defined operating maps for vari-
ous applications including WHR systems and found out that the choice
of the fluid is influenced not only by the application and heat source
temperature, but also by the choice of the expander.
Normally, in WHR applications, mass flow rate and temperature of
the source are not constant during operation, because of the require-
ments of the various production processes or of the load variations,
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in the case of WHR from internal combustion engines or gas turbines.
Therefore in most of the cases, the recovery unit has to adapt itself to
thermal power input variations, being able to efficiently recover the
heat and convert it into power in different conditions. For this reason,
flexibility is one of the most important characteristic of WHR. For small
scale applications, positive displacement expanders are an optimal so-
lution to increase plant flexibility, as shown in chapter II and reported
in [14, 16, 17], and differently from gas turbines they do not need any
extra device, such as IGV [18], when operating at off-design point [18].
Three different types of WHR ORC operation can be defined [19]:
following the electric grid (FEL), following the waste heat (FWH) and
following the heat rejected to the condenser (only for CHP applica-
tions). In the first case, the expander and the generator are linked with
the same shaft, and the generator is connected to the power grid with-
out the power converter interface: the expander rotates at fixed veloc-
ity, determined by the grid frequency and power is controlled by pres-
sure variation into the evaporator: the high temperature fluid flow rate
in this case is controlled by a by-pass valve to control the power out-
put to follow the load and limit fluctuations of working fluid saturation
pressure and superheating temperature. In the second case, FWH, the
high temperature fluid is not controlled and sent to the recovery sys-
tem: power production is not constant but follows the variation of the
available thermal power: in this case a sliding-pressure or a sliding-
velocity control strategy can be implemented [18], and in the last case
the expander must be connected to the grid through an inverter, as in
chapter II. In the third case, the power rejected to the condenser is con-
trolled to control the thermal power delivered to the heating system.
This control strategy is normally applied in biomass CHP/ORC sys-
tems , but can be applied also in WHR CHP ORC plants.
Currently there are not many studies about the effect of the con-
trol strategies on the behavior of the system: Hu et al. in [18], de-
fined three different control strategies (sliding velocity, sliding pres-
sure and a combination of them both), to drive an ORC for geothermal
or WHR applications with a radial turbine with a variable Inlet Guide
Vane (IGV). They simulated the system in steady-state conditions and
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found that the combination of the two control strategies provided the
best results. Wei et al. in [21] compared two different modeling tech-
niques in a dynamic modeling of an ORC/WHR plant: the first tech-
nique was the moving boundary, which considered heat exchanger as
divided into zones characterized by uniform phases and separated by
moving boundaries, which can adapt to the dynamic variations to ex-
pand or contract the volume of each zone; the second technique was
the discretized modeling where heat exchangers are divided in vari-
ous parts with a fixed volume over time. Results demonstrated that
both models predicted the experimental results within an error of 4%.
Quoilin et al. in [22] compared two control strategies for a WHR ORC
system with scroll expanders: sliding-velocity and a combination of
sliding-pressure and sliding-velocity. For this last strategy an optimal
function of the HTF temperature, working fluid mass flow rate and
condensing temperature was adopted. The function was obtained from
the steady-state model of the plant. The combination of the two control
strategy provided the best results in terms of overall efficiency. Zhang
et al. in [23], created a dynamic simulations of a FEL WHR ORC, and
demonstrated the ability of the control system of tracking the set point
values and their disturbance response and in a further paper [19] de-
veloping a predictive controller for a FWH WHR ORC with the sliding
velocity control strategy, which managed retaining the ORC operation
within safe limits and demonstrated the better efficiency of FWH sys-
tems over FEL systems.
In this work, three different fluids were compared in steady-state in
order to maximize the global efficiency of a WHR ORC system with the
Wankel expander. In a second step, a dynamic model of the FWH WHR
system was created in AMESim and three control strategies, sliding-
pressure, sliding-velocity and a combination of both, were compared.
To define the variation of the set point, an optimal function was ex-
trapolated in steady-state condition from the dynamic model of the
plant. The function which gave the optimal value of the set point de-
pended on the heat source temperature, and on the product of the vol-
ume flow rate to the admission pressure of the expander. These three
variables are easily measurable and this control strategy can be eas-
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ily implemented. Finally the optimum function was evaluated from
the steady-state model of the Wankel expander, taking into account the
pinch point variation through a simplified method. Results showed
that the efficiency of the system in dynamic conditions obtained the
sliding-pressure sliding-velocity combination, using the function eval-
uated from the operating map of the expander, is just slightly lower
than that obtained using the same control strategy with the function
obtained from the whole plant model and the difference can be consid-
ered negligible.
The novelty, which is introduced by this work, consists in the defi-
nition of new control variables (volume flow rate and expander admis-
sion admission pressure) and in the possibility of obtaining them from
the operating maps of the expander, without the need of simulating the
behavior of the whole plant.
Nomenclature Subscripts
T Temperature [K] exch Exchanged
Q˙ Thermal power [kW] org Organic
m˙ Mass flow Rate [kg/s] f HTF fluid
h Specific Enthalpy [kJ/kg] eva Evaporation
Cp Contant pressure specific heat [kJ/kg/K] P.P. Pinch Point
W˙ Mechanical power [kW] av Available
t Time [s] exp Expander
E Energy [kWh] p Pump
H Overall heat exchange coefficient [W/m2/K] mec Mechanical
A Area [m2] el Electrical
LMTD Logarithm mean temperature difference [K] in Inlet
V˙ Volume flow rate [m3/s] out Outlet
P Pressure [bar] n Net
ORC Organic Rankine cycle
Greeks sys System
η Efficiency adm Admission
τ Time of Simulation [s] o f f Off-design
ε Recovery Efficiency eco Economizer
vap Vaporizer
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2 Selection of the working fluid
As already stated in the introduction to this chapter, most of the litera-
ture about WHR ORC focused its attention on the selection of the opti-
mum working fluid for the system. Many criteria were chosen by var-
ious authors: some authors consider global efficiency as the most im-
portant criterion for the selection of the fluid [10,11], others considered
also heat exchanger area and turbine size factor [4], others considered
also environmental issues (ODP and GWP) [24]. In this chapter three
different fluids were considered: R-152a, R245fa and R600a. The choice
of the fluids was limited by the availability of the fluids in AMESim
and the best thermodynamic efficiency criterion was followed to estab-
lish the optimal fluid. Three fluids were chosen because they are the
three fluids with the highest critical temperature (113.3°C for R152a,
134.7°C for R600a and 154.1°C for R245fa). Hot air was considered as
high temperature fluid and direct exchange between the heat source
and the working fluid was considered. Direct exchange between high
temperature fluid and working fluid is not recommended, because of
the possibility of hot spot formation, however, because of the low tem-
perature of the heat source (<200°C), and with the assumption of no
pump cavitation, the direct exchange can be feasible. No constraint
was assumed for the exhaust temperature. Considering the WHR sys-
tem reported in fig. 2.1, once the power output and mass flow rate
from the model of the expander are known, the main relations used in
determining the global efficiency were:
Exchanged heat:
Q˙exch = m˙org · (h3 − h2) = m˙ f · Cp · (T5 − T6) (2.1)
The mass flow rate of the high temperature fluid was evaluated as:
m˙ f =
m˙org · ∆heva
Cp · [T5 − (Teva + ∆TP.P.)] (2.2)
where ∆heva is the latent heat of vaporization, Teva is the evaporation
temperature and ∆TP.P. is the pinch-point, whose value was considered
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of the WHR system and T-s diagram.
constant and equal to 10°C. If the pinch-point is not located at the evap-
orator, but at the heat exchanger inlet [4], the mass flow rate of the high
temperature fluid was evaluated as
m˙ f =
m˙org · (h3 − h2)
Cp · [T5 − (T2 + ∆TP.P.)] (2.3)
The available heat was evaluated as:
Q˙av = m˙ f · Cp · (T5 − T0) (2.4)
where T0 is the reference ambient temperature equal to 20°C. The
condensing temperature was considered constant to 35°C.
The global efficiency of the system was evaluated as
η =
W˙exp · ηmec · ηel − W˙p
Q˙av
(2.5)
In the heat source range 100-200°C, at the optimum thermodynamic
point, the efficiency obtained with the three fluids are reported in fig.
2.2.
From the analysis of the global efficiency, in the considered range,
there was not a unique fluid which maximizes the system efficiency, but
for each temperature an optimum fluid could be defined. In order to
determine the fluid which, on average gave the best efficiency, average
efficiency was considered and reported in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Efficiency of the WHR ORC system with various working fluids.
Fluid Average Efficiency
R152a % 6.22
R600a % 6.55
R245fa % 6.07
Table 2.1: Average efficiency in the temperature range 100-200°C
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R600a provided the highest average efficiency and therefore was
considered as working fluid in the dynamic modeling of the WHR sys-
tem.
3 Dynamic model setup
In the following, the equations of the numerical model are illustrated.
The main relations used to evaluate the model performance are:
• the average power from the cycle:
W˙ =
1
τ
·
ˆ τ
0
(
W˙exp (t) · ηmec · ηel − W˙pump (t)
)
dt (3.1)
• the energy output:
En =
ˆ τ
0
(
W˙exp (t) · ηmec · ηel − W˙pump (t)
)
dt (3.2)
• the exchanged heat :
Eexch =
ˆ τ
0
[
m˙ f (t) · Cp (t) · (Tin (t)− Tout (t))
]
dt (3.3)
where Tin is the heating fluid inlet temperature and Toutis the fluid
discharge temperature.
• The available heat:
Eav =
ˆ τ
0
[
m˙ f (t) · Cp (t) · (Tin (t)− T0)
]
dt (3.4)
where T0 is the ambient temperature (considered equal to 20°C).
• The cycle efficiency:
ηORC =
En
Eexch
(3.5)
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• The recovery efficiency:
ε =
Eexch
Eav
(3.6)
• The system global efficiency
ηsys = ε · ηORC (3.7)
3.1 Heat exchangers
3.1.1 Evaporator
The ORC module was very similar to that described in chapter II, with
the difference of the condenser, which in this case was a liquid cooled
condenser operating at constant temperature and the IHE, which in
this case was not considered, since this device does not provide any
improvement to the WHR system [8, 25]. The design conditions were
found at the air inlet temperature of 200°C and for a mass flow rate of
1.88 kg/s. Considering a pinch point of 30°C and maximizing the net
power output of the system, the optimal thermodynamic conditions of
the ORC module were obtained for an evaporating pressure of 28.4 bar
and expander rotating speed 3000 rpm. The exchanged heat in these
conditions was 241 kW. This was considered the design point of the
system. No superheat was considered in this study.
The numerical model of the WHR system was developed in AMESim.
Because of the different cycle architecture and of the different heat car-
rier considered in this chapter, different from chapter II, heat exchang-
ers were redesigned. As stated before, pinch-point at design condition
was increased to 30°C, in order to limit the exchange area, due to the
low exchange coefficient of the air. Components of the pneumatic li-
brary and of the two phase flow library were used in heat exchanger
modeling. Also in this case, because of the lack of a real geometry for
heat exchanger in AMESim, the high temperature fluid side was mod-
eled as a tube bundle, while the working fluid side was modeled as a
single pipe with imposed area. The most similar real geometry was a
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Heat transfer Exchange Log. mean Exchanged
coefficient Area temperature Heat[
W ·m2 · K−1] [m2] [°C] [kW]
Evaporator 527.6 3.6 50.9 95.5
Economizer 154.6 34 28.5 148.3
Table 3.1: Heat exchange characteristic.
From exchanger design Simulated Relative error
%
Air mass flow rate [kg/s] 1.88 1.88 0
R600a mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.61 0.63 3.3
Air inlet temperature [◦C] 200 200 0
Evaporating temperature [◦C] 120 122.1 1.8
Pinch Point temperature [◦C] 30 28.6 4.7
R600a inlet temperature [◦C] 38.2 38.2 0
Air outlet temperature [◦C] 71.8 69.7 2.9
Table 3.2: Comparison between the calculated data and simulated data at de-
sign point.
shell and tube exchanger without baffles. In the design process evapo-
rator was divided in a vaporization section and in an economizer. The
exchanger geometry and thermodynamic data were reported in tab.
3.1, considering 12.7 mm outer diameter tubes.
A chamber was introduced at the outlet of the evaporator and, for
the sake of simplicity, the feed pump was controlled by the liquid level
percentage inside the evaporator and therefore saturated steam was al-
ways supposed to be fed to the expander, neglecting overshooting is-
sues [23].
The comparison between the data evaluated from the preliminary
exchanger design and the ones obtained from AMESim at design point
is reported in tab. 3.2.
Despite the difference in geometry the relative errors between the
calculated and the simulated results are all below the 5%, resulting
therefore acceptable. This small error is due both to the little differences
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between the geometries of the rigorous shell and tube exchanger con-
sidered in the design processes and the geometry realized in AMESim
and to the different exchange coefficient adopted in the two phase side.
3.1.2 Condenser
The condenser was modeled as a two-phase separation chamber at a
fixed condensing temperature of 35°C, supposing water cooling. The
model of the condenser was the same used in chapter II, without taking
into account the fan consumption.
3.2 Expander
The expander was the same reported in section 3.3 of chapter II.
3.3 Feed pump
The feed pump was the same reported in section 3.4 of chapter II.
3.4 Control loops
Differently from chapter II, only the control loops of the ORC module
were implemented, because of the lack of an intermediate HTF circuit:
• control of the level of liquid inside a chamber at the outlet of the
evaporator, by varying the expander speed: the measured liq-
uid level percentage was compared with the set point: the error
was processed by a proportional-integrative controller and used
to drive the pump speed through a proper function. The choice
of the pump speed and therefore of the mass flow rate as con-
trol variable to control the level of the liquid into the evaporator
was due to the alteration that this device has on the evaporator
inlet conditions and the amount of liquid stored in the separation
chamber. The time constant of the variation of the pump speed
over the entire cycle strictly depends on the time constant of the
evaporator and therefore on its volume, and can be of several sec-
onds. Since the control of the liquid level did not require a fast
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control, the pump speed was used to control this variable, in a
similar manner to [22].
In the case of-sliding pressure control strategy this was the only control
loop implemented in the system, since the expander speed was retained
constant. In the case of sliding-velocity and sliding-pressure sliding-
velocity combination, a further control loop was implemented:
• control of the evaporation temperature, by varying the expander
speed: the measured evaporation temperature was compared with
the set point; the resulting error was processed by a proportional-
integrative controller and used to drive the expander speed with
a proper function. This control loops used the volume flow rate
as control variable (through the variation of the volumetric ex-
pander speed), to drive the evaporation pressure to the set point:
the effect of the change of the speed causes a variation of the
control variable, but not of the mass flow rate absorbed by the
expander: the balance between the two quantities is due to the
shift of the evaporation pressure and therefore of the density [22].
Since the evaporating pressure is the critical variable, it was de-
cided to control this variable by means of the variation of the ex-
pander speed [22].
The variables of the PI controller were chosen in a similar way to [22].
4 Plant behavior
In this section, the step response of the plant was reported to analyze
the characteristic time of the plant, both with sliding pressure and with
sliding velocity. Heat source temperature was increased by 30°C and
the behavior of various parameters are shown in fig. 4.1both for the
sliding-pressure and for the sliding-velocity control strategy.
The dynamic response of the system to the noise is very fast with
both strategies, because of the low inertia of the ORC module (the total
volume of the heat exchanger, including the condenser was just of 250
liters). With the sliding pressure control strategy the evaporation tem-
perature began to rise after the thermal load variation and increased its
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Figure 4.1: Behavior of some of the plant parameters: sliding-pressure left,
sliding-velocity right.
value, to lead the system to the equilibrium. The time to reach steady
state conditions was very fast: shorter than 100 s. With the sliding
velocity control strategy, instead, the control system tried to keep the
evaporation temperature at the set point (which in this case was 101°C).
The response of the control system was very fast: evaporation tempera-
ture practically did not change, and the expander increased its velocity
to follow the set point. The new speed at equilibrium was reached in
less then 100 s. The system was much more stable than the solar sys-
tem of chapter II, because of the lack of the HTF circuit, of the super-
heater and of the IHE. It was possible to operate with higher PI con-
stant, which managed obtaining a faster and more precise response.
5 Sliding-pressure and sliding-velocity comparison
The comparison between sliding-pressure and sliding-velocity control
strategies was performed using two different load cycles reported in
fig. 5.1. Both cycles are characterized by heat source mass flow rate
and temperature variation: in the first load cycle the frequency of vari-
ation was high, while in the second load cycle the frequency of the heat
source temperature and mass flow rate variations was lower. The two
load cycles are reported in fig. 5.1.
In the first diagram, fluctuations repeat, while in the second load
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Figure 5.1: Load diagrams.
diagram fluctuations are wider and have a larger casuality with respect
to the first diagram. A constant mechanical efficiency of 0.9 was con-
sidered for both the control strategies, while an electric efficiency of
0.9 was considered in the case of sliding-pressure control strategy (the
expander is directly coupled with the generator), lowered to 0.85 for
sliding-velocity control strategy because of the presence of the inverter.
Both diagrams were used to test sliding pressure and sliding-velocity
control strategies. Average power and efficiencies are reported, for the
best operational case of both strategies, in table 5.1.
Because of the inverter efficiency, sliding velocity control strategy
provided a lower net output than sliding pressure output, with both
the two load diagrams. However, with the sliding-pressure control
strategy, the evaporation temperature was not controlled and in some
cases, at low expander speeds, increases close or even beyond the criti-
cal point, with an unacceptable increase of system instability and safety
concerns. This is due to the reduction of maximum thermal power in-
put with the rotating speed. With the second load diagram, the re-
duction of the speed below 2000 rpm lets the evaporation temperature
approach the critical temperature. At 2000 rpm, the maximum evap-
orating temperature rose up to 128°C (fig. 5.2), which was, however,
an unacceptable value, being the plant designed for a maximum evap-
oration temperature of 120°C. At higher rotating speeds, the average
output decreased, and at 3000 rpm, for some heat source conditions,
the plants turned off (fig. 5.2), because of the too large amount of ther-
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Sliding pressure Load cycle 1 load cycle 2
Optimal expander speed [rpm] 1500 2000
Average net output power [kW] 7.49 10.26
Energy output [kWh] 20.81 28.50
Exchanged Energy [kWh] 206.33 282.89
Available Energy [kWh] 312.23 426.89
ORC efficiency [%] 10.08 10.07
Recovery efficiency [%] 66.08 66.27
System efficiency [%] 6.66 6.68
Sliding velocity Load cycle 1 load cycle 2
Optimal evaporating temperature [°C] 105 100
Average net output power [kW] 7.06 9.81
Energy output [kWh] 19.61 27.25
Exchanged Energy [kWh] 200.28 282.38
Available Energy [kWh] 312.23 426.89
ORC efficiency [%] 9.79 11.73
Recovery efficiency [%] 64.14 54.41
System efficiency [%] 6.28 6.38
Table 5.1: Results from the comparison of the two control strategies
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mal power absorbed by the ORC module. This control strategy implied
to carefully define the value of the expander rotating speed, to avoid,
on one hand, the increase of the evaporating pressure, leading to sta-
bility and safety concerns, and on the other, the decrease of the output
power, when the heat source available heat is below the design point
value.
With the sliding-velocity control strategy, the efficiency of the sys-
tem was lower, because of the lower electric efficiency due to the pres-
ence of the inverter. The evaporating pressure was driven by the set
point, whose maximum value can be chosen in relation to stability and
safety concerns, and in this case was limited to 120°C, corresponding
to the design point of the system.
Evaporating temperature, rotating speed and power output for slid-
ing velocity control strategy are reported in fig. 5.3.
Operating with sliding-velocity strategy, the control system tried to
keep the evaporation temperature at the set point value, by varying the
expander speed and therefore the absorbed thermal power. However,
if the set point was too low, for high values of the available heat, the
evaporating temperature quickly reached the set point value and the
expander increased its speed up to its saturation values (which in this
case was limited to 3000 rpm). If the thermal power keeps increasing,
the evaporation temperature cannot be controlled anymore by the ex-
pander and increases without any control. As an example, the only
set point values which managed avoiding this problem was 120°C, as
reported in fig. 5.3. Conversely if the set point was too high, for low
values of the available heat, the temperature inside the evaporator did
not manage increasing up to the set point, and the expander rotated at
its minimum speed (fig. 5.3). Also in this case the evaporating temper-
ature evolved without control.
Also with sliding-velocity control strategy, despite the safer opera-
tion of the system, the plant never operated at optimal conditions. In
fact, at optimal conditions, defined at each value of inlet temperature
and mass flow rate, the net work output should be maximized, and it
strongly depends on the evaporation temperature. Operating the plant
at a constant evaporation temperature, with variable input conditions,
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Load cycle 1 Load cycle 2
Evaporating temperature
Net output power
Figure 5.2: Evaporating temperature and delivered power for sliding-
pressure strategy .
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Load cycle 1 Load cycle 2
Evaporating temperature
Expander Rotating speed
Net output power
Figure 5.3: Evaporating temperature, Expander speed and delivered power for
sliding-velocity control strategy.
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7.79
Air inlet temperature =130°C Air inlet temperature =180°C
Figure 6.1: Output power as a function of of the evaporating temperature and
heat source mass flow rate.
means that the plant works far from the optimal conditions. In fact
a high evaporation temperature leads to an increase of the cycle effi-
ciency, but to a decrease of the recovery efficiency; conversely, a low
evaporation temperature increases the recovery efficiency, but reduces
the cycle efficiency. For this reason a further control strategy should
therefore be implemented to allow the system to maximize the work
output for every input condition.
6 Combined sliding-pressure and sliding-velocity
The new control strategy should be able to drive the set point value, in
order to always operate near the optimal conditions, maximizing the
work output. Optimal conditions can be defined for each value of the
heat source inlet temperature and mass flow rate and depend on the
off-design behavior of the plant. Simulating the system in off-design
conditions and for constant values, for each heat source temperature
and mass flow rate, it is possible to obtain the system operating maps,
reported in fig. 6.1 for two values of inlet temperature.
For each value of inlet temperature and mass flow rate, it is possible
to define a unique value of the evaporation temperature which maxi-
mizes the system output, according to the maximum lines reported in
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the diagrams of fig. 6.1.
Ideally, it is possible to define the evaporation temperature as a
function of heat source inlet temperature and mass flow rate to drive
the set point. However, it is not always easy to measure the heat source
mass flow rate. A possible solution is to define the set point as a func-
tion of the inlet temperature and of the product of the working fluid
volume flow rate times the expander admission pressure. These last
two quantities are easily measurable and from the physical point of
view they represent a quantity which is proportional to the expander
work output. The product of these two variables, for a constant tem-
perature of the heat source varied with the heat source mass flow rate,
in a similar manner to the expander power output. The choice of the
admission pressure as a driving parameter for the set point of evapo-
rating temperature is not a problem, if the sensitivity of the pressure
gauge is higher than the pressure loss of the evaporator. Due to the
pressure losses, the two quantities are not dependent on each other
and the solver did not find any implicit loop in the control algorithm,
ensuring a fast and unique solution of the control loop. If the pres-
sure losses were removed from the model, this function could not have
been adopted to evaluate the evaporation temperature variation, due
to the dependence between the admission pressure (equal to the satu-
ration pressure) and the saturation temperature: in this case the model
resulted in an error, due to the generated implicit loop. For each value
of the inlet temperature and mass flow rate which maximized the out-
put power, a unique value of V˙ · Padm exists and therefore an optimum
function can be defined (fig. 6.2). At first look, another variable of
the function could have been the expander work output, instead of the
product V˙ · Padm. However, this variable was directly dependent on the
evaporation temperature and could not have been used to drive the set
point variation, due to the implicit loop.
The response to a step temperature signal is reported in fig 6.3. The
temperature was increased from 150°C to 180°C, while the mass flow
rate of fluid was kept constant at 1 kg/s. The evaporation temperature
which maximized the efficiency of the system was 101°C @ Tin = 150°C
and m˙in = 1 kg/s and 113°C @ Tin = 180°C and m˙in = 1 kg/s.
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Figure 6.2: Optimal values for evaporating temperature as a function of V˙ ·
Padm and Ta.
As from fig. 6.3, at equilibrium, the set point was driven by the
function from the value of 101°C (Ta=150°C) to 113°C (Ta=180°C). Ex-
pander velocity rapidly decreased from 1664 rpm (optimal value at
Ta = 150°C), to its minimum speed to manage the evaporation tem-
perature increasing to its set point, and then after the transient, raised
it up to 1669 rpm (optimal value at Ta = 180°C) . The product V˙ · Padm,
in this case, has the same trend of the expander speed.
Because of the larger number of variables and of their mutual in-
fluence, the system reached the new equilibrium in about 180s, a little
more than with the other two control strategies described above, and
this may cause a loss in accuracy, expecially when the fluctuations have
a high frequency (load diagram 1). The results of the system with the
two diagrams are reported in table 6.1 in terms of integral output and
in fig. 6.4, in terms of instantaneous output. The trend of the variable
V˙ · Padm in both diagrams was different from the trend of the expander
speed, ensuring the stability of the control.
With the optimized strategy, system efficiency is always higher than
that obtained with sliding-velocity control strategy and the control sys-
tem managed to follow the set point value in all the cases. Moreover,
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Figure 6.3: Step response of the system with the optimized function.
Load cycle 1 Load cycle 2
Average net output power [kW] 7.12 9.93
Energy output [kWh] 19.78 27.58
Exchanged Energy [kWh] 202.58 277.95
Available Energy [kWh] 312.23 426.89
ORC efficiency [%] 9.76 9.92
Recovery efficiency [%] 64.88 65.11
System efficiency [%] 6.33 6.46
Table 6.1: Results with the optimized control strategy.
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Load cycle 1 Load cycle 2
Evaporating Temperature
Expander rotating speed
V˙ · Padm
Net power output
Figure 6.4: Results with the optimized control strategy.
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despite the delay due to the stabilization of the system, the evaporation
temperature was always the one which maximized the system output,
and there is no need to define a set point value a-priori. This control
strategy is particularly suitable in all those systems whose input is char-
acterized by large and unpredictable variations.
Sliding-pressure control strategy, despite the simpler layout and
the higher electric efficiency, it is not advisable to be used in a system
characterized by large and unpredictable fluctuations: in fact too low
a value of the expander rotating speed may lead to an uncontrollable
rise of the evaporating pressure, when the available heat from the heat
source source increases, leading the system to instability and reducing
system safety. Moreover it is hard to define a proper value of expander
speed which can optimize output power at variable load operations.
Sliding-velocity control strategy, despite the more complex electri-
cal layout and lower electrical efficiency, did not allow the evaporation
temperature to raise up over the design point of the system, because the
ORC module can operate at its maximum power. However like sliding-
pressure, this strategy requires that the set point was defined a-priori,
leading the system to operate far from optimal thermodynamic condi-
tions, especially when load variations are large and unpredictable.
The optimized control-strategy, instead, gave better results than sliding-
velocity control strategy because it makes the system operate near op-
timal thermodynamic conditions also in those cases where load vari-
ations are large and unpredictable. Moreover, the evolution of all the
variables of the system are controlled by the control system without any
risk of uncontrollable increase of the evaporation pressure. The main
drawback of this control strategy is that the optimal function is from
a numerical model of the whole system, which might not always be
available. In the following paragraph, a method to obtain the function
directly from the operating maps of the expander is proposed.
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7 Optimization of the system from the expander
operating maps
The method discussed in this paragraph is an approximated procedure
to obtain the function directly from the expander operating maps and
from the knowledge of the exchanger design point.
As already stated before, operating maps of the expander were ob-
tained from a numerical model of the expander which was validated
with experimental data. However operating maps can be obtained di-
rectly from an experimental campaign on the expander. From operating
maps, using eq. 2.1-2.5 it was possible to evaluate the system efficiency
and the hot fluid mass flow rate for different expander rotating speeds,
heat source temperatures, and evaporating temperatures. The only un-
known of the system was the pinch-point at the design point. Applying
the method described in [26], the exchanged heat in off-design condi-
tions Q˙exch, o f f can be evaluated as:
Q˙exch, o f f = Ho f f · A · LMTDo f f (7.1)
where LMTDo f f is the mean logarithmic temperature and Ho f f is
the overall heat transfer coefficient in off-design conditions. Obtaining
the exchanged heat in off-design conditions from the operating maps
of the expander it was possible to evaluate the pinch point temperature
balancing both the vaporization and the economizer section.
Ho f f can be obtained from eq. 3.12 of chapter II evaluating the heat
transfer coefficient from local exchange coefficient in off-design condi-
tions. However, this procedure is complex and time consuming be-
cause of the large number of expander working conditions and air tem-
perature value. An approximated solution can be developed: in fact,
analyzing fig. 6.3, the plant response was not immediate, but had a
delay of about 180 s in the stabilization of the evaporation tempera-
ture. This implies that, even when the optimized control strategy is
employed, because of transient effect, the actual set point value will
never be exactly equal to the optimized value, but will be close to it. So,
considering the effect of the delay, the evaluation of the actual value for
Ho f f can be determined according to an approximated calculation. The
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main stream, which determines the value of the overall heat transfer
coefficient, was the hot fluid stream, which, being composed by air had
the lowest heat exchange coefficient, which can be evaluated according
to [26]. Keeping the Prandtl number , and the heat exchange coefficient
on the working fluid side constant, it is possible to evaluate H as:
H ≈ K · m˙0.6f (7.2)
where K is a constant value. The exchanged heat was:
Q˙exch ≈ Keco · m˙0.6f · Aeco · LMTDeco + Kvap · m˙0.6f · Avap · LMTDvap (7.3)
Keco, Kvap, Aeco and Avap were evaluated at design conditions from
table 3.1. The variation of the heat transfer surface area of the econo-
mizer and of evaporator due to the variation of the operational condi-
tion was not taken into account in this simplified approach. Once the
values of K is known from design conditions, the value of the pinch-
point was evaluated by matching the exchanged heat, evaluated ac-
cording to eq. 7.3, with the thermal power input obtained from the
operating maps of the expander, for various rotating speed, air inlet
temperature and evaporation temperature. From this calculation, the
approximated efficiency maps of the system for each value of the heat
source temperature were obtained (fig. 7.1). Because of the different
input and output between the model of the expander and that of the
whole plant, maps reported the system global efficiency as a function
of the rotating speed and of the evaporation temperature.
As from fig. 7.1, for each rotating speed it is possible to define a
maximum efficiency, corresponding to a unique value of evaporation
temperature. Replacing the value of V˙ · Padm, the optimal function was
found in a similar way as the previous paragraph.
The new function was therefore tested with the two load diagrams
and results were reported in table 7.1.
With this function, the plant provided almost the same power ob-
tained with the optimization of the whole system, but without the need
of a numerical model of the whole plant and just with the knowledge of
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Air inlet temperature =130°C Air inlet temperature =180°C
Figure 7.1: Map of efficiency as a function of the rotating speed and of the
evaporating temperature for two different inlet temperatures.
Load cycle 1 load cycle 2
Average net output power [kW] 7.03 9.83
Energy output [kWh] 19.53 27.31
Exchanged Energy [kWh] 210.16 284.88
Available Energy [kWh] 312.23 426.89
ORC efficiency [%] 9.29 9.58
Recovery efficiency [%] 67.31 66.73
System efficiency [%] 6.25 6.40
Table 7.1: Results obtained with the optimized function obtained from the
expander.
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the expander map and of the heat exchanger characteristics at the de-
sign point. The relative difference in terms of energy output between
the two optimizations was of 1.26% with load diagram 1 and of 1.00%
with load diagram 2. The output value, in terms of delivered power,
for both load diagrams, using this function, are very similar to that ob-
tained with the best set point value with the sliding-velocity control
strategy. However in this case, there was no need to choose the optimal
value of the set point a-priori.
The difference between the set point found with the function ob-
tained from the optimization of the system and from the optimization
of the expander are reported in fig. 7.2.
Load cycle 1 Load cycle 2
Set point
Net output power
Figure 7.2: Comparison between the results of optimized function obtained
from expander maps and that obtained from system simulation.
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The maximum difference between the set point evaluated with the
two optimization strategies was of about 6°C. This was due to the ap-
proximation in the evaluation of the global heat transfer coefficient.
However, because of the system delay the error was negligible and the
loss of net output power with the expander optimization was limited.
The procedure described in this paragraph can be useful in all those
WHR ORC applications characterized by unpredictable fluctuations of
the heat source without the need of dynamic simulations.
8 Conclusions
In this chapter, several control strategies and control parameters for a
WHR ORC system have been analyzed. Firstly the working fluid has
been selected, using as criteria the maximization of the system overall
efficiency: for the fluid selection R245fa, R600a and R152a were com-
pared. R600a had the best average efficiency for the heat source tem-
perature ranging between 100 and 200°C. The numerical model of the
Wankel expander was used to estimate the system behavior in steady-
state conditions and with a fixed pinch-point value.
With R600a sliding-velocity and sliding-pressure control strategies
were tested using two different load diagrams. Sliding-pressure control
strategy was the simplest, however, in the case of un-predictable fluc-
tuations of the heat source, a bad choice of the expander velocity can
lead the system to work at high evaporation pressures, and therefore
can represent a risk for the safety of people and for system integrity.
The sliding-velocity control strategy instead, despite the increase of
system complexity and the decrease of electric efficiency because of the
presence of the inverter, was able to keep the evaporation temperature
within the design limit. The problem concerning this control strategy
is the selection of an optimal value for the set point in those system
characterized by large fluctuations.
A control strategy, which was able to follow the heat source fluctua-
tions keeping the system at optimal thermodynamic condition, should
be defined. The strategy was a combination of sliding-pressure and
sliding-velocity, but an optimum function was needed to drive the set
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point variation. Optimal conditions of the system were defined ana-
lyzing the system behavior in steady-state conditions and maximizing
the power output for each value of the heat source temperature and the
mass flow rate. However, the function which had to drive the set point
should be a function of easily measurable variable. For this reason,
the product of the volume flow rate to the expander admission pres-
sure (V˙ · Padm) was used, and the set point of evaporation temperature
was a function of the heat source admission temperature (Ta) and of
V˙ · Padm. The step response to a heat source temperature change proved
that the control system was able to drive the evaporation temperature
to its optimal value despite a slight delay due to the system inertia.
Simulations of the plant with two different load diagrams showed the
superiority of this strategy to the sliding-velocity control strategy in
terms of delivered power. The problem concerning this strategy was
that the driving function of the set point required a numerical model or
experimental data of the whole plant, which in some cases may not be
available. For this reason, a simplified procedure was defined to obtain
the function from jthe expander operating maps and from the heat ex-
changer characteristics at design point: ORC input thermal power and
heat source mass flow rate were determined from the expander work-
ing maps, while the off-design value of pinch-point was obtained us-
ing the mean logarithmic temperature difference (LMTD) in off-design
conditions, with a simplified correlation for the heat transfer coefficient.
The maximization of the overall efficiency, taking into account the ac-
tual value of the pinch-point, leads to the definition of the set point as a
function of the heat source inlet temperature and of V˙ · Padm. Compar-
isons with the function obtained from the optimization of the system,
showed that the power produced with this function was less than 2%
of that produced using the function obtained from the maximization of
the system, despite the difference of the optimal value of set point. This
low difference was due to the system delay, which caused a not perfect
following of the set point during transient. A large improvement of the
results reported in this chapter can be reached by defining an optimal
function in dynamic conditions.
As already stated in chapter II, the numerical model of the plant
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was simplified: condenser was assumed to always operate at constant
temperature, and the evaporator geometry was not defined. However,
as the study on the solar plant, this study can be a first result to further
investigate the feasibility of the methods and of the control strategy
proposed, which allowed to increase system efficiency, operating the
plant in safe conditions. A first step for further development, can be the
translation of the model on a different software (such as ASPEN one
or ASPEN HYSYS) specifically designed for the simulation of power
systems. A second step would require the system experimental testing,
and to this goal a design of a small scale WHR ORC is in progress, even
if it is not reported in this thesis.
Further development concerns also the type of cycle for the waste
heat conversion. In fact, as stated in section 6.1 of chapter I, subcriti-
cal ORCs are not the most effective way to recover heat because of the
constant temperature evaporation, which limits the maximum recov-
ery efficiency: in this study, the maximum average recovery efficiency
was always lower than 0.7. Among the various alternative, organic
flash cycle (OFC) might represent a valid alternative to classic ORC for
WHR applications. Double stage flash cycles have been characterized
in the next chapter from a thermodynamic and economic point of view
and in the last chapter the combination of sliding-pressure and sliding-
velocity control strategy are applied to a single stage flash cycle and to
a single phase flash regenerative cycle.
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Part IV
Introduction to Organic Flash
Cycles (OFC) and Organic
Regenerative Flash cycle (OFRC):
technical and economical
characterization
1 Abstract
This chapter introduces the organic flash cycles, which can be consid-
ered an evolution of the organic Rankine cycles: the evaporation pro-
cess does not occur in the heat exchanger, but in a vapor separator,
allowing a single phase exchange with a better match of the hot and
the cold heat transfer curves. For this reason, Organic Flash Cycles
(OFCs) can improve the overall efficiency of waste heat recovery or
geothermal systems. For low temperature heat sources (T<170°C), it is
demonstrated that double flash cycles increase the WHR system ther-
modynamic performance with respect to ORC cycles: single stage flash
cycles begin to become competitive with ORC for heat source temper-
atures higher than 170°C. For this reason in this chapter double flash
cycles were analyzed.
The lower mean temperature difference between the heat transfer
curves of the OFCs than those of ORCs, implies larger exchange areas
and therefore higher heat exchanger costs. In order to reduce the ex-
changer size, a new cycle configurations is introduced in this chapter,
consisting in a new type of organic flash regenerative cycle (OFRC) for
heat source temperatures in the range 80-170°C. The regeneration al-
lows to recover part of the liquid enthalpy from the flash evaporator
increasing the temperature of the liquid at the exchanger inlet resulting
in a reduction of the exchanger size. The thermodynamic performance
of OFRCs are practically the same as of the OFC, or even better when
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a dry air cooled condenser is used instead of a liquid cooled one, how-
ever the specific cost of the system can be reduced by about 20%. A
variety of working fluids was tested and results have shown that long
molecular chain alkanes provide the best thermodynamic efficiency,
but those fluids have the main drawback of a low vapor density, result-
ing in very large expansion devices and condensers. R601a seems to be
the working fluid featuring the best tradeoff between thermodynamic
efficiency and components size in the heat source temperature range
between 80°C and 170°C. The comparison of the OFRC with conven-
tional ORCs has shown the thermodynamic superiority of the OFRC
with every tested fluid and with both the liquid cooled and the dry air
cooled condenser. Finally the cost analysis has highlighted that OFRCs
specific cost has the same magnitude as ORCs if volumetric expanders
are used.
2 Introduction
As already stated in the previous chapters, in low temperature appli-
cations applications, ORCs play a major role because of the proprieties
of organic fluids, which allow to exploit low temperature and variable
temperature heat sources with compact and simple components with
the possibility of reducing system size [1–10]. However the presence
of a phase change zone, while heating and superheating the fluid, im-
plies that a fraction of the heat is transferred from a variable temper-
ature heat source to a constant temperature fluid, and that the highest
temperature the working fluid can reach is quite far from the source
temperature [11], as well as the lowest temperature reached by the heat
source is normally much higher than the lowest temperature of the cy-
cle. This causes exergy destruction in the heat transfer process and
exergy losses in the discharge of high temperature heat to the envi-
ronment, especially in the cases of geothermal or waste heat recovery
systems. Several solutions have been presented in the literature to have
a better match between the heat transfer curves of the heat source and
the heat recovery system. Kalina cycles, as an example, were intro-
duced in the 1980s using a mixture of water and ammonia as working
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fluid, whose properties allow a non-isothermal evaporation, which re-
duces the average temperature difference in the heat recovery system.
The layout of Kalina cycle is more complex than the one of ORCs, be-
cause of additional separator and heat exchangers. These cycles have
been widely studied in the literature: one of the first analysis of Kalina
cycles was carried by Stecco et al. in [12]. In further papers [13,14], siz-
ing criteria for heat recovery boiler design and for geothermal exploita-
tion with water-ammonia mixture were defined. Nag et al. [15] showed
that mixture concentration at the turbine inlet has a strong influence on
the cycle efficiency and they found an optimum value to maximize the
cycle second law efficiency. Bombarda et al. [16] compared the perfor-
mance of a Kalina cycle with the one of an ORC with MM as working
fluid which recovered heat from a Diesel Engine exhaust. Despite the
small advantages of the Kalina cycle respect to the ORC in terms of net
mechanical power, the high working pressure of water-ammonia mix-
ture demonstrated that this cycle was not applicable in the considered
temperature range because of the high equipment costs. Other authors
analyzed the performance of ORCs with zeotropic mixtures. The mix-
ture of different fluids results in a fluid which presents a temperature
change during evaporation and condensation with a better matching of
the exchange curves both in the evaporator and in the condenser. Dif-
ferently from the Kalina cycle the layout is the same as classical ORCs,
without the need of separators or additional heat exchangers. Wang
et al. [17] analyzed a mixture of R245fa and R152a searching for the
optimum mass fraction composition to maximize the efficiency of a so-
lar ORC cycle. They stated that with zeotropic mixtures the use of a
superheater coupled with an internal heat exchanger increases the ef-
ficiency of the cycle. Victor et al. [18] carried out an analysis with re-
spect to the optimization of cycle efficiency between pure organic flu-
ids, mixed organic fluids, water-ammonia mixtures and water-alcohols
mixtures. They demonstrated that, using pure fluids, cycle efficiency
increases in the temperature range 100-150°C, while the Kalina cycle
provided the best results for temperature between 150°C and 250°C, de-
spite the higher required pressure which would result in higher plant
costs, while mixed organic fluids provided a lower cycle efficiency than
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pure fluids. The improvement of geothermal and waste heat recov-
ery system using zeotropic organic mixtures was largely studied in the
literature [19–21], however few plant have been realized in practice,
because of problems due to phase separation during the evaporation.
The most beneficial effect of using zeotropic mixture is the tempera-
ture glide at the condenser as demonstrated by Liu et al. in [22]. For
this reason many authors have tried to improve the cycles efficiency by
adopting supercritical solutions with zeotropic mixture fluids [23]. Su-
percritical cycles allow a better match of the heat transfer curves than
fluid zeotropic mixtures because of the lack of the two phase zone in
the heating process. When using supercritical cycles both the cycle
efficiency and the heat transfer process are improved [24]: many au-
thors analyzed this technology using CO2 as working fluid [25–30]. Al-
though the encouraging theoretical results, the high pressure and the
problem concerning the design of a proper cooling system, require fur-
ther studies on this technology (especially on turbines) and a further
search of an optimal fluid [24]. The trilateral flash cycle is another tech-
nology designed to reduce entropy generation during the heat trans-
fer process [31–33], but nowadays no efficient two phase expander is
available. A modification to the trilateral flash cycle is represented by
the Organic Flash Cycle, presented by Ho et al. in [34–36]. Differently
from trilateral cycles, this cycle separates the vapor from the liquid after
the throttling process and only the vapor is sent to the turbine, without
the need of a two phase expander. The presence of a throttling pro-
cess, however, introduces irreversibilities, which reduce the benefits of
the close match of the heat transfer curves, and a second flash stage is
needed to increase power output, above all when the temperature of
the heat source is low (<200°C) [35, 36]. Another problem of the flash
cycle is that the working fluid has to be heated from condensation tem-
perature up to the maximum temperature of the cycle, and since ex-
change curves must be as close as possible, heat exchangers cost is sig-
nificant in this kind of plants. In this study, modifications to the Organic
Flash cycle, presented in [36] for low temperature waste heat recovery
or geothermal system in the temperature range between 80 and 170°C,
have been considered in order to lower system costs. In addition, ex-
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ergy analysis has been carried out to compare the solutions proposed
in the literature and in ORC systems, highlighting the advantages and
the disadvantages. This study presents an extensive analysis of OFRCs
aiming at highlighting all benefits and drawbacks in comparison with
ORCs both from a technical and an economic point of view. Positive
displacement expanders, which were widely studied for organic flu-
ids [37–43], are considered in this paper because of their relatively low
cost [42, 43] and, in order to reduce the complexity and the cost of sys-
tems using turbo expanders as much as possible. The analysis has been
carried out with both liquid and air cooled condenser. Various fluids
have been employed as working fluid in order to evaluate the most
appropriate fluid for OFRCs. Finally a comparison with conventional
ORCs has been carried out. This study has the purpose to verify the
feasibility of the employment of organic flash cycle to low temperature
heat sources, and to introduce the next chapter about the off-design
behavior of a organic flash cycles. The novelty of this study is in the
introduction of a regenerator to increase the temperature of the liquid
at the exchanger inlet, in order to reduce the amount of heat exchanged
and the area required by the exchanger, keeping almost constant the
system efficiency.
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Nomenclature Subscripts
Q˙ Thermal Power [kW] exch Exchanged
m˙ Mass Flow rate [kg/s] HTF Heat Transfer Fluid
h Specific Enthalpy [kJ/kg] org Organic Fluid
Cp Average Specific Heat [kJ/kgK] av Available
T Temperature [K] in Inlet
W˙ Mechanical Power [kW] out Outlet
E˙x Exergy [kW] 0 Ambient Reference State
s Specific Entropy [kJ/kgK] c Cycle
I˙ Exergy destruction [kW] N Net
L˙ Exergy loss [kW] H.P. High Pressure Expander
x Vapor quality L.P. Low Pressure Expander
P Pressure [Pa] liq Liquid phase
BWR Back-Work Ratio p Pump
MW Molecular Weight is Isentropic
cd Condenser
exp Expander
Greeks Superscripts
ε Recovery Efficiency I First Law
η Efficiency I I Second Law
ρ Density [kg/ m3] ′ First Flash Evaporator
′′ Second Flash Evaporator
3 OFCs and OFRCs
The Organic Flash Cycle (OFC) described in [36] for low temperature
heat recovery is a double flash cycle which delivers extra power in com-
parison with the single flash cycle and it is shown in fig. 3.1, together
with the T-s diagram. The liquid is pumped into the heat exchanger,
where the fluid is heated by the Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF), flashed in a
throttling valve and then introduced into a flash evaporator where liq-
uid and vapor are separated. The vapor is then expanded in the high
pressure expander, while the liquid is throttled in a second valve and
then mixed with the vapor coming from the first expander outlet. The
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Figure 3.1: Scheme (left) and T-s diagram (right) for OFC.
two phase mixture is then separated in a second flash evaporator and
the vapor is sent to the low pressure turbine, while the liquid is throt-
tled, mixed with the vapor coming from the low pressure expander
outlet and sent to the condenser . The advantage of the cycle is that the
temperature difference between the HTF and the working fluid is quite
small and the outlet temperature of the HTF fluid can be very close to
the lowest temperature of the cycle, reducing the exergy loss associated
to the HTF discharge. However the presence of three throttling valves
causes strong losses in the cycle efficiency and, in order to maximize the
overall efficiency of the system, the pinch point temperature difference
in the heat exchanger must be as small as possible [36]. This fact leads
to the adoption of heat exchanger with larger surface and higher sys-
tem cost. The modified flash cycle studied in this paper is an Organic
Flash Regenerative Cycle (OFRC) and it is shown in fig. 3.2. The layout
is very similar to the OFC, but the liquid of the second flash evapora-
tor is used to recuperate heat at the inlet of the heat exchanger, thus
eliminating a throttling process.
As a result of regeneration the outlet temperature of the HTF for the
regenerative cycle is higher than in the simple cycle and the heat trans-
ferred is lower as well as the recovery efficiency of the cycle. However,
the cycle efficiency is higher in this case since the amount of heat intro-
duced in the regenerative cycle is smaller than in the simple cycle and
the enthalpy drop available for the expansion is the same, for a given
fluid. For this reason, the overall efficiency (recovery and thermal cy-
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Figure 3.2: Scheme (left) and T-s diagram (right) for OFRC.
cle) will not be so different between the two solutions. Moreover, with-
out the regeneration the HTF has to warm up the working fluid from
the condensing temperature up to the higher temperature of the cycle,
requiring larger heat transfer surfaces and increasing the system costs.
4 Methodology
The main equations, used to calculate the thermodynamic processes
occurring in the OFRC, are reported in this section. Hot water in the
range 80-170°C is assumed as HTF, in order to simulate a low tempera-
ture geothermal or waste heat recovery system. Similar considerations
could be done for a heat recovery from exhaust gases or any other sen-
sible heat source. The working fluids considered in this study allow a
dry expansion and fluids properties were calculated by using the Cool-
Prop library [43]. For both the OFC and OFRC cycles, according to fig.
3.1 and 3.2, the heat exchanged between the HTF and the working fluid
is calculated as:
Q˙exch = m˙HTF · (hin − hout) = m˙HTF · Cp, HTF · (Tin − Tout) (4.1)
Where hin is the specific enthalpy of the HTF at the system inlet and
hout the specific enthalpy at the plant outlet.
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The available heat is defined as:
Q˙av = m˙HTF · (hin − h0) (4.2)
Where h0 is the specific enthalpy of the HTF fluid at ambient conditions.
The recovery efficiency was defined as the ratio between the ex-
changed heat and the available heat:
ε =
Q˙exch
Q˙av
(4.3)
The global first law efficiency of the recovery system was obtained mul-
tiplying the cycle thermodynamic efficiency by the recovery efficiency:
η I = ηc · ε = W˙NQ˙av
(4.4)
where ηc is the cycle efficiency and W˙N is the net-power output of the
system. The exergy entering the system was computed as:
E˙xav = m˙HTF · (hin − h0)− T0 · (sin − s0) =
= m˙HTF · Cp, HTF · (Tin − T0)− T0 · ln
(
Tin
T0
)
(4.5)
Where sin is the specific entropy of the HTF at the exchanger inlet
and s0 is the specific entropy of the HTF at ambient condition. The
exergy destruction in the generic n component of the system can be
computed as:
I˙n = T0 ·
(
∑
i
m˙i · si −∑
j
m˙j · sj
)
(4.6)
where the index i refers to the component inlets and the index j to the
component outlets. The exergy loss due to the release of the HTF at the
exchanger outlet is computed as:
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L˙out = m˙HTF · (hout − h0)− T0 · (sout − s0) =
= m˙HTF · Cp, HTF · (Tout − T0)− T0 · ln
(
Tout
T0
)
(4.7)
The second law recovery efficiency εI I , i.e. the ratio between the
exchanged exergy and the available exergy is:
εI I =
E˙xexch
E˙xav
=
m˙HTF · (h1 − h2)− T0 · (s1 − s2)
m˙HTF · (hin − h0)− T0 · (sin − s0) (4.8)
The second law efficiency of the systems was then calculated according
to the following expression:
η I I =
W˙N
E˙xav
=
E˙xav −∑n I˙n − L˙out
E˙xav
(4.9)
4.1 Thermodynamic relations for OFCs
According to fig. 3.1 the main equations used in the thermodynamic
analysis of the OFC are reported in this section.
The throttling processes were supposed to be isenthalpic: i.e. the
enthalpy of point 3 is the same of point 2. The working fluid mass flow
rate across the high pressure expander is:
m˙H.P. = m˙org · x3 (4.10)
Wherex3 is the vapor quality of point 3 at the end of the throttling
process, assuming the conservation of enthalpy during the lamination
process (2-3). The range of this value is strongly dependent on the
shape of the two-phase zone and on the choice of the first flash pres-
sure. The liquid mass flow rate separated inside the flash evaporator
is:
m˙′liq = m˙org · (1− x3) (4.11)
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At the outlet of the flash evaporator a throttling valve reduces the
pressure of the liquid to the pressure of the vapor at the HP expander
outlet, keeping the specific enthalpy constant. The two streams coming
from the flash evaporator and from the HP expander are then mixed
together in a mixing chamber according to the enthalpy balance:
m˙org · h8 = m˙H.P. · h5+m˙′liq · h6 (4.12)
The two phase mixture resulting from the mixing process is then
separated in a second flash drum. This separation is mandatory when
operating with low temperature heat sources (<170-180°C) because of
the low quality of steam at the mixer outlet, which does not allow an
efficient expansion, neither when a positive displacement expander is
used.
The vapor mass flow rate to the LP expander is:
m˙L.P. = m˙org · x8 (4.13)
The calculation of the vapor quality at the point 8 was carried out in
a similar way to the point 3, i.e. assuming the conservation of enthalpy
during the throttling process (6-7). And the liquid at the outlet of the
second flash evaporator is:
m˙′′liq = m˙org(1− x8) (4.14)
The liquid is then throttled in a third valve and then mixed with
the vapor coming from the LP expander according to the following en-
thalpy balance:
m˙org · h13 = m˙L.P. · h10 + m˙′′liq · h11 (4.15)
The fluid at point 13 is then sent to the condenser. For low tempera-
ture applications, the point 13 is always located inside the two phase re-
gion. From the condenser, the fluid is pumped into the heat exchanger.
The feed pump work is calculated as:
W˙p = m˙org · ∆P
ρ14 · ηp (4.16)
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Where ηP is the pump efficiency,ρ14 is the density of saturated liquid
at point 14 and ∆P is the pressure difference between the condensing
pressure and the cycle maximum pressure. The work output of the HP
expander was computed as:
W˙H.P. = m˙H.P. · (h4 − h5, is) · ηis (4.17)
And in the LP expander:
W˙L.P. = m˙L.P. · (h9 − h10, is) · ηis (4.18)
Whereh5, is and h10, is are the specific enthalpies along an isentropic
process andηis is the isentropic efficiency of the expanders. The value
of the isentropic efficiency depends on the expander type. As stated
above, since the Organic Flash Cycle provides good efficiencies only if
two, or more flash stages are adopted when recovering heat from low
temperature heat sources, the cost of the expander should be the lowest
as possible, in order to have low global costs. Positive displacement
expanders can be the solution which allows to keep costs at low values.
For this reason, the value of the isentropic efficiency was set constant at
0.7, typical value at design point, for positive displacement expanders
with a built in ratio under 5, as reported in [44]. The choice of this value
is plausible for double flash systems since the volume ratio is very low
and similar to the value of the maximum built in ratio. The heat rejected
at the condenser was evaluated as:
Q˙cond = Q˙exch −
(
W˙H.P. + W˙L.P.
)− W˙p (4.19)
4.2 Thermodynamic relations for OFRCs
The equations used for the high pressure section of the OFRCs are the
same used for OFCs. Differences are found downstream the second
flash evaporator. In fact, the liquid from the second flash evaporator
is not throttled in a valve but it is sent to a mixer to regenerate the
liquid after the condenser, in order to increase the heat exchanger inlet
temperature.
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Referring to fig. 3.2 the mixer enthalpy balance is represented by
the equation:
m˙org · h14 = m˙L.P. · h13 + m˙′′liq · h11 (4.20)
A further pump is needed to raise the fluid pressure from the value
at the condenser to the one at the second flash evaporator.
The global pumping work is evaluated as:
W˙p = m˙L.P. · (P11 − Pcond)
ρ12 · ηp + m˙org ·
(P2 − P1)
ρ14 · ηp (4.21)
Whereρ12 is the density of the saturated liquid at the condensing
temperature and ρ14 is the density at the mixer outlet, evaluated at the
second flash evaporator pressure and at the specific enthalpy resulting
from the mixing process.
5 Thermodynamic analysis
In this section a thermodynamic comparison between the two cycles is
carried out, in order to evaluate pros e cons of each cycle. Eight dif-
ferent organic fluids were tested on both cycles in order to define the
optimum fluid to employ in these cycles. In this section, a constant
thermal input power of 900 kW was considered in the analyzed cases,
to show the difference in the size of the heat exchangers between OFCs
and OFRCs. Considering the low efficiency, due to the low heat source
temperature and the double stage cycle considered, the output power
per single expansion device is always in the field of applicability of
the Wankel expander. The maximum temperature of the cycles was set
10°C below the temperature of the HTF. For the non-regenerative cycle,
the outlet temperature of the HTF was set 8°C above the condensing
temperature, i.e. at 35°C. The HTF outlet temperature of the regenera-
tive cycle was also set 8°C above the mixing temperature. This values
were chosen since they ensure an optimal overall efficiency while keep-
ing the costs of the heat exchangers at reasonable levels.
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Figure 5.1: Second law efficiency for OFC and OFRC.
5.1 Cycles comparison
The two cycles were compared, using N-Heptane as working fluid. The
second law efficiency of the two cycles was compared, by assuming 10
and 8°C for the approach and the pinch point, respectively. The two
cycles showed the same trend (fig. 5.1) since the decrease in recovery
efficiency (fig. 5.2) was practically counterbalanced by the increase in
thermal efficiency (fig. 5.3), as stated previously. At temperatures lower
than 110°C the OFRC presents a better efficiency than the OFC, while
at higher temperatures the OFC has a slight advantage with respect to
the OFRC.
A comparison between the exergy destruction and loss for the two
cycles is shown in fig. 5.4 at the HTF inlet temperature of 80, 120 and
170°C.
As expected the largest difference between the two cycles was the
higher exergy loss of the regenerative system, due to the higher HTF re-
lease temperature at the outlet of the heat exchanger with respect to the
solution without regeneration. All the exergy destruction terms were
lower or comparable with those of the solution without regeneration.
In particular, the OFCs presents major destruction in the condenser, in
the throttling valves and in the heat exchangers:
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Figure 5.2: Second law recovery efficiency.
Figure 5.3: Second law cycle efficiency.
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Figure 5.4: Exergy destruction and loss comparison between OFC and
OFRCs.
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• Condenser: the condenser of the OFCs has to exchange a larger
thermal power than in the regenerative solution (fig. 5.5) and the
whole mass flow rate of the cycle circulates in it;
• Throttling valves: the OFCs present three throttling process, one
more than the regenerative cycle; the higher is the HTF inlet tem-
perature the higher becomes the entity of these destructions be-
cause of the higher maximum pressure of the cycle and therefore
of the higher pressure loss during the throttling processes;
• Heat exchanger: the temperature difference between the inlet and
the outlet of the heat exchanger is larger in the OFCs than in the
OFRCs and therefore the entropy production is larger.
The exergy analysis confirms that in the temperature range 80-170°C
the two cycles have almost the same performance in terms of global
efficiency and the larger loss in recovery efficiency of the regenerative
cycle are compensated by the smaller losses in the cycles component.
The regenerative cycle however provides the same power output but
it requires smaller heat exchangers. The smaller size of the principal
heat exchanger results from the lower maximum temperature differ-
ence between the inlet and the outlet of the exchanger (fig. 10), or, in
other words, from the smaller amount of exchanged heat; The smaller
size of the condenser, instead, is determined by the smaller amount of
vapor to condensate because of the OFRC higher cycle efficiency. Ta-
bles 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 reported in 6, reports the exchanger sizes and costs
for the two considered cycles: exchangers were designed with the soft-
ware Aspen Exchanger Design and Rating by minimizing the device
cost, compatibly with the process requirements and avoiding danger-
ous working conditions (as an example tubes vibration). Shell and tube
heat exchangers were considered.
The specific cost of heat exchangers for unit power output is re-
ported in fig. 5.6 for both OFCs and OFRCs, referring to an available
thermal power of 900 kW, for each temperature.
Both cycles exhibits a high pump power consumption, since the
maximum pressure is much higher than the expander inlet pressure.
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Figure 5.5: Heat rejected to the condenser.
Figure 5.6: Exchanger Specific Cost for unit power output.
226 5.1 Cycles comparison
Figure 5.7: Comparison of Back-Work ratio.
Similarly to [45], the “Back-Work Ratio” parameter, which accounts for
the pump power consumption of the cycle, (BRW) was introduced:
BWR =
∑i W˙p, i
∑j W˙exp, j
(5.1)
where ∑i W˙p, i is the sum of all pumps power consumption and
∑j W˙exp, j is the sum of all expanders power output.
The BWR of the regenerative cycle resulted to be lower than the
non-regenerative one at the maximum thermodynamic efficiency point
(fig. 5.7). In the first case, in fact, the compression is divided in two
stages:
• the circulating pump increases the pressure of the cycle from the
condensing pressure to the second flash evaporator pressure, and
the mass flow rate in the pump is the same as the vapor fraction
separated in the low pressure flash evaporator;
• the feed pump increases the pressure of the whole mass flow rate
of the cycle from the pressure of the second flash evaporator to
the maximum pressure of the cycle;
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Figure 5.8: Variation of OFRC (A) and of OFC (B) global second law effi-
ciency for various exchanger outlet temperature differences.
• At the design point the first expander inlet pressure is higher in
the OFRC than in the OFC: in fact the expander outlet tempera-
ture is higher in the OFRC than in the OFC, in order to increase
the enthalpy of the second flash evaporator;
• In the OFCs the feed pump has to increase the whole mass flow
rate of the cycle from the condensing pressure to the maximum
pressure of the cycle.
Despite the OFRCs requires two pumps, the lower values of the Back
Work Ratio requires smaller units, keeping costs similar to the ones of
OFCs, as reported further in the work. The temperature difference be-
tween the HTF and the working fluid at the exchanger outlet modifies
the exchanged thermal power and consequently the system efficiency,
as reported in fig. 5.8 for both the OFRC and OFC cycles. The results
showed that the trend is almost the same for both cycles, however the
efficiency decrease proved to be quite larger at low temperature for the
OFRC because of the higher temperature of the HTF at exchanger out-
let.
5.2 Influence of the type of condenser
In the results presented so far, the use of a liquid cooled condenser was
assumed. However, small and medium size waste heat recovery and
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Figure 5.9: OFRC and OFC global second law efficiency with air cooled con-
densers.
geothermal plants are physically bound to the industrial activity or to
the geothermal field they use as heat source, which can be far from
water resources for the condenser. For this reason, the use of a wa-
ter cooled condenser is sometimes impossible and dry air cooled con-
denser are often preferred. This type of condensers are high energy
consumption devices, which reduce the cycle efficiency. The fan power
consumption is proportional to the heat rejected by the condenser. In
this study a consumption of 25 W for each kW of heat rejected to the
condenser, was assumed, according to manufacturers catalogues [46].
The comparison between the two cycles, when the condenser is air
cooled, was performed always using N-Heptane as a working fluid and
with an available thermal power of 900 kW.
The global efficiency decreases in both cycles (fig. 13), but the de-
crease is lower in the OFRC for three reasons:
• Regenerative cycles have a higher cycle efficiency and, at the same
transferred heat, the heat rejected to the condenser is smaller;
• The heat transferred from the HTF fluid is smaller in the regener-
ative cycle than in the cycle without regeneration and, therefore,
even assuming the same cycle efficiency, the heat rejected to the
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Figure 5.10: Ratio between the air cooled condenser power consumption and
net power.
condenser is smaller;
• The regenerative cycle has one more degree of freedom than the
cycle without regeneration in the design process, which is repre-
sented by the enthalpy flow rate of the liquid flow coming from
the second flash evaporator to the mixer. The enthalpy flow rate
can increase or decrease the temperature at the exchanger inlet
and therefore the exchanged heat. At optimal thermodynamic
design point, the heat exchanged decreases when passing from a
liquid cooled condenser to an air cooled condenser for regenera-
tive cycle, while it is constant for the cycle without regeneration.
The ratio between the air cooled condenser power consumption and
net power can reach very high values especially in low temperature
applications and it is much higher in cycles without regeneration (fig.
5.10).
The employment of an air cooled condenser instead of a liquid cooled
one clearly shifts the distribution of the exergy loss and destruction
terms (fig. 5.11). The condenser fan consumption becomes the fourth
loss source for the two cycles. The loss in the other components are
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the same for the OFC, while for the OFRC losses in the other compo-
nents are slightly larger, with the exception of the heat exchanger. This
behavior is due to the variation of optimal conditions because of the
higher temperature at which the working fluid enters into the heat ex-
changer, in order to increase cycle efficiency at the expense of recovery
efficiency and reduce the heat rejected to the condenser.
5.3 Fluids comparison
In this work, eight different fluids were tested as working fluid both
for OFRCs and OFCs. This analysis was performed in the cases of both
liquid and air cooled condenser (with a specific power consumption of
25W for each kW of exchanged heat) , always assuming an approach
temperature of 10 °C and a pinch point temperature of 8°C.
With liquid cooled condensers, the differences in terms of second
law efficiency are negligible for all the tested fluids (fig. 5.12). At
higher temperatures, the second law efficiency with R245fa has a dif-
ferent trend with respect to that of all other fluids in both the analyzed
cycles. This behavior is due to the critical point of R245fa, which is
154.1°C, and therefore to the loss caused by the resulting bad match of
the heat transfer curves when the HTF temperature is below the critical
point. Alkane hydrocarbons with high molecular weight are the fluids
which give the best values of the second law efficiency. This fact is due
to the close distance between the isobaric curves typical of these fluids:
for a given pressure loss during the throttling process, the quality of the
vapor is higher and it is demonstrated that the higher the quality of the
vapor after the first throttling, the lower the exergy destruction in the
throttling process, and the higher the efficiency of the flash cycle [36].
Exergy destruction during the first throttling process is proportional to
the BWR: fluids with the highest efficiency values presents low values
of pump power consumption. The value of BWR is much higher for
OFCs with every used fluids (fig. 5.13).
With air cooled condensers the global efficiency decreases but the
trend is similar to the previous case (fig. 5.14). OFRCs present higher
efficiency than OFCs cycles for all the fluids. For the last ones, at very
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Figure 5.11: Exergy loss and destruction comparison between the two flash
cycles with air cooled condenser.
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Figure 5.12: Global second-law efficiency for OFRCs (A) and OFCs (B) with
different working fluids, adopting a liquid cooled condenser.
Figure 5.13: BWR for OFRC (A) and OFC (B).
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Figure 5.14: Second-law global efficiency for OFRC (A) and OFC (B) with
different working fluids, adopting an air cooled condenser.
low temperatures, the work consumption of the fans of the condenser
equals or, for some fluids, overcomes the generated power.
From the above analysis, high molecular weight alkanes are the flu-
ids providing the best efficiency with both cycles and types of con-
denser. However, with the Double Flash Cycle the presence of two
expanders requires high accuracy in fluid selection in order to keep the
size of the expanders as small as possible. Positive displacement ex-
panders are the best choice for small heat recovery system with flash
cycles. In fact their cost is much lower than that of turbines. The size
of those devices are influenced by the volume flow rate. The lower is
the volume flow rate the lower is the cost of the expander [45]. For this
reason, the volume flow rate for the high pressure and low pressure
OFRC expanders was calculated, as shown in Fig. 5.15, which reports
the results with liquid cooled condenser.
As shown in fig. 5.15, the volume flow rate through the expander
reaches very high values for high MW alkanes, which makes their use
in this type of cycle practically impossible. R601a, R245fa and R365mfc,
are the fluids which present the lowest values of volume flow rate
through the expanders. The trend in the cycles without regeneration
is similar, but values are larger for each fluid. Another important de-
vice which can increase the cost of these cycles is the condenser. In fact
flash cycles introduce a larger amount of heat than traditional ORCs
although they generally present a lower cycle efficiency. This results in
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Figure 5.15: H.P. (A) and L.P. (B) expander volume flow rate for OFRC.
Fluid ∆hvg[
kJ/m3
]
N-Nonane 19
N-Octane 51
N-Heptane 139
Cyclopentane 694
I-Pentane 1294
N-Pentane 1030
R365mfc 961
R245fa 2211
Table 5.1: Figure of merit for the various fluids.
a larger condenser than the one of ORC systems and therefore higher
costs. For this reason the working fluid should be selected in order to
minimize the condenser size. In order to take into account the con-
denser size the ratio between the condensing latent heat and the vapor
specific volume was used as a figure of merit, according to [47]. This
figure of merit indicates approximately the amount of heat transferred
by the condenser per unit hardware cost. The higher is its value, the
larger is the amount of heat transferred per unit of volume, the smaller
is the condenser. The value for the various fluids is reported in table
5.1.
Alkanes with high molecular weight have a very low value of the
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figure of merit and therefore will require a large condenser. Even in this
case R245fa, I-Pentane and R365mfc are the fluids which minimize the
condenser size. In the considered temperature range R601a presents a
low volume flow rate, requires a small condenser and does not request
a high pump power input, allowing smaller exchangers and expansion
devices, despite it presents low efficiency if compared to other fluids:
for these reasons this fluid might be the optimal working fluid for dou-
ble OFRC coupled with waste heat recovery or geothermal source in
the temperature range between 80-170°C.
6 Cost analysis
In this section, the cost analysis of the main components of OFCs and
OFRCs, operating with R601a is described. Available thermal power
input was kept constant at 900 kWth.
Tables 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, in appendix 6 report the exchangers and
condensers sizes both for OFCs and OFRCs when R601a is used. Also
in this case sizing was carried out by using the software Aspen Ex-
changer Design and Rating. Both main exchanger and condenser re-
quired smaller exchange area and therefore lower costs in the case of
OFRCs than in the case of OFCs, and as demonstrated above, with this
fluid, their sizes were smaller than the ones evaluated with N-Heptane.
As reported in tables, despite the small external diameter, heat ex-
changers for flash cycles can be very long, because of the large temper-
ature difference between inlet and outlet. This results in transportation
and layout problems, which must be evaluated before the installation.
A simpler and more compact plate heat exchanger however may be the
solution to this problems. The evaluation of pump costs was performed
according the following relation, presented in [48]:
Cp = 900 · W˙np (6.1)
whereW˙ is the pump power consumption and n has the value of
0.25 if W<0.3 kW or 0.45 if W >0.3 kW. Pumps costs are reported in
table 6.9 , in appendix 6 for both cycle configurations.
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Figure 6.1: Cost of Kore screw compressors as a function of volume flow rate.
Screw expanders were chosen because of their capacity of elaborat-
ing a high volume flow rate and for their limited costs and cost data
availability. The costs of these expanders were evaluated from screw
compressors in [49], referring to the Kore compressor manufacturer, as
reported in fig. 6.1.
The cost of the expanders are a function of the volume flow rate. To
take into account of the different utilization of the device, i.e. the oper-
ation as an expander is the reverse of the operation of the compressor,
the volume flow rate at the expander input was multiplied by the vol-
ume expansion ratio, and, according to fig. 6.1, the cost in US$ was
evaluated as:
Cexp = 21.57 ·
(
V˙exp · r
)
+ 3479 (6.2)
Expanders costs for OFCs and OFRCs are reported in tab. 6.10 of 6.
OFRCs requires smaller units than OFCs since the design flash pressure
are normally higher than the ones of OFCs, because of the presence of
the regenerator.
The comparison of the specific costs of the main component for both
cycles is reported in fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Specific costs of the main components for OFCs and OFRCs.
7 Comparison with ORC systems
In this paragraph, the regenerative flash cycle is compared with a con-
ventional ORC for heat recovery or geothermal system. In the analysis,
neither the superheater nor the recuperator was used in the ORC sys-
tem.
Second law recovery efficiency is calculated according to the eq. 4.9,
always assuming a pinch point of 8 °C, with both liquid and air cooled
condenser (fig. 7.1).
The better performance of the OFRC with respect to the ORC is due
to the lower exergy destruction during the heat recovery process and to
the lower exergy loss due to the lower HTF discharge temperature and
therefore to the higher recovery efficiency (fig. 7.2). Conversely, the
ORC presents smaller losses at the condenser because of the smaller
amount of heat rejected, at the expander (ORCs just need a single ex-
pansion device), at the pump, because of the lower maximum pressure
of the cycle, and because they do not require any throttling valve. If
air cooled condensers are used, the losses due to the fan power con-
sumption are larger in the OFRC than in the ORC because of the large
amount of heat rejected to the condenser. In the analyzed temperature
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of OFRC with ORC in terms of global second law
efficiency with liquid cooled condenser (A) and with air cooled condenser (B).
ORCs are represented by the dashed lines.
Figure 7.2: Second Law Cycle Efficiency (A) and Second Law Recovery Effi-
ciency for OFRCs and ORCs (B). ORCs are represented by the dashed lines.
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range, with liquid cooled condenser OFRCs provided better thermo-
dynamic performance than ORCs. With air cooled condensers, OFRCs
gave better performance than ORCs only if the temperature of the heat
source is higher than 90°C, because of the very low cycle efficiency at
low temperature and therefore of the very large ratios between the heat
rejected to the condenser and the output power. The economic com-
parison between OFRCs and ORCs in this temperature range and for
different available heat amount was carried out using R601a for OFRCs
and R245fa for ORCs, since this latter gave the best results in the ther-
modynamic analysis . The ORC evaporators and condensers details are
reported in table 6.11 and 6.12 in the appendix 6, for an available ther-
mal power of 900 kW. Similarly to OFRCs, a pinch point of 8 °C was
used in evaporator design.
ORC evaporators are more compact than the OFRCs ones, but the
presence of vapor requires higher crossing areas and therefore exchang-
ers have larger diameters.Pump and expander costs are evaluated through
the 6.1 and 6.2 respectively and are reported in table 6.13 of appendix
6.
Specific costs are reported in fig. 7.3 for OFRCs and for ORCs.
The two cycles presented almost the same main components spe-
cific costs in the heat source temperature range between 120 and 170°C
and for available thermal power lower than 600 kW. For larger available
thermal power OFRC cost increased more than the ORC cost, because
of the need of a extra expander unit in the second stage, because of the
increase of the volume flow rate which goes outside the range of the
screw expanders costs.
This result is highly influenced by the future behavior of screw ex-
panders cost. This analysis was carried out, in the favorable case of
a growth of the positive displacement expanders market, so that their
cost will be similar to compressor ones.
Moreover, in this work shell and tube heat exchangers were ana-
lyzed: for flash cycles: these devices resulted in a very long geometry,
which can results in some layout and transportation problems. Plate
heat exchangers can be more compact and economic, resulting more
suitable for this applications and allowing a further cost reduction.
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Q˙av = 200 kWth Q˙av = 300 kWth
Q˙av = 400 kWth Q˙av = 500 kWth
Q˙av = 600 kWth Q˙av = 700 kWth
Q˙av = 800 kWth Q˙av = 900 kWth
Figure 7.3: Specific cost for OFRCs and ORCs.
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8 Conclusions
In this work, a new type of Organic Flash Regenerative Cycle (OFRC)
has been studied for low temperature waste heat recovery and geother-
mal applications. Since two flash stages are needed with low temper-
ature heat sources, volumetric expanders are assumed to be used be-
cause of their lower cost than that of turbines. With respect to the con-
ventional Organic Flash Cycle (OFC), the OFRC presents almost the
same thermodynamic performances for heat sources in the temperature
range between 80°C and 170°C: this is possible because if on one hand
the recovery efficiency of the OFRC is lower than the OFC, on the other
the higher cycle efficiency compensates the recovery efficiency, result-
ing in the same global efficiency. The regenerator increased the work-
ing fluid temperature at the exchanger inlet, resulting in smaller and
less expensive heat exchangers. Moreover, due to the cycle efficiency
increase and to the smaller exchanged heat, OFRCs condenser resulted
smaller and cheaper than the ones of OFCs. The smaller vapor amount
at the condenser makes the use of OFRC really profitable in those cases
where an air cooled condenser is needed. Different organic fluids have
been tested both in the OFRC and the OFC. The two cycles have pro-
vided the same thermodynamic performances when using air cooled
condensers, while the OFRC has provided the best performance with
all the tested fluids, when air cooled condensers are used. High molec-
ular weight alkanes have provided the best results in terms of second
law efficiency both with the OFRC and the OFC, because of the small
distance between the isobaric lines and therefore because of the low
exergy destruction during the throttling process. However, the high
volume flow rate through the two stage expanders has made the use of
these fluids inapplicable, if volumetric expanders are adopted. Among
the tested fluids, R601a seems to be the best option in terms of thermo-
economic performances. Finally a comparison with ORC cycles has
been carried out and OFRCs have shown better thermodynamic per-
formances for all the tested fluids, because of the lower losses across
the heat exchanger and to the lower HTF release temperature. The eco-
nomic analysis has shown the economic equality between those two
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systems for very small plants (available thermal power less than 700
kWth), if the market of positive displacement expanders will increase
in the future and the costs of this devices will reach the levels of the
compressors. These type of cycles largely increases the efficiency of
the system and the regenerative solution is worthy of investigation:
in the next chapter the off-design performances of a single stage re-
generative cycle will be analyzed using a combined sliding-pressure,
sliding-velocity control strategy, varying therefore both the flash pres-
sure and the expander rotating speed. For the off-design analysis, the
single stage configuration was chosen, despite the lower performance,
behavior due to the lack of literature data on the off-design behavior of
these type of cycles.
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Part V
Off-design analysis for Organic
Flash Cycles (OFC) and Organic
Flash Regenerative Cycles (OFRC).
1 Abstract
This chapter is the natural consequences of the previous chapters and
has the goal of defining the off-design behavior of the Organic Flash Cy-
cles for WHR systems, introduced in the previous chapter, using a com-
bined sliding-pressure and sliding-velocity strategy, similarly to what
has been done in chapter III for ORCs.
In this work a single stage OFC and a single stage OFRC for WHR,
equipped with the Wankel expander, were compared in off-design op-
eration. Single stages configuration were adopted in this analysis: in
fact, despite the lower efficiency of this cycles, there has been a lack
of data about the off-design behavior of this type of cycles and single
stage cycles behavior was worthy of investigation before the two stage
cycles. Furthermore, the control strategies for the single stage cycles
are practically the same of the double stage cycles, and information
obtained in terms of cycle flexibility can be extended also to double
stages configurations. Differently from chapter II and III, in this chap-
ter the analysis was carried in steady-state conditions, simulating the
system with the software Aspen HYSYS. A first screening of various
working fluids at the design point was carried out, and I-Pentane was
the fluid which maximized system efficiency and minimized volume
flow rate. Commercial heat exchangers were adopted and modeled us-
ing the tool Aspen EDR (Exchanger Design and Rating) and the two
system were simulated and compared in off design conditions by vary-
ing the heat source mass flow rate and temperature. A combination
of sliding-pressure and sliding velocity control strategy was employed,
varying both pump speed, expander speed, and throttling valve pres-
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sure drop, with the goal of maximizing system power output. Results
indicated that global efficiencies of OFCs and OFRCs were quite simi-
lar, but OFRCs had a wider field of operation in off-design conditions.
2 Introduction
Operational flexibility is a key parameter for those systems operating
with time variable heat source such as renewable energies and hot streams
from industrial processes. For this purpose, the knowledge of off-design
performance has a great importance during system design. Recently
many authors focused their research on off-design behavior of ORC
systems: Wang et al. in [1] investigated the off-design performance of
a small scale solar ORC power system with CPC collectors through a
steady-state model, changing ambient conditions, HTF mass flow rate
of evaporator and CPCs, finding that the system efficiency was higher
during winter while system power output was higher during sum-
mer. Calise et al. in [2] realized a steady-state model of an ORC for
medium temperature applications and through a steady-state model
optimized the design and the off-design operation of the system, with
the objective of minimizing the total cost of the system. Gabbrielli in [3]
designed a binary geothermal system mase up of a supercritical ORC
with R134a as working fluid and resorted to the use of off-design sim-
ulation to predict plant production variations both at the beginning
and at the end life of the plant, due to the reduction of the available
heat of geothermal reservoir. Astolfi et al. in [4], simulated an inte-
grated geothermal and solar ORC, in which the fluid received a further
amount of heat from a solar field. Due to the large variation of the load
caused both by the geothermal source and by solar fluctuations, an off-
design steady-state analysis was performed to estimate plant produc-
tion hour by hour and to obtain production maps for four different lo-
calities. Song et al. in carried out a one dimensional analysis of a WHR
system to design the ORC cycle, choose the optimal working fluid and
design the turbine and then carried an off-design of the system with
the optimal fluid. Many other authors [5–8], in the ORC field, have re-
sorted to off-design simulations with the goal of optimizing the system
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performance, comparing control strategies and reducing costs.
Differently from dynamic simulations, off-design analysis has the
advantage of being simpler and faster, even if it is not able to take into
account all the effects due to the transient behavior of the system (chap-
ter II and III), can be useful for all those systems where dynamic effects
can be negligible (as an example the WHR ORC presented in chapter
III, where optimum set point values were evaluated from a steady-state
simulation of the system and even from the operating maps of the ex-
pander). Off-design analysis can be applied to a large variety of phisical
systems and devices.
In this chapter, an off-design analysis comparison between single
stage Organic Flash Cycles, presented in [9] and single stage Organic
Flash Regenerative Cycles (a variation of the solution presented in chap-
ter IV) has been presented. It is the first time that a such analysis has
been carried for those type of systems. After the choice of a suitable
working fluid, the numerical model of both systems has been devel-
oped in ASPEN HYSYS simulation environment: heat exchangers, de-
signed with ASPEN Exchanger Design and Rating, have been imported
in the model, as well as the working maps of the Wankel expander.
Results of off-design simulations has shown that the two systems has
almost the same performances in terms of global efficiency and power
output, however OFRC has shown a larger field of operation than of
OFC.
3 Fluid selection
The models of the single stage OFC and OFRC are reported respectively
in fig. 3.1 and in fig. 3.2 with their T-s diagrams.
The fluid is pumped up to the maximum cycle pressure by the pump
(9-1), heated by the hot stream in the heat exchanger (1-2), throttled (2-
3) and therefore flashed in the flash evaporator. Vapor is sent to the ex-
pander (4-5) and in the case of OFC, rejoined to the throttled liquid (6-7)
from the flash evaporator in a mixer. The mixture is then condensed (8-
9) and the cycle newly begins. In the case of OFRC, the vapor after
the expander is condensed (5-7), pumped up to the flash pressure and
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Figure 3.1: Single stage OFC scheme.
Figure 3.2: Single stage OFRC scheme.
rejoined to the liquid from the flash evaporator, increasing the temper-
ature of the working fluid before the exchanger inlet. The fluid is then
pumped up to the maximum cycle pressure and the cycle newly begins.
The equations used for the system analysis are similar to those used
for the double stage flash cycle, both for the solution without regenera-
tion and for the regenerative solution. Different fluids were compared,
at the design condition: hot water at 180°C and 0.15 kg/s, for an avail-
able thermal power of about 100 kW. Because of the similar behavior of
the two systems in terms of overall efficiency (chapter III), the calcula-
tion for the fluid screening was carried with the cycle without regener-
ation. Pinch-point was kept constant at 10°C and the approach at 12°C.
For the expander, a generic positive displacement expander was sup-
posed to be used and, in this first phase, the isentropic efficiency was
kept constant at 0.7. Condensation temperature was 30°C, assuming a
water cooled condenser.
Calculations were carried out by using Aspen Hysys, setting up
the heat source temperature and mass flow rate and the approach and
pinch temperatures. Similarly as for the condenser, the condensation
pressure and the inlet and outlet temperature of the cooling water were
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Figure 3.3: Net power output for different fluids as a function of the flash
temperature.
assumed as input data. One data among throttling pressure drop, va-
por quality after throttling or flash pressure could be assigned to the
model and with these data the software calculated all the mass flow
rate and the other thermodynamic state of the cycle. A sensitivity anal-
ysis about flash pressure was performed and eventually the condition
which maximized system net output was evaluated. The net power
output for various fluids was reported in fig. 3.3.
The optimal flash temperature for all the fluids at the design point
was assumed between 100 and 120°C. I-Pentane, together with R365mfc
and MDM4 gave optimal results in terms of delivered power and there-
fore system efficiency. To determine the most suitable fluid, volume
flow rate of the expander, as well as the ratio between the latent heat
of condensation and the specific volume of the vapor at the condensing
temperature [10]. I-pentane minimized the volume flow rate through
the expander and maximized the value of the figure of merit at the con-
denser, and for this reason was considered as working fluid in the fol-
lowing analysis. Tab. 3.1 reports the maximum power at optimal ther-
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Critical ∆hvg Volume Net Power
Temperature flow rate Output
[°C]
[
kJ/m3
] [
m3/h
]
[kW]
Toluene 319 73.67 91.3 7.20
Ethylbenzene 344 28.24 173.1 7.30
o-Xylene 357 20.50 214.1 7.26
m-Xylene 344 25.02 186.9 7.27
p-Xylene 343 26.13 186.9 7.27
MD4M 380 0.05 183.1 7.83
MD3M 355 0.28 8232.6 7.78
D5 346 0.85 2762.3 7.81
D6 373 0.15 1480.4 7.75
n-Nonane 321 14.49 4382.5 7.59
n-Octane 296 40.29 253.1 7.60
n-Heptane 267 112.88 121.4 7.62
Cyclopentane 239 588.76 67.6 7.26
i-pentane 187 1119.45 23.5 7.85
n-Penatane 197 884.33 15.7 7.69
R365mfc 187 813.17 17.8 7.86
Table 3.1: Fluids and their parameter at optimal thermodynamic conditions.
modynamic conditions, the value of ∆hvg , the volume flow rate at the
expander inlet port and the fluid critical temperature.
4 Model setup for the off-design analysis
To perform the off-design analysis, the size of the heat exchangers and
the behavior of the expander should be specified.
4.1 Heat exchangers
The main heat exchanger of the system were designed at design point
with a pinch-point of 10°C and an approach point of 12°C, both for OFC
256 4.1 Heat exchangers
OFC OFRC
Geometry Type BFM BFM
Tube numbers 100* 168
Tube outer diameter mm 12.7 12.7
Tube lenght m 7.90 6.09
Shell Diameter mm 219 273
Exchanger Cost $ 23100 19500
*Lowfin tubes
Table 4.1: Exchanger size
OFC OFRC
Geometry Type BEM BFM
Tube numbers 183 247
Tube outer diameter mm 12.7 12.7
Tube lenght m 2.55 1.80
Shell Diameter mm 273 323
Exchanger Cost $ 13900 13000
Figure 4.1: Condenser Size
and OFRC. Exchangers were modeled in ASPEN EDR, (Exchanger De-
sign and Rating), which, as reported in the previous chapter, allows to
design commercial heat exchangers and to import design data in AS-
PEN HYSYS to perform off-design calculations. Shell and tube heat
exchangers were considered, since HYSYS does not allow to process
different exchanger geometries.
Considering a fouling resistance of 2·10textsuperscript-4 m2K/W
for the the water side and 4·10textsuperscript-4 m2K/W for the work-
ing fluid side [11], the layout of the exchangers for both OFC and OFRC
is reported in tab 4.1. Calculation was carried to minimize exchanger
cost.
As for the condenser, the calculation was performed with ASPEN
EDR, minimizing the equipment cost (tab. 4.1).
The larger geometry of the OFRC exchanger, in comparison with
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that of OFC, seems to be nonsense, especially after the results obtained
in the previous chapter. However, in the case of OFC, lowfin tubes were
employed which increased the actual exchange area up to 77.7 m2. This
result was the best compromise found by the software to minimize the
exchangers cost with the input data. The TEMA sheet of the exchanger
designed by EDR is reported in table 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 of 6.
4.2 Expander
Concerning the expander, the Wankel derived one was considered. Data
about the expander were obtained from a Matlab model of the expander
developed in the department D.E.S.T.eC., since the AMESim model
could not be adopted because of the lack of i-Pentane among the avail-
able fluids. With respect to the previous chapters, to keep the rotat-
ing speed in the range 500-3000 rpm, because of the lower density of
the fluid (i-pentane has a higher critical temperature and at the de-
sign point flash temperature of 116°C, the density is almost three times
lower than that of R600a at the same temperature), the displacement of
the expander was increased to 800 cm3. With this displacement at the
design point and with a cut off of 0.15, which maximized the expander
efficiency at the design point, the expander speed was of 1500 rpm.
Similarly to what has been done in chapters II and III with AMESim,
expander maps, in terms of delivered power and isentropic efficiency
(fig. 4.2) were provided to ASPEN HYSYS for the simulation, as a func-
tion of the rotating speed and of the pressure ratio.
4.3 Pump
For the pump, the model of a generic pump was chosen and a constant
efficiency of 0.8 was used.
4.4 Control strategy
A combination of sliding-pressure and sliding-velocity control strat-
egy was defined: pump speed was varied to keep the approach point
temperature: the optimal value of this parameter is a function of the
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Figure 4.2: Maps of the expander: expander power output, left and expander
isentropic efficiency, right
working conditions and therefore was let vary during the steady-state
optimization procedure; expander speed and pressure drop across the
throttling valve were varied to keep both the the flash pressure and the
maximum cycle pressure at the thermodynamic optimum. Differently
from chapter III, where a control system was designed, as requested by
the dynamic analysis, in this chapter the analysis was carried in steady-
state conditions and therefore there was no need to design a control
system. Results were obtained using the ASPEN optimizer tool and
maximizing the net power output, by varying expander speed, pump
speed and pressure drop, under some constraints (such as maximum
vapor quality of 0.1 at the exchanger outlet, flash pressure greater than
condensing pressure, no vapor at the condenser outlet etc.). For the
cooling water a temperature increase of 15°C was retained constant for
each working conditions, and mass flow rate was left variable. BOX
optimization algorithm was selected to maximize output power.
5 Results
The first law overall system efficiency defined as:
ηsys = ε · ηcycle (5.1)
for both the two system it was evaluated in off-design conditions. In
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Figure 5.1: Overall efficiency for HTF temperature = 180°and variable mass
flow rate.
a first analysis the HTF temperature was kept constant at 180°C (design
temperature) and mass flow rate was varied in the range of ± 11%.
The overall efficiency for both the OFRC and OFC decreases with
the HTF mass flow rate for both systems (fig. 5.1): this is due to the
increase of the pressure losses through the exchangers. The efficiency
of the OFC is higher at this temperature than that of the OFRC, because
for high HTF temperatures, OFCs have a better recovery efficiency than
OFRCs (as reported in chapter IV). The trend of the flash pressure and
of expander speed is reported in fig. 5.2.
The flash pressure for both the two systems tends to slightly in-
crease with the HTF mass flow rate, reducing the mass flow rate through
the expander to reduce pressure loss at the condenser. Expander speed
has instead a low variation with mass flow, and is kept around the
value which maximized isentropic efficiency (fig. 4.2).
As expected, the variation of the efficiency with temperature was
instead larger for both systems, as reported in fig. 5.3. At low HTF
temperature, the OFRC had a larger efficiency because of the larger
impact of the cycle efficiency with respect to the recovery efficiency,
while at high temperature the result was reversed in favor of the OFC.
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Figure 5.2: Flash pressure (left) and expander speed (right) variation with
HTF mass flow rate.
Figure 5.3: Overall efficiency for HTF mass flow rate = 540 kg/h and variable
temperature.
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Figure 5.4: Flash pressure (left) and expander speed (right) variation with
HTF inlet temperature.
However the major result is represented by the operating field of the
two systems: OFRC managed operating also with high HTF temper-
ature, up to 210°C, while for OFC at high temperature, the main heat
exchanger did not manage exchanging the amount of heat requested
and, also reducing the approach point condensing problems appeared,
because of the reduction of the cycle efficiency. OFC was more subject
to condensing problems due to the higher exchanged amount of heat
and to the lower cycle efficiency than those of OFRC. A possible solu-
tion to increase the field of operation of the OFC was to resize both the
exchanger and the condenser, increasing the exchange area, making the
costs of this cycle (which are already higher than those of OFRC) larger
and larger.
Flash pressure and rotating speed variations are reported in fig. 5.4.
Expander speed and flash pressure are globally increasing with in-
let temperature variation to optimize system performances. The cycle
maximum pressure and temperature, which are regulated respectively
by the throttling valve area aperture and by the pump speed, are in-
stead reported in fig. 5.5. This last was always growing with HTF
temperature to avoid fluid evaporation inside the heat exchangers and
allow the cycle to always operate at a constant approach point.
From the analysis of the off-design efficiency maps fig 5.6, the wider
flexibility of the regenerative solution is clear: the regenerative solu-
tion, besides requiring lower components costs (as widely demonstrated
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Figure 5.5: Maximum cycle pressure.
in chapter IV), was able to operate in a much ampler field of inlet con-
ditions with respect to the non regenerative solution. For this reason, in
the case of a future development of this type of cycle, the regenerative
solution is the desirable cycle architecture for those systems character-
ized by wide load variations.
Figure 5.6: Off-design efficiency map for OFCs (left) and OFRCs (right).
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6 Conclusions
In this study, the off-design behavior of single stage OFC and OFRC
operating under a combined sliding-pressure and velocity control strat-
egy have been compared. Different fluids have been compared and i-
Pentane has been chosen, due to its good thermodynamic performances
and low vapor volume flow rate. The off-design analysis has been car-
ried in steady-state conditions with the software ASPEN Hysys, using
a BOX algorithm to optimize the system work output. Heat exchang-
ers geometry has been evaluated with ASPEN Exchanger Design and
Rating, according to ASME standards and then imported in HYSYS. Re-
sults have shown that the regenerative solution had a better efficiency
at low HTF temperature (up to 160°C) while OFC had a better behavior
for high HTF temperatures. However, the operation field of OFC was
much more limited than that of OFRC: in fact at high temperature, OFC
exchanger did not manage exchanging the heat requested by the cy-
cle because of the large temperature difference between the upper and
lower temperature of both the HTF and the working fluid. Also with
a lower approach point temperature the system had condensing prob-
lems and therefore its working field was limited. OFRC, instead, due
to the higher exchanger inlet temperature managed adapting to more
severe inlet conditions than those of OFC, showing a much higher flex-
ibility.
This study was the first and, for the author knowledge, the only
attempt off-design characterization of these type of cycles. Further de-
velopments involve the off-design comparison of double OFRC with
ORC, to determine if the thermodynamic superiority of this cycle with
respect to subcritical ORCs can be considred valid also in off-design
conditions.
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Final remarks
In this doctoral thesis, off-design conditions and control strategies of
organic cycles for low temperature recovery have been analyzed. Or-
ganic fluids are the most appropriate working fluids for low tempera-
ture and small scale applications because of their favorable properties
which allow a miniaturization of the components which can keep the
costs low. Nowadays, the interest of the research about organic Rankine
cycles technology sweeps from the utilization of new more performing
and more environmental friendly working fluid, to new more perform-
ing devices (such as expanders), passing from the research on plant
management and to new cycle architectures. These two lasts point rep-
resent the core of this thesis: in fact a good control strategy can reduce
system complexity, increase performances, and above all increase sys-
tem safety and flexibility: this last characteristic is vital when operat-
ing with renewable energies or serving as waste heat recovery systems,
because of the variable and often unpredictable behavior of the heat
source. Positive displacement expanders, which does not require par-
ticular devices to operate in conditions which differs from the design
point, can be suitable to make the cycle work with different control
strategy: sliding-pressure, sliding velocity and their combination. The
aim of this thesis was to define control strategies and control parame-
ters to increase the flexibility and the efficiency of small scale organic
cycle for low temperature heat source exploitation (low concentration
solar plants, WHR and geothermal. In the second chapter of this the-
sis a small scale solar ORC with a rotary expander has been analyzed:
the sliding velocity control strategy gave to the plant a very high flex-
ibility which avoided the need of a thermal storage, being the plant
able to adapt itself to the various ambient conditions. The dynamic
model of the plant, besides confirming the possibility of a such strat-
egy, allowed to understand some transient phenomena related to solar
field thermal inertia and to predict the optimal set-point values for the
evaporating pressure, superheating temperature and collectors outlet
temperature, which were completely different from those evaluated in
stationary conditions, especially for large solar field configurations..
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In the third chapter a comparison of various control strategies was
carried out for a WHR ORC: sliding-pressure, sliding-velocity and a
combination of them. Also in this case, the expander device was a ro-
tary expander. Sliding-pressure was the simpler implementable strat-
egy, but is a strategy that is suitable for systems operating at almost
constant conditions, being potentially dangerous for system stability in
the case of an uncontrolled raise of the heat amount from the source.
Sliding-velocity avoided any hazardous operation, but required to set
a priori a proper value of the set point of the evaporating temperature.
The combination of both strategies, through an optimal function driv-
ing the set point during operation, was implemented: a function of the
heat source temperature and of the product of the working fluid vol-
ume flow rate by the expander admission pressure was defined; the
choice of these variables was due to the possibility of their easy mea-
surement. The optimal function was defined both through the steady-
state simulation of the WHR system, and through the working maps of
the expander, with few simple thermodynamic calculations and a sim-
plification of the heat exchangers off-design behavior. Results proved
that this control strategy always managed driving the plant at high effi-
ciency values, both with the function evaluated from the plant simula-
tion and from that evaluated from the expander maps: this last had the
advantage of avoiding simulations or experimental measurements on
the plant to obtain the optimized function. It was worthy to note that
the recovery efficiency obtained from the simulations was lower than
0.65, confirming the low recovery efficiency of the ORCs, and the need
of the research in further cycles architectures
As stated above, one of the development in ORC research has been
the study of new cycle architectures able to reduce the bad match of the
exchange curves. Among various solutions, organic flash cycles had
good thermodynamic characteristics but their cost makes them non-
economic. A new regenerative architecture has been proposed in chap-
ter four, whose thermodynamic performance was practically the same
of the original configuration, but which retained the cost of the ma-
jor components at the level of a subcritical ORC. The comparison of the
off-design behavior of the regenerative architecture with the original ar-
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chitecture has been carried out in the fifth chapter, analyzing two single
stage cycles. Results showed that also for flash cycles a combination of
sliding-pressure and sliding-velocity control strategy was possible and
that the regenerative solution, besides a lower plant cost, has a larger
flexibility than the original architecture and that it was more suitable to
be coupled with largely variable heat sources.
This thesis can be the starting point of further experimental cam-
paigns on small scale ORC systems to experimentally verify the validity
of the control strategies adopted: during the Ph.D period, the project of
a small scale ORC for experimental purposes has been developed and
is still ongoing: experimental activity together with a deeper numerical
analysis carried on a commercial code, which takes into account the ac-
tual behavior of the commercial components, may be the continuation
of the work began in this thesis.
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Table 6.1: OFCs Heat exchange design results (n-Heptane).
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Table 6.3: OFRCs Heat Exchangers Design Results (n-Heptane).
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Table 6.5: OFC Heat exchangers design Results (R601a, Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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Table 6.7: OFRCs Heat exchangers design results (R601a, Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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Table 6.8: OFRCs Condenser design results (R601a, Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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Table 6.9: Pump cost for OFCs and OFRCs ( Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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Table 6.10: Expander cost for OFCs and OFRCs ( Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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12
.7
38
7
60
96
96
.3
-
29
29
9
16
0
53
4
12
.7
43
2
54
86
11
4.
9
-
31
32
4
17
0
53
4
12
.7
43
2
60
96
12
7.
8
-
33
74
6
Table 6.11: ORC evaporator design results (R245fa, Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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ar
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ex
ch
an
ge
ar
ea
*
°C
[m
m
]
[m
m
]
[m
m
]
[ m2]
[ m2]
[$
]
80
18
7
12
.7
25
7
48
77
35
.9
-
14
44
8
90
18
7
12
.7
25
7
54
86
40
.5
-
14
87
4
10
0
18
7
12
.7
25
7
60
96
45
.5
-
15
34
9
11
0
28
0
12
.7
30
5
48
77
53
.7
-
17
40
0
12
0
26
2
12
.7
30
5
48
77
56
.7
-
17
40
0
13
0
28
0
12
.7
30
5
48
77
53
.7
-
17
40
0
14
0
28
0
12
.7
30
5
54
86
60
.5
-
17
82
8
15
0
28
0
12
.7
30
5
54
86
60
.5
-
17
82
8
16
0
28
0
12
.7
30
5
60
96
67
.4
-
18
20
2
17
0
28
0
12
.7
30
5
60
96
67
.4
-
18
20
2
Table 6.12: ORC condenser design results (R245fa, Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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HTF Pump Cost Expander Cost
Temperature
°C $ $
80 648 13501
90 599 14905
100 698 16110
110 796 17197
120 894 18220
130 995 19213
140 1098 20204
150 1205 21217
160 1366 21371
170 1490 22647
Table 6.13: Pump and Expander Cost for ORC (R245fa, Q˙av = 900 kWth).
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Appendix 4
Table 6.14: TEMA sheet: heat exchanger for the OFC.
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Table 6.15: TEMA sheet: condenser for the OFC.
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Table 6.16: TEMA sheet: heat exchanger for the OFRC.
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Table 6.17: TEMA sheet: condenser for the OFRC.
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